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The EERI Oral
History Series
This is the twentieth volume in the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute’s series,
Connections: The EERI Oral History Series. EERI began this series to preserve the recollections
of some of those who have had pioneering careers in the field of earthquake engineering.
Significant, even revolutionary, changes have occurred in earthquake engineering since indi
viduals first began thinking in modern, scientific ways about how to protect construction and
society from earthquakes. The Connections series helps document this important history.
Connections is a vehicle for transmitting the fascinating accounts of individuals who were
present at the beginning of important developments in the field, documenting sometimes
little-known facts about this history, and recording their impressions, judgments, and expe
riences from a personal standpoint. These reminiscences are themselves a vital contribu
tion to our understanding of where our current state of knowledge came from and how the
overall goal of reducing earthquake losses has been advanced. The Earthquake Engineering
Research Institute, incorporated in 1948 as a nonprofit organization to provide an institu
tional base for the then-young field of earthquake engineering, is proud to help tell the story
of the development of earthquake engineering through the Connections series. EERI has
grown from a few dozen individuals in a field that lacked any significant research funding to
an organization with nearly 3,000 members. It is still devoted to its original goal of investigating the effects of destructive earthquakes and publishing the results through its reconnaissance report series. EERI brings researchers and practitioners together to exchange
information at its annual meetings and, via a now-extensive calendar of conferences and
workshops, provides a forum through which individuals and organizations of various disciplinary backgrounds can work together for increased seismic safety.
The EERI oral history program was initiated by Stanley Scott (1921–2002). The first nine
volumes were published during his lifetime, and manuscripts and interview transcripts he
left to EERI are resulting in the publication of other volumes for which he is being posthumously credited, including this one.
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The Oral History Committee is including further interviewees within the program’s scope,
following the Committee’s charge to include subjects who: 1) have made an outstanding
career-long contribution to earthquake engineering, 2) have valuable first-person accounts
to offer concerning the history of earthquake engineering, and 3) whose backgrounds, considering the series as a whole, appropriately span the various disciplines that are included
in the field of earthquake engineering. Scott’s work, which he began in 1984, summed to
hundreds of hours of taped interview sessions and thousands of pages of transcripts. Were it
not for him, valuable facts and recollections would already have been lost.
Scott was a research political scientist at the Institute of Governmental Studies at the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley. He was active in developing seismic safety policy for many
years, and was a member of the California Seismic Safety Commission from 1975 to 1993.
Partly for that work, he received the Alfred E. Alquist Award from the Earthquake Safety
Foundation in 1990.
Scott received assistance in formulating his oral history plans from Willa Baum, Director of
the University of California at Berkeley Regional Oral History Office, a division of the Ban
croft Library. An unfunded interview project on earthquake engineering and seismic safety
was approved, and Scott was encouraged to proceed. Following his retirement from the Uni
versity in 1989, Scott continued the oral history project. For a time, some expenses were paid
from a small grant from the National Science Foundation, but Scott did most of the work pro
bono. This work included not only the obvious effort of preparing for and conducting the
interviews themselves, but also the more time-consuming tasks of reviewing transcripts and
editing the manuscripts to flow smoothly.
The Connections oral history series presents a selection of senior individuals in earthquake
engineering who were present at the beginning of the modern era of that field. The term
“earthquake engineering” as used here has the same meaning as in the name of EERI—the
broadly construed set of disciplines, including geosciences and social sciences as well as
engineering itself, that together form a related body of knowledge and collection of individ
uals that revolve around the subject of earthquakes. The events described in these oral his
tories span many kinds of activities: research, design projects, public policy and broad social
aspects, and education, as well as interesting personal aspects of the subjects’ lives.
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Foreword
The interviews with Roy G. Johnston that began in the 1990s and which form the basis for
this oral history were conducted by Stanley Scott, the founder of this oral history series.
The manuscript was substantially completed when Scott died in 2002. Reviewing and
completing the manuscript was the work of Gregg Brandow and of Johnston’s son, Robert.
The review comments of Oral History Committee members Thalia Anagnos and Loring
Wyllie are gratefully acknowledged, along with the work of Gail Shea, consulting editor
to EERI, who carefully reviewed the entire manuscript and prepared the index, as she
has on previous volumes. George Mattingly is our graphic designer, and Eloise Gilland,
the Editorial and Publications Manager of EERI, also assisted in seeing this publication
through to completion.

Robert Reitherman
Chair, EERI Oral History Committee
August 2011
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Personal Introduction
I had the privilege of knowing Roy Johnston as a friend, mentor, role model, boss, and business partner. As far back as I remember in my childhood, my father, George Brandow, and
Roy Johnston were a team that helped build Los Angeles. I was introduced to engineering
early as the son of an engineer. More significantly for the development of my engineering
career, I was introduced to the profession that both these engineers represented so well.
They were giants in our profession, who succeeded and contributed to the profession they
loved, to the community, and to their families. In the oral history that follows, it is clear that
Roy achieved all these accomplishments in his own humble, yet engaging, way.
I was an upstart engineer in the 1970s, graduating from Stanford in 1971, and joining Brandow & Johnston Associates the same year. I began my internship under Roy. He was the perfect role model. I watched him manage a large office, keep up on the practice of engineering,
and participate in professional activities. And also, he always had time for his church, family,
and civic activities. Roy always found time to sit and talk with me about projects, share his
experiences, and steer me in the right direction. Twenty-five years later, when I became
president of Brandow & Johnston, I still looked up to Roy as my mentor and my role model. I
think that many engineers who worked with Roy will say the same.
This oral history of Roy G. Johnston should be required reading for all structural engineering students preparing for their professional life. His story demonstrates how to build a
career, how to build a structural engineering practice, and how to make an impact on your
profession and the community in which you live. Roy’s true legacy is the impact that he had
on the people who benefitted from his friendship, guidance, advice, and wisdom.
Last week I was at the EERI Annual Meeting in La Jolla, exchanging stories with old friends
and observing the student seismic design competition, which gives me hope that there are
other young Roy Johnstons being trained at our universities. As we reminisced about the
past, Roy’s name was always mentioned, and remarks were included such as “our profession
will miss Roy,” “Roy was truly a great person and engineer,” and “Roy’s contribution to our
profession should never be forgotten.”
xiii

This oral history spans the development of earthquake engineering from the period before
the 1933 Long Beach earthquake to after the 1994 Northridge earthquake. This is Roy G.
Johnston’s story, but also the story of our profession of structural and earthquake engineering and of Roy’s contributions to the structural safety and beauty of Los Angeles’s many
beautiful buildings.
Roy G. Johnston and Brandow & Johnston shaped the Los Angeles skyline, with high-rise
buildings seen from all areas of Southern California. The firm has worked for architects on
engineered high-rise office buildings, hospitals, universities, airports, schools, and industrial
facilities. In his structural engineering career—which spanned sixty-three years, fifty-five
of those years at the firm he co-founded, Brandow & Johnston Associates—Roy Johnston’s
legacy is more than just the 20,000 engineering projects that benefitted from his engineering
expertise. The most notable from the 1940s were: the Los Angeles County Courthouse and
Administration Building; in the 1950s, the Los Angeles Sports Arena, the California Bank
(the first building over the old 12-story height limit), the Superior Oil Building (the first allwelded structural steel building in Los Angeles); in the 1960s, Transamerica Tower (built
as the Occidental Tower), the University of California Irvine campus, most of the modern
University of Southern California campus, the Lockheed L1011 Palmdale Facility; in the
1970s, Pepperdine University campus, Los Angeles Convention Center, Broadway Plaza,
the Getty Museum in Malibu; in the 1980s, the Bradley International Terminal at LAX,
the MCA Hilton Hotel, 400 South Hope Office Building, the Los Angeles Central Library
renovation and expansion; and in the 1990s, 550 South Hope Office Building, Kaiser Baldwin
Park Medical Center, and Palm Springs Airport.
Roy was recognized by his peers by being awarded the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
Construction Industries Committee Achievement Award in 1981, the USC Engineering
Alumnus Award for Outstanding Achievement in 1982, the Southern California Engineer
of the Year, awarded by the Institute for the Advancement of Engineering in 1985, the
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Structural Engineering Association of Southern California’s Engineer of the Year in 1990.
Roy was elected to the National Academy of Engineering in 1981.
The last interview by Stan Scott with Roy G. Johnston took place in approximately 1995
while Roy was vigorously practicing structural engineering at Brandow & Johnston. Roy
practiced structural engineering for sixty-three years, retiring in 2000 at the age of eightysix. I do not advocate that we all should work until our mid-80s, but Roy loved his profession
and kept his youthful demeanor by enjoying the challenges of engineering and interacting
with his fellow professionals. Roy died on March 13, 2008, at the age of ninety-four, in Santa
Barbara, where he had retired. He is and will always be missed. We will never forget that
Roy loved his alma mater, the University of Southern California. At his memorial service, we
played the battle cry for USC sports, “Fight On,” knowing that Roy will always be with the
great Trojan in the sky.
Gregg E. Brandow, PhD, SE
Brandow & Johnston, Inc.
Professor of Engineering Practice, USC
Los Angeles, California
February 2011
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Roy G. Johnston

Chapter 1

Personal
Background
The real reason for the move to California was my
grandfather’s illness. By then he had come from
Sweden and was living with my aunt in the San
Joaquin Valley.

Scott: Give some personal history about yourself and your
early life and schooling. Start by talking about your parents and
grandparents.
Johnston: Personal history is not something I am particularly
comfortable doing. My parents were immigrants from Sweden
to the United States. They were only eighteen when they made
the move to America. In those days, the United States, the land
of opportunity, was the place to which—especially the northern
Europeans—wanted to go to get away from conditions at home.
The economy of Sweden was in bad shape, and there was really no
work for young people. At the time, my grandparents remained in
their native country, although years later, after the grandmothers
had died, both grandfathers immigrated to the U.S.
Scott: That was back when Sweden was much more agrarian,
before the era of big economic development?
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Johnston: Yes, it was early in the century.
Although my parents, Karl Johnston and
Esther Youngberg, did not know each other in
Sweden, they made their moves the same year,
1909. Mother was encouraged to come by her
sister Karin, who had immigrated in 1903 and
was living in the Chicago area. Mother traveled with her brother Conrad.
In a similar fashion, my father, Karl, was
encouraged by his older brothers, John and
Albert, who were already here. He and his
other brother, Halvar, joined John and Albert
in Chicago. Dad learned the English language and started work with the International
Harvester Company as a pattern maker. My
dad had been a cabinetmaker in his earlier days
in Sweden, where his father owned a woodworking and cabinetmaking shop. They made
very good cabinets, and my dad worked in
the shop and learned the trade. In those days,
they made wooden patterns, which in turn
were used to make all the molds for casting
metal parts for machines. During World War I,
while working for the International Harvester
Company, he made patterns for the Liberty
engine that was used in the airplanes that were
flying in Europe.
On her arrival, my mother worked as a domestic. Not knowing the English language, she
depended on a friend who acted as interpreter
in a three-way conversation while the lady of
the house gave instructions. Mother gradually
learned English.
My mother and dad got acquainted in the
Chicago area, where there was a large
Scandinavian population. Their lives were
centered in their church and their local community. My parents married and started a
2

family. I was born in Chicago in 1914. Then in
1921, when I was seven years old, we moved to
California.
The real reason for the move to California
was my grandfather’s illness. By then, he had
come from Sweden and was living with my
aunt in the San Joaquin Valley. After a couple
of years he became ill, and my aunt was not
able to care for him alone. She needed help, so
the families came together for that purpose.
That was why we moved to California, where
we lived on a farm near Kingsburg, which was
a Scandinavian community. I would guess that
95 percent of the people were from Sweden,
Norway, or Denmark. We lived on the farm
until my grandfather died when he was eightysix years old. After that, we moved to a small
home in town.
When my father came to California’s San
Joaquin Valley, he obviously could not find
employment as a pattern maker, because it
was an agricultural rather than manufacturing
region, so for a time he settled into the carpenter trade. Later, he opened up his own business
and became a small contractor.
Scott: Before proceeding further with the
story, say more about your family background,
including family names.
Johnston: My father’s family name is an
interesting story. His family name was Johanson, which Anglicized should rightly be Johnson. In Scandinavia, it actually means “son of
John.” But because there were so many Johnsons in Chicago, he and his brothers decided
that they wanted something a little different,
and put a “t” in the name to make it Johnston.
That is how our name was changed.
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The Swedes had an interesting practice
regarding names. Often when the boys in a
family reached seventeen or eighteen and
were eligible for the army, they would take on
a different name. So the father’s name might
be Johanson, and the son’s Johnston. Or they
might change the name more drastically. I have
friends, who are brothers in the same family,
yet one has the name Johnson, and the second
the name Junvik. It is a strange phenomenon.
For some reason they did not think the old
name was appropriate, so they changed it.
Thus, my father’s name became Johnston, and
the name of my mother Esther was changed
from Anderson to Youngberg. She lived to age
ninety-nine, plus nine months—three months
short of 100. I have an uncle on my mother’s
side who lived to be 105 years old.
After my dad had come to the United States,
years later he used to recall Sweden as almost
like a Garden of Eden, a perfect place to live.
Then when he and my mother had been married forty years, they decided to go back to
Sweden for a visit to the place where they were
born. We arranged a trip for them, and they
were there a month.
My father soon learned that Sweden was very
different from what he had imagined it to be.
It was not the same as he remembered. The
language had changed, with many new words
being used. The place where he was born had
changed. He was disillusioned. So from then
on he never said anything more about Sweden
being such wonderful place to live. I think
this must happen with almost everyone who
immigrates and goes back to the home country
many years later.
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Scott: There were tremendous changes
in Sweden as it was being transformed into a
modern economy.
Johnston: We have gone back two or three
times, the last one being the summer of 1995.
One thing that struck me was the continuity
along with the change. For example, we tried
to find some records of our roots, ancestors of
generations past. The government had given
the state church (Lutheran church) the task
of keeping the records. You could trace your
genealogy if you knew the family name, the
parish, and the approximate time.

Growing up in the Depression
Johnston: After the 1929 crash, the economy virtually disappeared, and people were
out of work. At that time, what work there
was seemed to be in Southern California, so
in the fall we moved to the Los Angeles area,
to Alhambra. I don’t know why they chose
Alhambra, but it was a nice little community at
the time, and Dad bought a house. It was quite
a change for me, coming from a rural setting in
the San Joaquin Valley.
I went to Alhambra High School. Unlike
Kingsburg, where I was used to having 200
students around me, suddenly I was thrown
in among 3,000 students. But I enjoyed my
three years in high school there. I was always
interested in athletics, made friends, was
active in debating, and was also on the track
team. The track coach, Kenneth Grumbler,
a former University of Southern California
hurdle champion, was very much interested
in helping. He said, “I think you should get a
scholarship to USC.” Between the influence of
the track coach and Miss Veda L. Walker, the
3
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debate coach, I actually did get a debate scholarship. Otherwise, I am not sure whether I
could have gone to the University of Southern
California.
In discussing my family, I want to emphasize
how my father, particularly, encouraged my
brother and me to get an education. He appreciated the fact that without an education you
would not be able to do anything substantial.
He had not had the opportunity himself, and
wanted his two sons to have a good education. He encouraged me to be an engineer
and my brother to be a doctor, and that is the
way it turned out—I am an engineer and my
brother is a doctor. My father did not force us
into those paths, but gave encouragement and
complete support. Anyway, that is the story on
how I started—working with my father, and
going to school. In all of my whole working life,
everything I have done relates to construction.
Scott: The kind of family encouragement
and support you and your brother got is very
important. It certainly paid off for you two.
Johnston: Yes, ours was a family that had
what you call family values. There really is
something to be said in our society today
for good family values. They are important. We had a background of family support,
and that is really what counts—support and
encouragement.
Scott: That is something I remember about
my own parents—their support and encouragement regarding education.
Johnston: I have tried to do the same thing
with my kids, both of whom have been a joy to
their parents.

4

When my father did have jobs during the
Depression, in vacation periods I used to work
with him on various construction crews. I ran
the cement mixer. In those days it was not transit-mix. You would mix Portland cement right
on the job in one-sack batches. Or sometimes,
if you had bigger equipment, you could mix
two sacks. You would have to put in the cement
and sand in the proper combination, mix it,
and dump it into a small hopper with wheels.
Then someone else would deliver it where it
had to go. If the job was a multistory building
you had to have a hoist. They would roll the
hopper onto the elevator, lift it to the proper
floor. Then someone would roll it off and dump
it. You were working pretty hard if you poured
fifty yards of concrete a day.
Scott: A lot of heavy work was involved.
Johnston: Yes, a lot of heavy work. I remember it well. The person who ran the mixer also
had to take care of the cement. I had to wrestle
100-pound sacks of cement all day long. With
the economy so bad, you were never lacking
laborers. For any job, you would have several
people on the outside wanting to work. Sometimes, however, the men were so lacking in
food and nourishment that they were physically able to work only half a day. You would
have one crew in the morning and another
crew in the afternoon. In those days, the
work was all hand shoveling of rock and sand,
working with one- or two-bag cement mixers. A man working on the rock pile would be
so emaciated he would not have the strength
to continue all day. After working a half day,
someone else would spell him for another half
day. Those were really rough times, believe
me. The bidding for jobs was so intense that
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often a contractor might get a $100,000 job for
only a few dollars difference in the bids. One
summer, at the bottom of the Depression in
1930, Dad got the job to build the library in
Palos Verdes because he was $12.00 lower than
the next bidder.
Scott: They were bidding pretty close to the
bone?
Johnston: They would figure how much
they could actually do the job for, and then
would subtract a component, depending on
what bid they thought would get the job. If you
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could somehow make a few bucks, it was better
than nothing.
When I started at USC in 1931, I remember
driving along Figueroa Street and seeing the
soup kitchens and breadlines. Some of those
lines would be four abreast, several blocks long.
People waiting just to get a bowl of soup and a
piece of bread. It was in the very bottom of the
Depression, and there was almost a total lack of
work of any kind.

5
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College at the
University of
Southern California
My construction experience gave me an insight
early-on about my future career—I knew I wanted to
be an engineer.

Johnston: With the scholarship, I was able to go to USC. When
it came time to pay tuition, I would just walk up to the window and
my tuition would be paid. I used the family car to go to school, and
every morning, I drove from Alhambra to USC.
During my first year at USC, I worked in a market for ten cents
an hour, believe it or not. I started Saturday morning and worked
twenty hours, until 3:00 Sunday morning, for a total of $2.00. But
$1.00 of that was enough for my gasoline for one week of driving
from Alhambra to USC. The other $1.00 was my spending money
for the week. It sounds almost impossible today, doesn’t it?
Scott: Yes, it does, but a little money went a long way in the
depths of the Depression.
Johnston: Times were really tough. I recall the federal government’s alphabet programs that were originated to help people.

7
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There was a speech program in the Monterey Park area, sponsored by Miss Walker, the
speech coach in Alhambra High School. She
called me one night and said, “I need a teacher
to conduct a class, and I thought of you.” I said,
“Well, I’ve never taught before.” She said, “I’ll
give you a hand.” So I felt like I had suddenly
discovered riches, because instead of getting
$2.00, I got $12.00 a class.
Scott: A pretty good increase.
Johnston: Yes, a pretty good increase. But
those were tough times. The following year,
in keeping with the same type of program, I
got a job as the director of the playground and
parks in one of the suburbs. Again, I elevated
my income—about 100 percent—so that it was
$24.00 a week instead of $12.00. When you start
making comparisons today, it almost sounds
ludicrous, but it meant a great deal in those
particular days.
Scott: So you worked a fair amount throughout the time you were in college, and also took
a full-time program in engineering at USC?
Johnston: Yes. The teaching I did was at
night. The playground work was primarily a
Friday-Saturday activity, and I was managing the program so I did not have to be there
all the time. I took a full program at USC and
went through in four years. The tuition for
one semester was $150—$10 per unit—and the
typical or average load was 15 units. But I was
able to get 16 to 18 units for the same price—
$150. I became a member of the two engineering societies, Tau Beta Pi, and Chi Epsilon. I
enjoyed a lot of good times at the university,
and was elected to the Skull and Dagger campus club, and graduated with honors.
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Scott: Taking the heavier program with
more units for the 15-unit cost of $150 with no
additional charge was something of a bargain.
But it must have kept you very busy, considering the other things you were doing.

I Wanted To Be an Engineer
Johnston: Due to my father’s influence more
than anything else, I realized from the beginning that I wanted to be an engineer. I knew I
did not want to get into the construction end
because that was tough work. In those days the
laborers and artisans really worked, no two
ways about it. My construction experience
gave me an insight early-on about my future
career—I knew I wanted to be an engineer.
That may be unlike a lot of people today, who
start out not knowing what they want to do. I
went into civil engineering with the idea that I
wanted to design structures.
I had a fair knowledge of what it meant to put
a building together, and this served me well
later on. After I graduated from college, in my
first job in the Los Angeles County Building
Department, I at least knew the various phases
of construction, perhaps in a superficial way,
but with some first-hand experience.
One of my former professors was Professor
Fox, who had been involved in the design of
railroads, bridges, and structures associated
with the railroads. He was very practically
oriented, and all his teaching and design procedures were related to his ability to design.
He was not a theorist, but a designer who
knew his theory. He would go to the board,
make a few scratches there, and say, “This is
the way it should be.” We would wonder how
he could come up with the answer so quickly.
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Obviously he had done it a thousand times
and knew from experience what the answer
should be.
This gave me an insight into the difference
between design and analysis, and talking about
engineering rather than doing engineering.
Professor Fox and Professor David Wilson
were both oriented in the same direction,
although Fox was a bit more practical. Dave
was an analyst, and took us through all of the
analytical procedures, right from the beginning. We had to work with each procedure, and
we got a feel for it.
Dave became a lifelong friend. In those days,
the engineering classes numbered five to ten
people. It was almost like a tutoring course. I
found when we graduated that we had a fine
practical and theoretical background. We
could step right into a design office, and with a
little help from those who were experienced,
soon developed a confidence that has stayed
with us for all these years. I think it was due to
the almost personal engineering tutoring from
people who had been in the business, and who
took a very careful interest in their students.
Scott: They had the interest and the teaching philosophy, and the classes were small
enough to make it feasible.
Johnston: Yes. I thought the engineering
education in those days was excellent. It was
probably the one civil-structural design program of any value in Southern California.
Caltech was obviously a great institution, but it
was more theoretical, and did not give you the
fine design “tuning” that you received at USC.
USC did not always stay on that path later on,
but in those days it was.
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Scott: Professors Fox and Wilson were the
principal ones concerned with structures?
Johnston: Yes. There were, of course, others—you had to take some electrical and
mechanical classes, for example. Fox retired
shortly after we left, but Dave continued on,
and at that time was the department head. Subsequently, USC has gone into what you might
call a more typical approach. It is now theory,
analysis, mathematics, and computers, and
it has to be that way. But teaching was more
design-oriented and very personal when I went
to school.

The Hardy Cross Method
Johnston: I remember they used to tell us,
“You may not know the exact answer, but if
you can establish the limits, and there is a band
within which the answer will fall—cannot be
more than or less than—then you can use your
judgment.” In those days we used to say that
engineering was 25 percent calculations and
75 percent judgment and experience.
The proportions have changed now, but judgment is still a very critical factor. In those days,
of course, you could not depend on computers. You had to do it longhand and with the
slide rule, and the approach that Hardy Cross
had developed was the best approach to use in
design.
Scott: That was a simplified method of
structural analysis widely used in the 1930s,
wasn’t it?
Johnston: Yes. A paper by Hardy Cross
describing his method was published in the
May 1930 Proceedings and in the 1932 Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers.
9
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It was a method of analyzing continuous
frames—frames with moment-resistant or
rotation-resistant joints—by distributing
fixed end moments, and its simplicity made
it extremely popular among structural engineers. For a time, the Hardy Cross method was
used universally.
In those days, the focus was on balancing your
forces in X, Y and Z directions. They had to
add up, otherwise the object in question would
be moving. To balance forces, you had to draw
diagrams and get the concept firmly fixed in
your mind, after which you could calculate the
numbers. If they did not add up properly, you
knew that something was wrong.
Scott: If they did not add up, you would
refigure things until the numbers were in
balance?
Johnston: That’s right. Hardy Cross made a
big point of that.
Scott: Hardy Cross was quite a remarkable
figure in the structural engineering of that era,
wasn’t he?
Johnston: Yes. The technical papers he
wrote for various proceedings were c lassics.
Years later, in 1963, the University of Illinois Press in Urbana assembled a series of his
papers published from 1926 to 1936 into a compilation entitled Arches, Continuous Frames, Columns, and Conduits. Nathan M. Newmark wrote
the interesting introduction in which he honors Cross as “...America’s greatest teacher of
structural engineering.”
When I was a student and later a young
engineer, the writing of Hardy Cross made
a strong impression on me and proved to be
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wise counsel. He said that the design problem’s
solution should “satisfy . . . three conditions:
1) that stress must balance, 2) that the strain
must be continuous, and 3) that the relation
of the stress to the strain must agree with the
actual physical properties of the material.” He
also suggested that “One of the most powerful
methods of analysis is, in a sense, no method
at all—namely, to guess at a solution and see
if it satisfies statics and continuity. The faculty of guessing at solutions is capable of great
development. One of the chief values of formal
analysis is to aid in its development.” 1
After I graduated, I recall working with a local
structural engineer, Clyde Deuel, on a fivestory building and analyzing the steel frame
using the Hardy Cross method. I used the
slide rule, calling the numbers out, and the
other engineer would write the figures down.
Sometimes it would take us ten to twenty hours
to do a frame. Nowadays, in an hour’s time you
can process the data and let the machine run the
calculations. It not only gives you the answers,
but also provides far more information.
The particular job I am referring to is the
Magnin Building on Wilshire Boulevard. In
the frame analysis, the carryover moments
from the big girders over the main salon were
so large that we could not resist the moment in
the columns, and had to put in some pin connections. It was a semi-bridge building type
of design, where we actually had pins formed
in the joints so the large moments would not
transfer into the column design. It is the only
1

Hardy Cross, Arches, Continuous Frames,
Columns, and Conduits: Selected Papers of Hardy
Cross, Introduction by Nathan M. Newmark.
University of Illinois Press, 1963, p. 101.
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building I know of that we have ever designed
that way.
Incidentally, a few years ago, my younger colleague, Gregg Brandow, son of my former
partner who took over his father’s share of
the business, was asked to review the Magnin
store. After a day or two, he commented: “I
have been reviewing this building, and there
are a lot of good things about it.” I said, “Yes,
that was one of my early buildings.” His comments were confirmation of the value of some
of the training I was privileged to have in those
early years.

Long Beach Earthquake
Johnston: The 1933 Long Beach earthquake
occurred while I was in college. The earthquake occurred around 6:00 in the evening,
and I recall that I was driving home from USC.
I had gotten as far as the brewery on Broadway,
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when all of a sudden I saw people running out,
and bricks from the parapet wall falling off, and
I could not understand what was happening.
So I stopped the car and just observed. While I
was in the car I did not feel the earthquake. But
when I saw the damaged walls and the people
running out of the building, I realized that this
was obviously an earthquake.
The Long Beach earthquake gave us some firsthand background on what an earthquake can
do, and we talked about earthquakes in class.
Upon my graduation in 1935, the Field Act and
related regulations were coming into play, and
the school safety program had started in California. From that period until about 1942, we
did many retrofits for public school buildings in
conjunction with requirements of the Office of
the State Architect (OSA), later called the Division of the State Architect (DSA).
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Beginning
a Career
As a regular routine, we would start designing a
market on Monday morning and then finish it by
Friday night. You did everything yourself—the design
and the drawings—in one week.

Johnston: I graduated from USC in the summer of 1935 and
worked for a few months with the Los Angeles County building department, checking plans. Colonel William Fox, a former
Marine officer, was in charge of the county building department.
Fox was a friend of young people and of USC. He recruited me,
and I started checking plans.
Scott: You were right out of school?
Johnston: I had been out of school about three months. Before
the Los Angeles County job, I had done an odd job, visually checking acreage out in Orange County, to determine whether beet
growers were fulfilling their commitments to the government.
The county job was a temporary appointment. When the formal
request for engineers came out, however, they had put in a threeyear experience clause. As a recent graduate, I obviously could
not qualify. This had happened unbeknownst to Col. William
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Fox, who became incensed when the regulation came out from the personnel committee.
He tried every which way to get me to stay
in the department, and when he could not,
said, “Well, I am going to get you a job on the
outside.”

Working for Clyde Deuel,
1936–1940
Johnston: Fox was instrumental in getting
me a job with Clyde Deuel. That was one of
those breaks, because Clyde was in the structural design business. He had one client who
did nothing but store buildings. As a regular routine, we would start designing a market on Monday morning and then finish it by
Friday night. You did everything yourself—
the design and the drawings—in one week. It
probably represented two sheets of drawings.
As I say, this was almost a routine, one a week.
I don’t think you could do it today, but in those
days, that is what we did.
Deuel worked on two main types of buildings: one was stores and markets, and the
other was public schools. The school work
was mostly seismically retrofitting existing
public school buildings. It was done under
the Field Act and the requirements of the
Office of the State Architect. From about 1936,
we did markets and public schools continuously until World War II. When it became
clear that they had to increase the military
resources, we started doing barracks and
other military structures. Finally, as the war
continued, there was absolutely no work for a
private engineer.
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Teaming Up
with George Brandow
Johnston: When I worked for Clyde Deuel,
George Brandow worked for another engineer by the name of Win Wilson. Clyde and
Win were good friends, and were interested
in developing a wood truss—called an arch
rib in those days—a truss with a curved top.
They designed hundreds of those trusses.
Win Wilson had a manufacturing firm on the
side, called the Arch Rib Truss Company, and
Clyde had helped Win develop the truss business. All the markets and stores in this whole
area were using those trusses to span their
clear-span market areas, which had spans of
50, 75, 100, or 150 feet. So in that relationship
between Deuel and Wilson, George Brandow
and I were drawn together.
Then the war started, and because there
was no truss work, George got a job with the
Lummus Company, which did design and construction of petroleum refineries. Lummus was
a New York outfit, a national firm of turnkey
refinery people, which established an office in
Los Angeles. They did the design, the building, the whole works. Because of wartime
demand related to high-performance aircraft
engines, many of the refineries in the Los
Angeles area were interested in the production
of 100-octane gasoline. There was not much
production capacity for that kind of gasoline.
Meanwhile, private engineering work had
about dried up, but engineers were scarce
because so many had joined the military or
had been drafted. George said, “Why don’t
you come and help me—we have a lot of work
coming in and you aren’t doing anything
there.” I talked to Clyde and said, “It looks like
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it would help you and everybody else concerned if I just went to work for Lummus.” He
agreed.
So in 1942, I went to work for George at the
Lummus Company, where he was head of a
small engineering group. Then the military
started projecting 1,000 bombers in the air at
one time, but did not have enough 100-octane
gasoline to put ten of them in the air. We
started twenty-seven “cat crackers,” catalytic
crackers, which used a new system of refining
crude petroleum into 100-octane gasoline. The
process involved high temperatures and high
pressures. They built a pilot laboratory model,
small scale, in which they developed the process. From that, they started construction on
twenty-seven cat crackers.
Scott: They went full-scale from that one
table-top model?
Johnston: Yes. We did two or three for the
Union Oil Company in the Wilmington area,
near San Pedro. We did one for ARCO—
which in those days was Atlantic-Richfield—
and one for Texaco. Those were in the local
area. The rest of them were scattered around
the country.
In the middle of the refinery work, George
was given the opportunity of supervising the
field work at the refinery of the Union Oil
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Company. The Lummus Company asked me
to take charge of the engineering design work.
I was then in the position of being in charge
of the design of structures for Union, while
George at Union was responsible for reviewing
the structures.
George and I had known each other in
college, had followed each other in the design
profession after college, had started to work
together at Lummus, and then separated where
I was doing the design and he was doing the
review. We were both stuck for the duration
of the war. Both companies were so short of
engineers that the draft board exempted us on
a three-month basis. They reviewed each of
us every three months, and I was perpetually
1-A. But because of the refinery work, George
Brandow and I could not have gone to war,
although we wanted to. Both of us tried to
enlist and they would not let us.
Scott: So you really had to stay where you
were. Being in a critical war-related activity,
your work there was considered more essential
there than in the armed services.
Johnston: That is what they said. While we
had to stay where we were, at the same time
we felt it was our patriotic duty to do what we
could. So three nights a week I taught engineering at USC during the war. It was a busy time.
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Brandow & Johnston
Associates
Our business grew as a partnership, although George
and I never had a formal partnership agreement. In our
fifty years of practice, we never had a disagreement.

Johnston: My association with George Brandow led to our
forming a business relationship. I have indicated how we had been
thrown together from our college years. Finally, at the end of the
war, we decided to get together and start our own business.
Scott: You probably started as a partnership and then later
incorporated.
Johnston: That is exactly what we did. We started as a partnership. It was actually very timely to start a business, because during the war period there had been no work that the architects and
engineers had done together. It was almost like a free field, so that
any company starting after the war would have access to the market. George did a lot of the “outside” work, and I did the inside
work, running the office.
Scott: By outside work, do you mean contacts with clients, or
potential clients?
Johnston: Yes.
17
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Getting a Start
from John C. Austin
Johnston: As soon as the war was over, one
of the leading local architects in town, John C.
Austin, called one day. “I have a job at UCLA,
the Business Administration Building, that I
would like you fellows to do.” We had worked
with him previously on the design of a big hangar to house dirigibles, but the only available
material was wood. He wondered whether we
could design a 300-foot wood truss. Well, we
did design a 300-foot truss, but the hangar was
never built. George and I had worked together
on that project just prior to our experience
with the Lummus Company.
When John Austin called, he prefaced his
offer with these words: “You are a young firm
starting out, and I would like to help you.” He
also said, “I know you must not have a lot of
cash to start, so I will give you a retainer fee of
$10,000.” Since then, we have never been to the
bank to borrow money for salaries or expenses.
Scott: He staked you the $10,000?
Johnston: He staked us, and from then on we
were able to maintain ourselves. It was done
out of the goodness of his heart—he wanted to
see a couple of young guys succeed. He knew
us both and liked us.
Scott: You no doubt would have made it otherwise, but that assistance must have been very
helpful.
Johnston: It was not only very helpful in giving us the resources to start, but also the fact
that someone else thought we could succeed
that gave us the confidence we needed.
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Scott: That was in 1945, right at the beginning of your practice as a partnership—Brandow & Johnston.
Johnston: Yes. This building job from John
Austin was our first job. George had freed himself in September 1945, but I couldn’t leave the
Lummus Company until November. In October,
we hired one man and established an office in
the old Chamber of Commerce Building, at 12th
and Grand in Los Angeles, in the same building
where John Austin was located. It was the beginning of Brandow & Johnston. The name was
changed in 1963 to Brandow & Johnston Associates when the company incorporated.

Our Working Philosophy
Johnston: Our business grew as a partnership, although George and I never had a formal partnership agreement. In our fifty years
of practice, we never had a disagreement.
When we first started, we each had architect
clients who preferred either George or me.
Then, as we worked through the years, very
often I would take George’s appointments, and
George would take my appointments.
Gradually, it became known in the profession
that we were a team. George was doing more
of the outside work and I was doing more of
the inside work, although we did not limit ourselves to that arrangement, and we obviously
would confer. When they would kid George
about being outside, he would say, “Well, Roy
is my working partner.” That was sort of a
theme song. We took advantage of working
together as a team.
[At this point Brandow brought in a copy of the
March 13, 1958, issue of Engineering News-Record,
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which carried a cover story on Brandow &
Johnston by John K. Shinn, entitled “Buildings
Are Their Business,” pp. 73-77. The article
gives biographical background on the principals, along with a brief account of the firm’s
growth, working philosophy, and activities.]
Johnston: This excerpt from the 1958 ENR
article is definitely accurate:
[The firm’s] growth has been largely a
result of the partners’ conception of their
office’s function. They’re interested in
repeat business—not one-shot deals—
and they work only for architects (with
a very few exceptions in consulting on a
specific problem of a property owner).…
“We believe strongly that you can’t do
both consulting and overall design,” says
Roy Johnston. “It doesn’t make sense to
seek work from an architect and also compete with him.”
In California, with its earthquake problem, the separate structural engineering
office is the rule rather than the exception.
But undoubtedly, the firmness with which
Brandow & Johnston have stuck to their
structural consulting for architects helps
to explain their popularity with that profession. Johnson explains:
“We decided very early that we would be
a consultant to the architect. We felt that
you could not be fish and fowl at the same
time. You could not be the prime contractor and hire architects, and at the same
time be a consultant for architects and
work for them. So we chose our niche as
consultants and stayed in it.”

Here is another excerpt. Architect Adrian
Wilson is quoted as saying,
Maybe the chief thing we like about them
is their open-mindedness on new ideas.
You present a new concept to some structurals and they’ll come back with, “Hell,
you can’t do that.” Brandow & Johnston
react with “That looks interesting. Let’s
have a go at it and see if it can be done.”
This is important in a time that tends to
put a premium on doing things a little
differently.

Recent Developments and
Influence on Our Practice
Johnston: For half a century, our principal business has been the design of new structures, all the way from one story to fifty stories.
Now that, in the 1990s, the Los Angeles area is
temporarily overbuilt, there is very little new
construction. Also, with high-tech developments and information exchange, companies
do not need as much space as they did. With so
much done mechanically and electronically,
they will need less space for either storage or
employees. Less need for new space means less
demand for new construction.
Meanwhile, the 1994 Northridge earthquake
has made a lot of work for engineers. It first
takes the form of assessing damage or claims
of damage, and then leads to retrofitting the
structures—either repair work or strengthening. In the first few years after Northridge,
most of our work has been of that nature. That
keeps our experienced help very busy, while
the inexperienced help, the junior staff, have
less to do, and the draftsmen have still less to
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do. Under those circumstances, it has been
very difficult to run a balanced office. But we
have kept all our employees, and will continue
to as long as we can.
Scott: The structural engineering work
stimulated by the Northridge earthquake will
probably continue for a long time.
Johnston: The type of steel frame damage
that was observed, and the loss of confidence
in the old ways of designing steel frames, has
prompted the state and federal governments
to allocate millions of dollars for research and
testing programs to find out what ought to be
done. The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) is concerned, because every
earthquake means they are putting more dollars into helping people with disaster relief
funds. So it makes more sense to learn how to
repair and strengthen the older buildings and
mitigate future damage. The FEMA-funded
SAC Joint Venture2 helps the people affected,
as well as the federal government, by reducing
the amounts of money they would have to pay
out for future earthquakes.
Scott: After research and testing have developed new methods, there may be a good deal
of retrofitting. That could be spread over quite
a period of time.
Johnston: Yes, and that will stretch out
the work stimulated by the Northridge
2
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The SAC Joint Venture was composed of the
Structural Engineers Association of California
(SEAOC), the Applied Technology Council
(ATC), and the Consortium of Universities for
Research in Earthquake Engineering (CUREE)
and was named after the first initial of each
organization.

earthquake. It involves more than just repair,
because it also means learning how to do
something better than before. We have come
to realize that some of the things being done
were not right. We had better learn as much
as we can, and do as much as we can, in order
to improve our methods of analysis, design,
and construction. That may include getting
better steel, putting it together in a different
manner, and improving the construction process. We can talk more about that engineering topic later.
Our own work is now mostly on assessment,
consultation, and repair, plus a few new projects, such as an office building. I noted before
that business firms of the future will need less
space for administration, information storage, and employees. Incidentally, I also think
that that will lead to another major problem
of employment—people who are very highly
skilled will be much in demand, but there will
be little demand for the people who have few
or no skills.
Scott: That is a major problem with computerization, automation, and downsizing. There
will be fewer jobs for low-skilled people, and
relatively low pay.
Johnston: Yes, and that is no longer in the
future—it is right here, now. The big companies are downsizing, and yet their productivity is increasing. In our own business, when we
first started we were working with slide rules,
and it took hours and sometimes days to do the
calculations for a simple frame. Now one can
model the program with the computer, and
receive an answer almost immediately, with
ever so much more information.
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Previously, we were dealing principally with
stresses. Now you can calculate the stresses
as well as the story and building deformations, and location of critical high earthquake
demand areas. In fact, you get so much information that you have to do a judgmental “reality check.” It is too easy to punch the wrong
key and come up with an answer that is not
right. When the information is all available,
you say, “Does this look realistic? Does it seem
to make sense?”
We usually hire the best young engineers out
of college, because we have found that to be
the best way of recruiting new staff. One thing
we tell new staff members is that they learn
by experience. Before you start, you estimate
what you think the answer will be. Then you
do the calculations and see if the results confirm your estimate. By repeating the process
and gaining experience you improve your ability to design. In effect, it is a “reality check.”
This training is one reason why our firm has
had such a high success rate in our younger
staff taking and passing the professional examinations. They are taking a broad view, and
gaining experience every day. When they take
the structural exam, some 90 percent pass the
first time.
Scott: To do such estimation beforehand,
I presume the designer would need a good
understanding of the basics?

Early Professional Activities
Johnston: George and I have also been very
active in the various engineering groups. We
have always felt that engineering had been
good to us, and that we should in some way
contribute to the development of engineering in the state. It was our way of attempting to
give back a portion of what we had received.
We divided our interests among the organizations so we would not overlap too much. While
we were both very active in the structural
engineers society, George concentrated more
on the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE), and I concentrated more on the
Structural Engineers Association of Southern
California (SEAOSC), and the statewide organization, the Structural Engineers Association
of California (SEAOC). I was active on many
committees, including the SEAOC Seismology
Committee.
I was also president of our Southern California
association, SEAOSC, and later president of
the statewide association, SEAOC. The years
when I was very active as president of the
Southern California section and of the state
organization were very crucial years. It was
right in the middle of the period when there
was strong competition between the steel and
concrete people. The issue related to the “ductility” of the two materials—steel and concrete. I will discuss that in more detail later.

Johnston: Yes, they need to understand
the basics and think and visualize the design
scheme.
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San Fernando
Earthquake
and the Veterans
Administration
Acting responsibly in this way, the Veterans
Administration probably has done more than any other
department of the national government to correct
deficiencies in their buildings and building programs.

Johnston: The Veterans Administration (VA) program started
after the San Fernando earthquake. In that earthquake on February 9, 1971, the Veterans Administration had two of its older buildings at its Sylmar hospital collapse, killing sixty-four people. This
San Fernando experience prompted the VA to start a thorough
review of its facilities. As the single biggest health system in the
world, and with a large patient population, the VA has many hospitals in seismic areas.
Shortly after the occurrence of the earthquake, I received a phone
call from James Lefter, who was in charge of the VA’s engineering
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department. He said he would be in California
soon, and would like to talk to me. He asked
if I would be willing to testify before a
Congressional committee that was coming
out to investigate the disaster. I replied in the
affirmative that I would gladly respond to their
inquiry.
Within a few days the investigation was
complete, and the need for an ongoing committee to assess the risk in other VA hospitals
was apparent. On the recommendation of a
House of Representatives subcommittee, in
March of that year, 1971, the VA administrator
appointed a committee of consultants. Their
task was this: “The Veterans Administration
should immediately identify all structures
in the VA hospital system located in hazardous zones to determine what must be done to
make them safe.”
A committee of consultants was appointed
immediately, consisting of a structural engineer, seismologist, architect, fire protection
engineer, and civil engineer. This committee
developed new requirements for earthquakeresistant design of VA hospital facilities.
Then in late 1973, Donald E. Johnson, VA
Administrator, appointed the members
of the old committee as “The Advisory
Committee on Structural Safety of Veterans
Administration Facilities.” The members of
the committee were: Bruce A. Bolt, Professor
of Seismology, University of California,
Berkeley; J. Armand Burgan, architectural
firm of Rogers, Butler, Burgan and Bradbury,
New York, New York; Rolf H. Jensen,
Consulting Fire Protection Engineers,
Deerfield, Illinois; Mete A. Sozen, Professor
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of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois; and myself.
We developed a whole program for the
Veterans Administration—not only a written program, but also a program of reviewing
buildings in the field. We met every few months
and inspected a number of VA hospitals to evaluate the magnitude of the risk. I think I visited
nearly half of all VA hospitals in the country.
They were quite concerned and did not want a
repeat of the San Fernando disaster.

Studies of VA Hospitals and
Development of Standards
Johnston: We divided the nation into risk
areas, based on the mapping criteria in the
Uniform Building Code. All the Zone 3 and
Zone 2 areas, considered to be the most vulnerable priorities, were established, and the
hospitals at greatest risk were reviewed first.
(The Zone areas were later changed to include
a Zone 4.) The program was described in an
article by the technical members of the committee. Here’s a quote from the abstract:3
After the San Fernando Earthquake,
February 9, 1971, the Veterans Adminis
tration undertook investigations and
research to develop requirements for
earthquake-resistant design for VA hospital facilities. Veterans Administration
hospital sites number 170 across the
United States. Site-evaluation procedures
3

Bruce Bolt, Roy Johnston, James Lefter, and Mete
Sozen, “The Study of Earthquake Questions
related to Veterans Administration Hospital
Facilities,” Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America. August, 1975, Vol. 65, no. 4, pp 937-949.
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and design criteria have been developed.
Evaluations of peak ground accelerations
for engineering assessment at hospital
sites in zones 3 and 2 are available. In a
parallel strong-motion recording program, 58 accelerometers have already
been placed in VA hospital facilities across
the country. Attention has been given
to operations, utilities and access after
destructive earthquakes, particularly
emergency services that must serve the
hospitals’ own patients and community.
Standards for protection of nonstructural
elements and equipment of hospitals have
been established.

Scott: I take it the committee made some
very thorough reviews, with site visits and
related investigations?
Johnston: Yes. We set up a program, and
engineers throughout the country were hired
to review the hospitals and propose retrofit schemes. The oversight committee really
jogged the VA into doing the job correctly.
They made every effort to do the job in a
professional way. They hired good people
and made them toe the mark with respect to
designs. They had a system of review much
like the Office of the State Architect in California had for public schools, and they insisted
that the structures meet certain seismic
standards.
We not only set up the criteria for design, but
also the procedures for prioritizing the work.
Then we made site visits to monitor what was
done, with open meetings subject to review
and questioning. We would meet as a body,
and the VA engineers were free to ask questions and make their input. It was a learning

experience for them. The VA staff could ask
us any questions, and we could call in the staff
and ask them questions.
It was an oversight committee that actually
worked—it was not just a paper-pushing or
pro forma operation. The committee actually
functioned and served, and did a really worthy
job. The director of the VA gave us total cooperation, and I think the program elevated substantially the level of earthquake engineering
within the Veterans Administration.
Acting responsibly in this way, the Veterans
Administration probably has done more than
any other department of the national government to correct deficiencies in their buildings
and building programs. First, they proposed a
code for all new buildings, which was tailormade to their buildings. Second, they reviewed
all of their hospital buildings and put them in
a prioritized list. Then they started to retrofit
those hospitals. They did this in spite of the
politics, and in this case they had good people
in charge. The committee acted in a responsible way and kept the people in the VA on track.
I think they did a remarkable job.
For a number of years they were spending
about $1 billion per year in retrofitting and
remodeling old hospitals. It was a big program. The VA’s budget for new hospitals was
over and above the $1 billion per year for
retrofitting and remodeling. So in total, they
were administering a program that amounted
to $2 billion to $3 billion per year.
The first meeting of the committee was convened December 17, 1973, by Viggo P. Miller,
Assistant Administrator for Construction
for the Veterans Administration. Each of
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the members had varying lengths of tenure.
Rolf Jensen had an unfortunate but unusual
situation develop regarding his service. The
program for reviewing fire protection requirements for the hospitals became critical. There
were more units to be addressed than we
could find qualified fire protection engineers
to assess the risk. Rolf was one of the best fire
protection engineers in the country, and the
committee saw no reason why his staff should
not help in the program. Permission was
granted by the VA counsel, and the committee
was assured that there would be no conflict of
interest. Shortly after he started reviewing a
few of the hospitals, however, the committee
members were visited by an FBI investigator, charging Rolf for doing work for the federal government while he was a committee
member.
Scott: This happened despite the fact that
you thought he had specific clearance on this
point?
Johnston: Yes. We thought it had all been
cleared. The FBI agent was questioning the
propriety of what was being done, whether
Rolf had broken the law. Our response was that
the committee had urged him to take on the
job. He was qualified and the VA counsel had
cleared the action.
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Scott: Did they get it straightened out?
Johnston: The way it was solved was for Rolf
to resign from the committee. It was a strange
episode. Apparently the left hand did not know
what the right hand was doing.
Thus, Rolf Jensen resigned after a short tenure.
Bruce Bolt served for over ten years. Armand
Burgan and I were active for eighteen years,
and Mete Sozen continued for a few years
more.
Scott: The VA people seem to have been
very dedicated in pushing that program so
consistently for a couple of decades. What are
your impressions as to why they took this so
seriously and kept it going so well?
Johnston: The fact that their own facilities
in San Fernando suffered that “direct hit,” with
many deaths, no doubt made them very sensitive to the problem of seismic performance.
That earthquake was the trigger, no question
about it. I believe a key factor was the people in
the VA. They were influenced by the committee, and were dedicated to preventing another
catastrophe. The committee received total
cooperation from the VA staff, and together
were able to accomplish the task.

Chapter 6

Los Angeles
Department of
Building and Safety
I would agree that the Los Angeles building
department has played a unique role. It was run by
engineers and not by politicians.

Scott: The Department of Building and Safety of the city of Los
Angeles has a long history of leadership in seismic code development and enforcement. I believe you have known the department
and worked with its key personnel throughout your entire career.
Would you talk about your observations of that department and its
programs over the years?
Johnston: The department has been a credit to the whole construction industry. It has been sort of in between the two extremes
you can see among building departments. Some departments simply take the plans and the advice of the individual private sector
engineers, who are thus made totally responsible for the results.
They issue permits on the basis of the information submitted by
the design engineer. The other extreme is a department that wants
to do everything, to be overbearing, and not allow the design engineer much opportunity for creativity and leadership. I think the
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Los Angeles department has been in a middle
ground between those extremes.
That department certainly has been a leader in
the development of codes for earthquake engineering. I recall that back in the 1930s, up to
about the time of the Long Beach earthquake
of 1933, there was very little in terms of codes
or standards. Engineers were pretty much on
their own. There was some discussion of seismic design, and when it was done, it was pretty
much on the basis of taking a horizontal force
of about 10 percent of gravity and applying it to
your structure.
A lot of information was collected and reviewed
at the time of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, but it took a long time for people to
become aware of the kinds of motions involved
in earthquakes and what could be done in terms
of building design and construction. There was
interest from time to time after an earthquake,
and then it would die down until the next
earthquake, when there would be more interest again. I recall reading about the 1925 Santa
Barbara earthquake, after which there was a lot
of activity, but then it died down again.

1933 Long Beach Earthquake
Johnston: Then the 1933 Long Beach earthquake occurred, and that really excited a lot
of interest in building construction and what
to do about the earthquake problem. They
realized that there was a need to do something about unreinforced masonry buildings,
and laws and ordinances were passed to pretty
much outlaw building such structures.
Also, of course, at the state level, the Field Act
was passed to ensure the seismic resistance
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of public schools. The Office of the State
Architect administered the Field Act, developing procedures, methods, and standards for
seismically resistant design and applying them
to the design of public schools. With its work
for public schools, OSA became a leader in the
field of seismic design.
At about the same time, the Los Angeles
Department of Building and Safety became
a leader in seismic code writing for all types
of buildings, not just schools. I recall that, as a
young engineer, we used a lateral force factor of
about 8 percent g, applied indiscriminately to
all types of buildings. As time went on, however,
the Los Angeles department sought advice—
primarily from Professor George Housner and
those who were working with him at Caltech.
The Caltech people, particularly Professor
R. R. Martel, had made a very comprehensive
study of the Long Beach earthquake.
From that study, the department developed
a process whereby the lateral forces were 13
percent base shear for a single story. For buildings that were taller and hence more flexible,
and which had a longer period of vibration, the
figure was stepped down and reduced according to a formula. At that time, 150 feet was the
maximum height for buildings, and I believe
the lateral force for structures that tall was
down to 3 percent. By today’s thinking, the
whole process was rather on the crude side,
but it recognized the essential feature—the
function of stiffness in affecting how much the
building responded to the shaking.
A little later, they started talking about soils,
and another factor was put into the formula.
Then along came better ways of calculating the
actual forces. We used the Rayleigh formulas for
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figuring the period of vibration, which is related
to the stiffness and the mass, and applied that
to each particular building. They developed
not only the static equivalent method—which
is still being used—but also dynamic analysis.
Dynamic analysis became possible with the
advent of computers and the ability to calculate
building responses to earthquake events. Even
the so-called static equivalent method, however,
incorporated knowledge about recorded ground
motions and it considered and incorporated
information about the building’s stiffness—but
it was done in a cruder fashion.
Scott: They were using static methods to
deal with something that they already recognized to be dynamic.
Johnston: That is correct. Moreover, the
code still does that for regular buildings. In
any event, the Los Angeles department was
a leader—if not the leader—in seismic code
writing, throughout this process of seismic
code development. Then, of course, the Uniform Building Code also got into the action.
Finally a few years ago, in the interest of uniformity and consistency, the Los Angeles city
department in effect adopted the Uniform
Building Code. That was a mutual process,
a code merger you might say, and thus also
involved some changes in the UBC. That made
a single code—UBC—applicable throughout
this entire region of the western United States.

Seeking Advice on
Removing the Height Limit
Johnston: All through the process of code
development, the various superintendents of
the Los Angeles building department not only
sought the advice of experts (such as George

Housner and others), but also sought the counsel of the Structural Engineers Association
of Southern California. SEAOSC would set
up special ad hoc committees to solve special
problems.
A good example was the proposal to eliminate
the 150-foot height limit on buildings in the
city of Los Angeles. The old zoning restriction was voted out in 1956. In the initial committee work on lifting the height limit, and in
subsequent regulatory activity dealing with
the taller designs, the building department was
astute enough to realize that they could obtain
something from the profession, and from other
academic advisors like George Housner.
John Manning, who was superintendent of
building and head of the building department at the time, got together a committee of
structural engineers to advise him on allowing
taller buildings, and on appropriate requirements for them. I recall sitting on that committee with Steve Barnes, Murray Erick, and the
assistant superintendent who worked directly
under Manning. The assistant superintendent
served as secretary and resource person, and
there must also have been a couple of other
committee members.
We advised that it was possible to design a
seismically resistant tall building in the Los
Angeles area, and also wrote some of the criteria for the design. For example, I remember the
drift limitation that was adopted to ensure the
serviceability of tall buildings. It specifies the
allowable drift as a function of the building’s
height, and is intended to keep the structures
from being so limber that wind-caused motion
would be objectionable. That same drift limit
is still being used.
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Our firm designed the first high-rise building
in Los Angeles that was over the 150-foot limit.
It is the bank building at Sixth and Spring
Streets, originally owned by California Bank.
After that, we designed many buildings of
twenty, twenty-five, and thirty stories. The
tallest we designed was the forty-five-story
AT&T building, located downtown.
Incidentally, contrary to what a lot of people
thought at the time, the height limit had not
been imposed because of the earthquake problem. The height limit was originally imposed
much more as a zoning measure than as an
engineering measure for earthquake safety.
The height limit had been adopted for urban
planning purposes, and was intended to spread
the city out.
Later, people began to see that this left the city
with no central section. As the city grew, it had
no real focus. So people began asking, “Can’t
we build taller buildings?” The engineering
profession’s response through the ad hoc committee was, “Yes, you can build taller buildings
in the Los Angeles area.” We then set up criteria for such buildings.
Scott: What sources did the committee
draw on to come up with that decision in favor
of taller buildings, and for determining the
design criteria?
Johnston: All the people on the committee
were design engineers, and most of them had
designed buildings up to twelve stories. So it
was merely a matter of projecting to a higher
limit what we already knew how to do. The
design profession consulted with the building
department, and together they formulated the
rules and standards for that type of design.
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In addition, however, the planners and zoning
people also said, “We do not want canyons like
those in New York and Chicago.” So the building area was limited to 13 times the area of the
plot. For example if the plot was 100 feet by
100 feet, or 10,000 square feet, then the building area could total 130,000 square feet. The
area limit had the effect of a setback requirement. That is, if a building went higher, the
area of the upper floors had to be reduced to
stay within the limit. The taller buildings had
to develop some shape. That eliminated tall
box-like structures lining canyon-like streets.
Buildings could not go straight up from the
street from the property line.
More recently, some entrepreneurs got the
idea of buying air rights from their neighbors,
using those rights to make their buildings
taller. For example, when the tallest building in Los Angeles went up a few years ago,
they were able to go higher by purchasing the
air rights of the main public library building, across the street. The money paid for the
rights allowed the library to add more space,
and the rights thus acquired made it possible
for Library Square to extend up to seventy-five
stories in a tapering configuration.

Performance of Tall Buildings
Johnston: As the city grew, buildings began
to get higher and higher, the biggest one being
the one I just mentioned, the seventy-fivestory Library Square. So in Southern California, you might say we have grown up with the
tall buildings. For a time, I suppose our firm
was designing a third of all the tall buildings.
With many others now in the business, however, we presently design very few.
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The tall buildings have performed extremely
well in the few earthquakes we have had since
they were built. There are several reasons for
this. First, the technology and engineering
skills were developed by the profession as a
group. The engineers were sharing. Second,
the bigger buildings were designed by offices
having more experience. They tended to produce better plans. Third, the building department acted as a peer reviewer of the designs.
There was no short-cutting or anything like
that on the methods used.
With the advent of computers it is easier, of
course. As I mentioned, we used a plain old
slide rule for the computations, and employed
the Hardy Cross method of designing frames.
Two of us were working, one running the slide
rule and the other writing the results down. It
took ten to fifteen hours to develop one frame.
There was a lot of tedious work. You can probably do the same problem now in an hour using
the computer.
Scott: When did you shift over to using
computers in your design work?
Johnston: At the beginning of the computer
era. Of course, we could not ourselves afford to
own one—because the computer then needed
for structural analysis of a tall building would
not fit in this room. They were huge, and the
costs of owning one were prohibitive for a
small firm. So at first, maybe in the late 1960s,
the calculations were farmed out to a firm in
San Diego. Up to that time, we used a plain old
slide rule for our design work.
Scott: Explain what the Tall Buildings
Committee is, which you are on and which I
believe meets annually.

Johnston: The Los Angeles Tall Building
Structural Design Council concentrates on
the tall buildings, most of which were done
with steel construction. We need to learn a lot
more about that in the next few years. As engineers, many of us are quite concerned that we
develop a standard of practice for steel buildings. Right now, shortly after the 1994 Northridge earthquake, there is no standard of practice on steel design.
Scott: After having seen the Northridge
damage, they do not know quite what to do?
Johnston: That is correct.

Program for Unsafe Parapets
Johnston: From time to time, the Los Angeles Building and Safety Department developed improvement programs such as the one
to eliminate unsafe parapet walls. The department sponsored that after seeing parapet collapses in the 1949 Seattle earthquake. A lot of
the old buildings in Los Angeles had similar
unbraced or unreinforced brick parapet walls
projecting above the roofs. An earthquake
shock could easily knock them over into the
streets. There were some 5,000 or more buildings to consider, and they developed a program
to identify dangerous parapets and require
them to be braced on the roof side, removed,
or reduced in height to, say, not over 12 inches
above the roof.
The requirement applied to the sides of buildings facing public ways. That program lasted
for quite a few years, until all the old unsafe
parapets had been identified and dealt with.
They went through the whole downtown, as
well as into other areas like Hollywood that
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also had such buildings. Initiating and carrying
out the parapet program was much to the Los
Angeles building department’s credit. With
that example, a lot of other building departments followed suit.

Unreinforced Masonry
Retrofit Program
Johnston: The Unreinforced Masonry
(URM) Retrofit Program carried out under the
1981 ordinance is another such effort initiated
by the Los Angeles department. They recognized that the old one- and two-story unreinforced brick buildings had perhaps the most
earthquake hazards in the whole portfolio of
buildings in the city. Understanding that there
was no way such buildings could be brought
up to current codes, the department developed
realistic life-safety criteria for them. If they
demanded too much, the program might simply have been impossible to adopt or enforce.
The idea was to identify URM buildings that
might be a hazard to life safety in earthquake
shaking, and to retrofit and strengthen them
sufficiently to prevent, or at least minimize,
loss of life. In an earthquake, a retrofitted
building might develop many cracks, and in
fact might even have to be abandoned afterward. Despite such continuing damage potential, such a well-retrofitted building would be
much less likely to collapse than an unretrofitted building, and life loss would be minimized.

Retrofitting Unreinforced
Masonry Buildings
Johnston: The department set up an ad
hoc committee of structural engineers for
the URM program. The committee advised
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the building department, which furnished
the secretary, called meetings, and so forth.
Some of those engineers also developed their
own research, such as John Kariotis and others. John’s committee developed the process
of checking the shear values in brick as part of
the routine of the URM retrofit process in Los
Angeles.
The offices of Kariotis, Steve Barnes, and Mike
Agbabian teamed up to obtain a National
Science Foundation (NSF) grant to develop
a couple of processes for doing retrofit design
for URM buildings. They joined forces in
the ABK joint venture study—named for
Agbabian, Barnes, and Kariotis. I am not well
versed on what they did, but we certainly used
their work at the time.
They developed a scheme and tested it out.
Although the ABK method has had some critics, it is probably as good as, or better than,
anything else that was practical and available.
Aside, that is, from taking out a whole wall
section and testing it on the diagonal. You can
do something like that for new buildings, of
course—build a sample or model panel, test
it, and then use higher values based on the test
results.
One problem with the URM retrofit methodology is the differences among older buildings.
No two old buildings are alike, so no single
retrofit approach will suffice—we have learned
that by doing a few retrofit jobs ourselves. The
biggest problem is that the retrofit work must
be started before it is possible to determine
what the structural conditions really are. Often
the conditions found after a job is started and
the building is taken apart are revealed to be
quite different from what had been assumed,
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hence the design engineer on a retrofit job may
have to improvise as the work goes along.
Scott: Does that make it very difficult to
write a contract for such a job, when nobody
knows for sure what will be found after the
work starts?
Johnston: Yes, it is very difficult. Almost
invariably something unexpected comes up.
Rarely do you have a complete set of building plans to work with. Also, when you get into
a job, you are likely to find a lot of jerry-built
construction. In addition, a building may have
been remodeled several times through the
years, also making things different from what
had been assumed at the outset.
Despite the difficulties, however, if the URM
program does nothing else, it anchors the walls
to the main body of the roof and the floors.
Anchoring makes it more difficult for walls to
fall outward, and causes the building to behave
more as a unit, rather than acting as a series of
disjointed walls, floors, and roof.
Scott: The anchoring helps hold everything
more or less in place during the shaking?
Johnston: Yes, those anchors are probably the URM program’s biggest asset. They
hold things together by tying the walls to the
main body of the building. If you look closely
when you drive around town, you will now
see a lot of bolts with plates on the outside of
buildings—those hold the walls to the building itself. Some retrofitted buildings were
also strengthened in other ways, but the wall
anchoring was the most important.
So far we have not had a really good a test
of the retrofitted buildings in Los Angeles.

[This statement was made in an interview
with Johnston that was recorded before the
Northridge earthquake.] The Whittier earthquake in 1987 was probably the best test, and
the Los Angeles building department did make
a survey of all the buildings that had been retrofitted up to that time. They lost a few walls,
some weaknesses showed up, and they developed a few cracks, but I don’t know of any life
lost in a retrofitted building. So, by and large,
the URM program seems to have been a success, although some things could have been
done better.
Scott: On this point, I have heard some criticisms of the quality of the engineering in some
of the retrofit work. I have heard you express
such concerns, as have Earl Schwartz since his
retirement, John Kariotis, and Ben Schmid.
Johnston: Yes. What happens is that most of
the work is sparked by developers. The buildings are old, yet if repaired there is some use
left in them. So the owners want them retrofitted, but do not want to put a lot of money into
fixing them up. The end result is they cut as
many corners as possible. It is hard to police
this work. When doing the retrofit jobs, they
find surprises, as I mentioned before. Some
things they expected to find in the building
are lacking. Conversely, unanticipated difficulties may show up. Thus, the engineers have to
improvise on the job, and some of the engineering may leave something to be desired.
Let’s just say it could be better.
Scott: Even in those cases, however, if the
anchoring and tying together are done reasonably well, the retrofit should greatly reduce
potential life loss, don’t you think?
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Johnston: Oh, yes. The building may be a
mess after an earthquake, and may even have
to be abandoned, but even so, the main problem—life hazard—will have been solved if
people are able to get out in one piece. In doing
retrofit work, however, our firm found early
on that it was not the best type of work for an
engineer. We saw that the people doing a lot of
the retrofitting were not interested in the engineering, but rather in getting the job finished
and the store open.
Scott: There are considerable pressures in
that kind of job?
Johnston: No question about it. Most of the
owners who were involved did not want to pay
for engineering. So we did not do too many
retrofit jobs, probably only two or three dozen.
But the city’s retrofit program itself was well
conceived. It took a considerable amount of
effort to overcome the opposition of the real
estate community and the owners, and develop
a retroactive ordinance. It was several years
going through the process, with a lot of attacks.
Any proposed retroactive building ordinance
will get a lot of opposition from people who do
not want to do what is proposed.
I should also point out another side to the whole
thing. Because of the ordinance, a lot of the
old buildings were torn down. You might say,
“Well, that is good—we got rid of all those old
hazardous buildings.” Yet on the other hand,
those buildings provided shelter for a lot of poor
people. So as they were torn down, less and less
shelter was available for the very poorest people.
You might say, “Well, yes, but at least they are
not endangered by living in an unsafe building.”
In fact, however, this drove many of them into
the streets because they had no other place to go.
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The question is whether the net result did more
harm than good. That is a social and public
policy issue, not an engineering issue. You have
to recognize that sometimes when you do good,
you also accomplish the opposite. While the
large numbers of homeless people we see now
cannot be blamed primarily on the URM retrofit program, nevertheless it was an element.
There were, however, also benefits. A lot of
old two-story and three-story brick apartment
houses, rooming houses, and hotels were retrofitted, giving them a longer life. They are safer
and will serve another twenty years or probably more. So people in those buildings are
better off. Moreover, some of the old buildings
that were torn down were already less than an
asset, whereas some of the retrofitted buildings
became a real asset for the socially deprived.
It is interesting how complex and intertwined
these things are, and how engineering decisions can have these contrasting kinds of social
consequences. Unlike the tall building ordinance, which helped unify the city by giving
it a focus, the retrofit ordinance made some
things safer, while also making it more difficult
for some people to find a place to live.

Post-Northridge Earthquake
Emergency Actions
Johnston: We can talk later about some
urgent engineering issues that arose in the 1994
Northridge earthquake, such as with welded
moment-resisting steel frames. After the
Northridge earthquake, the city of Los Angeles Building and Safety Department really got
on the ball right away, establishing a whole
series of committees consisting of members
of the structural engineers association, and
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sought advice on what should be done. To the
profession’s credit, they have responded well.
The building department sent out emergency
letters concerning almost all the areas affected
by the Northridge earthquake. These emergency letters are temporary for one year, during which they have the force of law.
Scott: Those emergency letters are basically emergency code changes of a temporary
nature? These are emergency administrative
adoptions by the department, authorized by
the City Council, which has to ratify the action
within one year or things revert?
Johnston: Yes. If within one year the emergency action is not ratified by the council or
a permanent code change is adopted, things
revert to the methods and criteria that prevailed before the emergency.
Scott: The Los Angeles building department
has adopted such emergency letters applying
to almost all the kinds of problems disclosed by
Northridge?
Johnston: Yes, such as steel frame buildings,
concrete buildings, tilt-up structures, parking
garages, and so forth. Some of the letters are
not out yet, but are being prepared.
Scott: These letters are administrative
actions of the senior members of the department’s professional staff?
Johnston: It is a little more than that. The
City Council has ordered the department
head—the superintendent of building—to come
up with recommendations and to issue them on
an emergency basis. So there was an action of
the council directing that this be done. Now the
whole process is working its way through.

Scott: That represents a very rapid codechanging process, doesn’t it, even if the initial
action is only for a limited period?
Johnston: Yes, and it works only because of
the cooperation of the profession—the structural engineers.
Scott: The practicing engineers provide
much of the know-how and expertise, as well
as moral or intellectual support for the department in taking emergency actions?
Johnston: That is correct. The process has
been going on since shortly after the Northridge earthquake, and is still going on.
Scott: The building department got into
gear in a hurry?
Johnston: They really did, and you have to
hand it to them for that.
Scott: You have been describing what is
going on within the city of Los Angeles. Those
emergency letters apply within the city boundaries only, although other cities may take a
look at the Los Angeles actions and decide to
do the same thing?
Johnston: They do. The other cities tend
to follow the lead of the Los Angeles building
department.

Good Leadership and Absence
of Corruption in the Building
Department
Scott: What explains the Los Angeles building department’s rather remarkable leadership
role in seismic code development and earthquake programs? That department has played
a unique role in California for half a century
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or more, hasn’t it? There is nothing else like it
in California. I am not even sure you can find
a similar local jurisdiction anywhere else, for
that matter.
Johnston: I would agree that the Los
Angeles building department has played a
unique role. It was run by engineers and not by
politicians. I think one factor is that the department had strong leadership, and by and large
was free from corruption. Through the years,
there has always been an engineer heading the
building department.
Scott: From the evidence I have heard, the
head has also been a pretty able engineer, one
respected by the private sector engineers.
Johnston: Yes, I have known them all, for the
past fifty years. As a group, they were very fine,
upright people.
I will recount a true story, an experience
years ago—probably in the 1950s—when we
were asked to do the structural design for
the Schlitz brewery out in the San Fernando
Valley, within the city of Los Angeles. Early in
the project, one of the company vice presidents
came to town, saying they had just built a new
brewery in New Jersey. In order to obtain the
necessary permits there, they had to ante up a
lot of money to get their request through the
process.
Scott: They had to grease the machinery in
New Jersey? In other words, they paid something like bribes?
Johnston: Yes, you can say that. He wanted
to know who he would have to talk to and
influence—or, in essence, bribe—in order to
get the permit request through in Los Angeles.
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We said, “You don’t have to talk to anybody.
As the engineers, we will get this through the
building department, and you will not have to
pay a cent to anybody.” He responded, “It can’t
be. No matter where we build, somebody has
his hand out.”
I told him, “It does not work that way in this
building department.” He finally said, “Well,
okay.” But I told him that if he wanted an introduction, I would be glad to set up an appointment for him with the superintendent of building in Los Angeles. He said, “Fine, the next
time I come out.” He was back in our area two
months later, and was still asking, “Who do I
have to talk to in order to get the permit?” I
said, “As I have been saying all along, you don’t
have to talk to anybody. We will develop a set
of plans and get them approved by the building
department. Then all you will have to do is get
a price from the contractor.”
He said, “Well, I still have a hard time believing that, and anyway I would like to talk to the
building department.” I made an appointment
for him and he went over. He was skeptical, but
found that there was absolutely no one he had
to give a handout to.
Scott: The department certainly has that
kind of reputation, and has had it for a long
time. On the other hand, there was a time
when the Los Angeles city government did not
have that good a reputation.
Johnston: That is true. In fact, many years
ago a reform mayor, Fletcher Bowron, came
in on a campaign to clean up Los Angeles.
But that campaign did not affect the building department because it did not need
cleaning up.
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Scott: According to Frank Kroeger, head of
the Building and Safety Department, there
was a considerable change in the department
after Mayor Bowron was elected in 1940. Bowron was instrumental in Gil Morris becoming
superintendent of building in 1940, a post he
held for some twenty years.
Johnston: In all our years of dealing with
that department, never once was a plan held
up because somebody was trying to use it as a
club to extort money. And we have probably
had as much business with the department as
any engineering office in town. We have probably put through something like 25,000 jobs. I
got out of college in 1935, and that fall I went to
work for Clyde Deuel, the structural engineer
in Los Angeles I talked about earlier. Deuel’s
senior engineer, with whom I worked, went on
to become the superintendent of building in
Los Angeles. So I go back a long time, and from
then on have known all the superintendents of
building.
I give much credit to the department and its
able leaders. Every one of them was a member
of the Structural Engineers Association of
California. They were strong people and had
good professional qualifications. I think they

have all been upright citizens and honest.
Some came up through the department; others
were brought in from the outside.
Scott: From talking to Earl Schwartz and
others, I gather that they tend to advance them
upward from within the department. Also, it
is my impression that the department itself
makes those decisions on promotions, without significant influence from the mayor or the
City Council.
Johnston: By and large, that has been true
through the years. I cannot say there has
been no influence, but I think it is as clean
as any department anywhere in the country.
Of course with promotions, you end up promoting the most experienced people upward
to other responsibilities. They take the best
people and promote them, and then promote
them again. That means that a training process has to take place down below, to replace
the skills that have moved up. The result
has been that outside engineers presenting a
building for review often became the mentors
of the city staff doing the reviewing. We have
spent many an hour up there holding their
hands and helping them when we were trying
to get our plans through.
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California
Seismic Safety
Commission
You can look at a building and ask, “Does it satisfy
the code?” Well, none of those buildings satisfy the
code—which changes regularly.

Scott: Would you discuss your activities with the California
Seismic Safety Commission?
Johnston: I think the Seismic Safety Commission has been doing
a very admirable job. I have been on a number of its committees.

Reviewing New Prison Design
Johnston: One commission committee I was on dealt with the
design and construction of new prisons. The commission asked
this committee to act as a review body to look into the standards
for prisons. I think we served a useful purpose. The Department
of Corrections had gone out of state and engaged an engineer to
create and implement a standard for prisons to be built in various
places in California. I, frankly, thought they could have done better
by getting a California engineer.
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Scott: That issue came before the Seismic
Safety Commission repeatedly while we4 were
trying to monitor how the Department of Corrections was dealing with seismic design and
peer review for the new prisons. Some commission members—Paul Fratessa as the structural engineering member for example—
became very concerned about what was going
on. The committee was set up, and the process
went on quite a while.
Johnston: Yes, probably for a couple of years.
I am not sure to what extent we accomplished
our objectives. Paul Fratessa would know more
about that.
Scott: I believe that eventually the effort
made substantial progress toward better seismic design and peer review, although in the
early phases of the prisons program, there was
probably some slippage. Maybe one or more
of the early prisons was too far along for a full
correction. I believe, however, that the commission and the committee did manage to raise
the department’s awareness of the need for
good seismic standards and for peer reviews of
designs.
Johnston: Yes, I think our efforts did help.
But I felt that some of the buildings that had
been proposed could have been improved.
That is particularly important when you are
dealing with a prototype design that is to be
used over and over again. I think we would
have been better served if the design had been
peer-reviewed much earlier in the process.
It did eventually get peer-reviewed, but it
was late in the process. We on the committee
4
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Stan Scott was a member of the Seismic Safety
Commission from 1975 to 1993.

actually pushed through to get one of the prototypes reviewed, and Carl Johnson reviewed
it. But the review was done after the fact, and
Carl did not have any chance to improve the
design. All he could say was, “Well, yes, it’s
adequate.”
The review could have accomplished a lot
more if it had been done at the right time. I do
not blame the Seismic Safety Commission for
that—the matter was out of the commission’s
hands. The end result is that I think we got some
prisons that, while they probably will not fall
down, may be damaged by earthquakes. Their
design is not as good as it could have been if it
had received a timely and thorough peer-review.
Scott: Their seismic design could have been
better, and probably for little or no additional
cost?
Johnston: I think for less cost. With proper
peer review, better buildings could have been
built more economically. Our efforts were a little late in the game. We did, however, accomplish some of what we wanted to, but of course
that did not apply to the ones that had already
been built.
Scott: What would you recommend for the
future? The way life in California has been
going, more prisons will probably be built, perhaps quite a few of them.
Johnston: Yes. I think the Seismic Safety
Commission could well require a peer
review of structures, and particularly of all
prototypes.
Scott: Prototypes are made to be replicated,
so if something is wrong with the first one, it
gets repeated all over the place.
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Proposition 122 Retrofit Program
Johnston: You and I are both on the review
committee for the research component of the
Proposition 122 retrofit program, approved
in the June 1990 election, and providing for
a bond issue of $300 million to retrofit state
and local buildings, and up to $3 million for
research on retrofit and related matters.
The program has lagged, partly because of the
budget crises and funding cutbacks. For a time,
the commission did not know whether it would
be continued. Staff members such as Fred
Turner did not know whether they would have
a job. The committee chairman, Paul Fratessa,
is extremely busy. Meanwhile, the process has
not been completed, and time is fleeting. It is,
however, on the right track.
Scott: There certainly have been some slippages. On the other hand, at this point I have a
pretty good feeling about the responses to the
request for proposals that I saw, and especially
the ones that got funded. The subcommittee I
was on, however, only saw a few of those. Other
subcommittees dealt with the others.
Johnston: Under the selection process, you
are almost required to take most anybody who
comes along. For one thing, a lot of people cannot get in on the program because they cannot
comply with the minority requirements. Probably 50 percent of our engineering firm’s staff
are minority persons, but only 4 percent of
the firm’s ownership is minority. So we cannot
qualify under the state’s selection process.
Also, a lot of companies apply who have put
the firm in the wife’s name in order to qualify
under the minority requirements. They may
have only one guy on the staff who can really

do the job, but they can meet the minority requirements. I think the whole system
of minority requirements is self-defeating.
If you hire minority people and put them to
work, that is a better standard than having one
minority person owning a firm, which may
hire Caucasian people.
I know of some firms that maneuver around
and go in on a team effort. If you have a
review job, and are required to have 3 percent
disabled, 5 percent women, and 20 percent
minority, you have to go outside your firm and
develop a team. But on a review job, what can
they do? Somebody has to be responsible for it.
Frankly, knowing the profession, I think about
half of the twenty firms that have applied are
not qualified. In evaluating a building, some of
those firms would go way overboard. You can
look at a building and ask, “Does it satisfy the
code?” Well, none of those buildings satisfy the
code—which changes regularly. The code that
applied in 1940 is nowhere near the 1993 code.
If you use the 1993 code to judge 1940 buildings, none of them will qualify.
That is what happened with the school program. When we would go in to evaluate a
school, the question asked was not, “Is it lifesafe?” but “Does it conform to the code?” It was
the wrong question. The result was that a lot of
school buildings had to be destroyed, or whose
retrofitting would have been so tortured that
they built a new school instead.
Scott: What period are you talking about
now?
Johnston: The last forty years—this whole
period. The state owns 18,000 buildings, and
there is no way that the money under Prop 122
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will be sufficient to bring them all up to code.
What we need is two standards. One standard should apply to emergency-type buildings, which should have priority because they
have to survive an earthquake in a functioning
condition. They should not have to meet the
code, however, as long as they can survive the
earthquake.
The second standard should apply to other
buildings, many of which will survive an
earthquake in a condition that people can get
out, although the building may have to be
abandoned because of the damage. We need
these standards because we do not have the
money to strengthen 18,000 buildings and
bring them up to current code. We could not
do that in twenty-five years. The aim should
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be to have no life loss, or very rare life loss, but
accept a different standard from the current
code with respect to damage. We have to use
the inelastic strength of the building, rather
than just the elastic strength.
But some of the firms on the list I referred to
will not be able to make that kind of judgment.
Frank McClure feels the same way I do about
them. They would merely say, “It doesn’t meet
the code, so it is hazardous.”
Scott: Your point is that some firms would
give a simple-minded answer because they
lack the know-how for more sophisticated
analysis and judgment.
Johnston: That is exactly right.

Chapter 8

California
State Board of
Registration
Jerry Brown felt that professional licensing boards
represented the vested interest of the professions,
and he weakened them by not filling vacancies.

Scott: Talk about your experience on the State Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors, on which
you sat for two terms, 1970 through 1978, and chaired for two years,
1976-1977. How were the board members selected? Were they nominated by professional groups, or simply selected by the governor’s
office, or what?
Johnston: It used to be that the governor’s office would, for
example, call on the Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC) and ask them to make some recommendations.
When I was president or on the board of SEAOC, we would
respond to such inquiries by submitting a couple of names. Our
choices depended partly on who was governor—we would try to
give Republicans’ names for a Republican governor, or Democrats’
names for a Democrat. We tried to play the game of partisan politics that way.
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I was appointed to the State Board of
Registration in 1970 as the representative of
the structural engineering profession during the administration of Governor Ronald
Reagan. The Board of Registration has always
had a very definite influence on the engineering profession in California. The program of
testing and licensing engineers has been quite
remarkable, particularly in the structural field.
It has been worked out through the Structural
Engineers Association of California, and has
had the profession’s backing right from the
start.

did find people who were attempting to practice without a license. They would be investigated and handled through the courts.

Oversight of the Profession

Scott: The board’s sitting membership
dropped from eleven down to only five serving
members?

Johnston: Two or three things happened
during my two terms on the board—eight
years in all. Under Reagan’s administration, we
followed through in the typical manner of testing and licensing. We were trying to see that
the practicing engineers were responsible and
doing a good job. The inspectors in the field
were occasionally finding engineers who were
not performing as they should, and the board
was either censuring them or taking their
licenses away.
Scott: Who were the inspectors?
Johnston: They were state employees
working under the direction of the State
Board of Registration to investigate any problems with the licensing and practice of engineering—all engineering, although I was
primarily concerned with structural engineering. We did take some licenses away
because of practitioner incompetence. We
censured some, if it was a minor offense. Of
course, nobody is supposed to practice structural engineering without a license, and we
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When Reagan’s two terms were over and Jerry
Brown became governor, things started to
deteriorate—at least in my view. He wanted to
weaken professional licensing boards as a way
to break down this presumed influence. A good
example is the appointments to our elevenmember board. When members’ terms were
up, the governor was not making new appointments. In the two years when I chaired the
board, it got down to only five members.

Johnston: Yes, down to only five. Seven
appointments had not been made, although the
governor had been urged to act. He simply did
not make the appointments needed to fill out
the board’s membership. As a matter of fact, I
believe not making the appointments was part
of his program. Jerry Brown felt that professional licensing boards represented the vested
interest of the professions, and he weakened
them by not filling vacancies. While his view
of the boards was not justified, that seemed to
be his policy. I think, for example, that he had a
number of chiropractors on the medical board.
That was obviously inappropriate.
As president of the much-reduced Board of
Registration, I did not know whether we had a
legally constituted body or not. We continued
to function, and I asked the attorney general
whether we were legal. Are five members a
quorum for a board that is supposed to have
eleven members, but has only five serving? Can
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the five act and conduct business in good faith?
I also asked whether three could conduct business if two of the five were absent. After several
months I got a letter back, saying in effect, “If
you look at it one way, you have a quorum, and
if you look at it another way, you don’t.”
I called the attorney general’s office and said,
“The questions are not answered. We have
taken an oath to conduct business as best we
can and to the best of our ability. I don’t know
whether we are legal or not, but I am telling
you now that we are going to continue, as we
seem to have no choice. If any questions or
problems come up, we will refer them to you.”
That is the way it ended, except that after a
year or so we received a few appointments. But
we were operating with five members for a long
time, and at some meetings, only three would
be present. It was a bit hectic, but otherwise we
conducted business as normal. We felt we represented not only the profession, but also the
state and its citizens.

Women Treated Equally
Johnston: The Board of Registration was
put under the Department of Consumer
Affairs. I forget the name of the director, but
occasionally we communicated. His main
theme or interest seemed to be equal treatment of women. His usual reply was, “Well,
the biggest issue we have now is the women’s
issue—we want to be sure that women engineers are treated equally.” My standard reply
was, “Women engineers are treated exactly
the same as all other engineers. Everybody
is treated equally, regardless of gender. We
will proceed in our normal manner, and treat
everybody equally.”

Scott: When you talked to the director, did
he accept your response regarding the equal
treatment of women by the board?
Johnston: No, he didn’t believe me. I told
him to let the facts speak for themselves, and
said, “If you find any deviation from equal
treatment, tell us.” I asked him many times if
he had gotten any negative responses. He said,
“No.” I said, “Then we must be doing it right.”
Scott: What was he concerned about? Was
he afraid of your possibly making it more difficult for women applicants to qualify for a
license, or what?
Johnston: At the time there were not many
women in engineering. But that was the gist of
their thinking about the engineering profession. The Brown administration did not trust
people. Any professional was a target of suspicion. The administration’s view was that no
professional could serve on a board and not
have a vested interest.
Scott: As you saw it, a professional person
was almost automatically suspected of favoring his/her own professional interest against
the public interest? “Vested interest” concerns
would always be uppermost? Is that the kind of
thinking you are describing?

Balance of Board Shifted
Johnston: Yes. I kept reiterating, time and
again, that they could have an engineer on the
board who was honest and forthright. I asked,
“Who knows more about the problems of the
engineering profession than an engineer? How
can you license structural engineers except by
using the knowledge and help of people who
are doing engineering? How can you say that
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it is not possible to have a structural engineer
who is honest and forthright? Certainly I can
think of some who are not, but most in the profession are.”
The administration maintained that the boards
had to have public members. At the governor’s
insistence a law was passed requiring more
public members than professional members.
Gradually, the balance shifted until we had six
public members and five professional members.
This happened while I was on the board, so I
observed how it worked out. In practice, when
dealing with professional matters, the six public members would ask the five professional
members what to do.
We actually worked very closely with each
other. During my time, for example, I think
there were three lawyers appointed to the
board who later became judges. One later
became a member of the California Supreme
Court. They were a big help on matters of
law and legal process. I concluded that it was
a good thing to have some so-called public
members of that caliber. Their contributions
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were valuable, however, for reasons other than
what the Brown administration had in mind.
Most of the public members were thoughtful
people and readily admitted that “We don’t
know anything about engineering.” So when
we dealt with questions like what should be in
an engineering exam, or how people should be
tested to determine whether they were good
engineers, the public members left that to the
engineering members. So in fact, the so-called
professional members were doing most of the
work.
Scott: I take it you were fortunate enough to
get at least some pretty good public members?
Johnston: We got some great public members, although there were two or three who just
went along for the ride, and half the time did
not attend. Some of the public members, however, were very good. I mentioned the lawyers,
who were excellent, top people. They were
a big help on things that had to go through
the public process. We would turn to them.
They knew the processes, and knew the state
legislature.

Chapter 9

California State
Building Standards
Commission
But the process of developing a realistic
approach can be nerve-wracking.

Johnston: My appointment to the State Building Standards
Commission occurred during the tenure of Governor George
Deukmejian, and continued into the tenure of Governor Pete Wilson. My two four-year terms on the commission ended at the close
of 1994, having started in 1986.
While I found the experience to be helpful, it was also very frustrating. It was frustrating mainly because the Commission members could
only respond with three choices: 1) To approve a standard as submitted.
2) To deny the proposed document and not approve it. 3) To return the
document back to the instigating agency for more work.
In short, the Building Standards Commission had no real authority
to work with an agency to improve a draft, nor did it have a “line
item” veto over the contents or language.
Scott: As I understand the process, the other state agencies
would develop their draft documents or standards on their own,
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then submit them to the Building Standards
Commission for review and approval.
Johnston: Yes. If we found most of a submitted draft acceptable, although a small portion
could have been improved, there was a tendency to say: “On balance, we can approve it.”
The Building Standards Commission had the
responsibility of approving state standards, but
in reality, the standards were developed by the
various agencies—which had their own processes, often including public hearings.
Scott: Then I take it that before submitting
a standard to the Building Standards Commission, the initiating agency would already have
fully developed the draft, and already have finished the public hearing process, including any
resulting revisions?
Johnston: That is correct. Any proposed
standard is the product of the agency. The
Building Standards Commission can only
review the document, although with the help
of invited and knowledgeable people. The
implication is clear, however, that when the
submitting agency presents their standard to
the Commission, they see the draft as a finished product and ready for publication.
Scott: Could you give some examples to
illustrate this?

Energy Conservation Regulations
Johnston: The Building Standards Commission had a running battle with the U.S. Department of Energy. They outlined a general goal
to save energy in the construction of low-cost
housing. Their aim was a 15 percent reduction
in energy use—a noble goal. In working out
the standard to achieve the goal, however, they
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were very inflexible, to the point that the cost
of a house would increase by 10 percent. For
housing normally costing $50,000 [1985 dollars], the increase would be $5,000. The Building Standards Commission saw the increase as
unnecessary, when with a little flexibility, most
of the increase could have been avoided.
Our first disagreement with the U.S.
Department of Energy started with the process, which required a manual with various
numbers assigned to types of windows, orientation of structure, insulation requirement,
etc., for the calculation of the energy requirements in the design. They refused to submit
the manual as part of their submission of the
standard California code document.
Without the manual, however, an engineer
could not determine the amount of energy
used, let alone the savings in the construction
of a house. Only the general requirements
and the goal were submitted. We argued to no
avail that the code or standard was not complete without the manual. In our view, if the
code depends on the manual, then the manual
becomes part of the code.
Scott: How was the problem resolved?
Johnston: The manual was never submitted
for review, and was not approved. The California Attorney General’s office was asked to
decide which agency had final jurisdiction. But
that office either could not find a precedent, or
did not want to issue an opinion. The manual
was called “guidelines” and the argument was
never resolved.
Scott: With the argument unresolved, what
was the outcome?
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Johnston: There was a clear conflict between
regulations encouraging low-cost housing, and
energy-conserving regulations adopted for all
housing. It is so easy to impose a hardship on
the very people you are trying to help.
Scott: There was no way to resolve the conflicts between reducing energy usage and
keeping housing costs down?
Johnston: Because there was no flexibility
in the numbers in the manual, several things
happened. Windows rated 64 did not qualify
because the number in the default table was 66.
Manufacturers of those windows had to re-tool
all their sash units to meet the new guidelines.
Each sash was required to have a label indicating
that it was tested and met the numbered standard in the manual. The requirement favored
wood and vinyl sash, even though aluminum
sash was the biggest part of the industry, and
they, in particular, had to make changes in their
product, and test every type of sash, in order to
sell their product. All of this added to the cost.
When using insulation in the walls to reduce
energy loss, the recommendation was an R-21
batt. That insulation, however, would not fit in
a 2x4 stud wall, the industry standard for years.
Scott: Where does the matter stand now?
Johnston: Our final position was to send the
ordinance back, and to maintain that the manual should be part of the code, and subjected
to public criticism and public scrutiny, and
treated as part of the regulation. They refused
to do this, so I finally moved that the Building
Standards Commission ask the attorney general for an opinion to determine whether the
manual was part of the code.
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It is in limbo. The California Energy Commission thinks they already have our approval,
because we approved the code in principle,
subject to review of the manual. They say the
manual is not part of it and does not have to
be submitted—so they think it is approved
already. The attorney general came up with
a wishy-washy opinion that did not say “yes”
or “no.” The Building Standards Commission
interpreted what the U.S. Attorney General
said as a “yes,” meaning that the manual was
part of the code, whereas the Energy Commission interpreted the response as saying that
approval of the manual is not necessary.
Scott: The California Energy Commission
is behaving as if they already have approval
from the Building Standards Commission?
Johnston: Yes, as if they have the only
approval they need. Those are some of the
frustrating aspects of being on the Building
Standards Commission—you cannot really
get into the nitty-gritty to the point of making
suggestions early in the process as to how to
improve proposed regulations.
Scott: The commission’s job is to be a hearing
agency exercising something of an adjudicating function. There is no opportunity for earlier review of drafts, or for making editorial and
substantive recommendations for improvement?
Johnston: No, we do not deal with earlier
drafts. We only review what they submit, and
in the process cannot do anything but approve,
deny, or send it back.
Scott: When you send it back, can you
include comments as to what you think ought
to be modified?
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Johnston: There is a nine-component prescription our comment has to fit. We can only
criticize the proposal on those bases—one is
cost, another is relevancy, and so forth. Within
those limits, we can send back some suggestions,
but they do not have to abide by what we say.
What happens is this. They come in with a
draft that we consider nearly right. So you
say, “Okay, well, what are we going to do?”
After we have argued with them for two years
and the draft is not quite right, but 95 percent
right, you say, “Well, I guess for the good of
the industry we have to approve—we have to
have something that people can go ahead and
use.” So a seat on the commission is not a really
good, exciting spot to be in.
Scott: Are most proposals that the commission considers like that?
Johnston: No. Some run very smoothly. You
can approve the draft as is, or maybe say, “If you
would just straighten the language out a little bit
it would be fine.” They’ll say, “O.K., that’s a good
idea, we’ll do that.” And next time they come in
with a revised draft which is then approved.

Scott: What kinds of changes would you
recommend?
Johnston: When items are in dispute, a committee of the Building Standards Commission
could work with a committee from the submitting agency in coming to some understanding,
maybe some kind of compromise that the commission would consider more suitable than as
the proposal was submitted.
Scott: Two committees working together, or
maybe some kind of joint committee to try to
resolve the dispute.
Johnston: Yes. I also think something analogous to the line-item approval or line-item
veto of a budget might be helpful. That way
the commission could look over a proposal,
and if it found only a single glaring fault, they
could approve the draft, providing that the text
in question is changed, and proceed with the
public hearing process.

But when we and the submitting agency get
into adversarial positions and they simply do
not want to listen, we’re out in left field and
don’t get anywhere.

We always have what we call a public hearing
on anything that comes in. Sometimes industry comes back—as the window manufacturers
did—and shows that what is proposed is a real
hardship. In fact, a lot of small window manufacturers had to go out of business, no two ways
about it. There should have been some way to
relieve the situation.

My personal view is that, while the commission’s review role serves a good function, there
could be a lot of improvement in the way this is
handled.

Scott: When industry complains about such
a hardship, do they typically complain to the
regulating agency, or to the Building Standards Commission, or both?

Scott: You think such improvements ought
to be made?

Johnston: I don’t know why some of these
complaints did not go through the California
Energy Commission to start with. When they
declare a public hearing on the initial proposal,

Johnston: Yes, I really do. Some little
changes in the legislation could help a lot.
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all the concerned parties are often not made
aware of the nitty-gritty of the proposal. In the
euphoria of trying to save 15 percent, for example, people sometimes lose sight of the fact
that, although the regulation will save energy,
it will also cause injury and hurt.
Obviously, their process is goal-oriented. The
Energy Commission is really thinking in terms
of what can be accomplished—the goal is to
reduce energy consumption. That is an appropriate goal, but in implementing it, I think the
U.S. Energy Department staff, not being constructors, are not fully familiar with the problems created, and do not necessarily consider
all the significant implications of the regulation. That is, they may not be fully aware of
what really is going on.
The regulations are probably written by
people who never had a hammer in their hands.
Maybe that is good, but when it goes to the first
public hearing, the emphasis is still on the goal,
not on the mechanics of the regulation, which
is where the problems arise.
Well, everybody is for energy conservation!
Given those circumstances, it takes a while for
industry to wake up and say, “We can’t meet
that standard.” It is at about that stage when
the regulation comes before the Building
Standards Commission, where there has to be
a public hearing. So industry gets another shot
at it then.
Scott: Now I see the sequence and timing of
the process, and why you get some pretty hard
cases. But you get them almost too late in the
game.
Johnston: Exactly. We get the brunt of hearing all the negative aspects of the regulation.
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By that time, however, we cannot do much
about it except say, “Look, Energy Commission, you should do your homework, take some
of these things into account, and come back to
us.” But that does not set too well— it is a sensitive matter for one commission to tell another
that it has not done its homework. You need
to reach some kind of a delicate balance, and I
think clearly some improvement in the process
is needed.
Maybe 75 percent of the proposals go through
smoothly. They involve something that needs
to be done, everybody pretty much agrees to
it, and industry is for it. But especially now, in
a severe economic downturn when people are
really hurting, trying to reduce energy consumption 15 percent is driving more people out
of work. We have had hearing after hearing,
and some of the cases are really tough.

Accessibility Regulations
Johnston: The regulations for the disabled
are very difficult decisions. When the requirements under the federal Americans with Disabilities Act went into effect, our approach
was to take the best of both the state and federal acts. That is, the state would conform to
the federal act, except where something in the
state act was more stringent, in which case we
would observe the state regulation.
We needed representatives of the disabled
community to think in terms of what is actually needed, and to make a realistic evaluation
of what truly is needed. But getting that is
wrenching, to say the least. The process can go
on and on. A hearing that probably should last
one hour can go on for two days. Everyone who
comes brings essentially the same story, but
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each with a little different variation. What it
amounts to is a plea for help.
In cases like that, we have attempted to get
the associations representing disabled people
together and come up with a consensus.
Otherwise, if each part of the community
comes in having considered only their own
needs, it becomes much more difficult and complex to deal with and to set a realistic standard.
Scott: Have the associations done some
consensus-building?
Johnston: Yes. All our commissioners are
very sympathetic with the goal of providing
access, as well as with the problems confronted.
But there are limits on how far you can reasonably go.
In the case of condominiums, for example, the
representatives of the disabled community
wanted both accessibility and use. That is,
when they made their first presentation, they
wanted every unit in any condo complex having more than four units not only to be accessible, but also capable of being used by a disabled
person. That is a good goal, but extremely
expensive to achieve. Moreover, how essential
is universal usability? Out of 100 condo units,
for example, how many would actually be used
by a disabled person?
Scott: Probably only a few would actually be
occupied by disabled persons.
Johnston: If only a few units are occupied
by disabled persons, why require all 100 units
both to be accessible and to be fully usable by
the disabled? On the other hand, perhaps all
the units could be accessible, with proper elevators and entrances.
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Another example is a requirement that was
under consideration, requiring all service
stations to be outfitted with an ATM that a
disabled person could use without having to
get out of the car. Also the gas pumps would
have to be set down to the point where a disabled person could handle them. Actually the
law already says that a disabled person can get
full service in a gas station without paying the
price charged at full-service pumps. We said
that as long as that requirement is in effect, it is
not necessary to go to the expense of re-doing
all of the pumps.
Scott: That works pretty well at stations
with full-service pumps. I do that all the time
when driving alone, and I almost always get
courteous and reasonably prompt help.5 The
main problem is in areas with mostly self-service stations and few full-service stations. In
fact, at many self-service-only stations there is
only one person on duty, a cashier. In those circumstances, they do not have to pump gas for
the disabled. So there can be a problem in areas
with mostly self-service stations.
Johnston: As things stand now, the state will
require re-doing some pumps at all the stations. Some are going ahead, while others say
this would require them to spend millions of
dollars, when they think there are other ways
of satisfying the need. This particular gaspump regulation came to us from somewhere
in the state system, and was put forth as part
of the effort to implement the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
Those are the kinds of issues that come up
5

As of the mid-1990s, Stanley Scott used a
wheelchair due to childhood polio.
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before the commission. They seem like simple
things, and yet some of these problems have no
really good answers. We all agree that a disabled person, like yourself, has the same rights
as everybody else. But when you carry this to
its ultimate conclusion, the cost can become
extreme.
The gas-pump issue was not decided during my tenure. I think the submitters may be
backing off a bit and trying to make it a little
less stringent. But industry does have to spend
a lot of money on these kinds of regulations,
because implementation is costly. Frankly, I
think they should be spending a reasonable
amount of money on accessibility, but we
cannot be unrealistic about how much can or
ought to be spent.
The telephone company has had to do something of the same thing, and has solved their
problem to a considerable extent by providing
one disabled-accessible public phone among
any series of units.
Scott: Yes, usually in a bank of phones you’ll
find at least one that is set low and is usable
from a wheelchair.
Johnston: Also, there is no question but that
restrooms in public places should have a certain number of accessible units. Things are on
the right track. But then it gets exceedingly difficult and costly if taken to the point of trying
to make every unit accommodate every person
in every way. But do not ask me where to draw
the line, because I just don’t know. Those are,
however, the kinds of heart-wrenching decisions that the commission has to make.
Curb-cuts are another example. I think Los
Angeles is spending big money on curb-cuts at
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intersections. They are requiring curb-cuts at
intersections, even in a residential area where
nearby driveways provide sloping access. That
is, even if there is a driveway within 20 feet of
the intersection, it does not count—the curb
has to be cut at the intersection, and that has
to be done in both directions. Frankly, I do not
know what’s right in these situations.
Scott: Those cases take some judgment. As
a practical matter, where driveways are fairly
near to intersections, I have used them to get
to the street. Then, watching carefully, I edge
along beside parked cars back to the pedestrian
walkway and across to the other side. I have
found that a feasible fall-back in areas where
traffic is light. But it can get scary in areas of
fairly heavy traffic. In those circumstances,
curb-cuts at the corner can be a pretty critical
matter for a person in a wheelchair who needs
to cross the street.
Johnston: There is a lot of tension caused by
such conflicts between the cost on one hand
and the need for reasonable implementation
of a regulation on the other. These kinds of
requests come in all the time, and in the final
analysis, the commission has to decide.

Regulations for Shingle Roofs
Johnston: Unquestionably, there are hazards with wood shingle roofs in fire-prone
areas. The wood shingle and shake manufacturers used to say they could put a fire retardant on their products and make them acceptable, although doubtless never as good as a tile
or other fire-rated roof. Those are the kinds of
issues that raise the question, “How far do you
go?” The California State Fire Marshal and
his people spent a lot of time zoning the whole
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state. Do we then take the jurisdiction away
from the cities?
For example, Los Angeles County has areas in
the foothills as well as areas in the cities. The
hazards in the flat areas are really minimal,
whereas a fire started in the foothills can have
100 homes blazing in no time. They now have
zones to take this into account. But the process of developing a realistic approach can be
nerve-wracking. The wood-shingle industry
is fighting you tooth and nail, putting up every
argument they can, including testing programs
that are self-serving and have to be taken with
a grain of salt.

Electrical Code
and Plumbing Code
Johnston: Take the electrical code, for
example. In California they have used
Romex—plastic-encased wire—to wire
houses. In other places you have to use metal
conduit, and run covered wire through the
conduit. That is obviously much better because
the conduit provides better protection from
such things as rodents chewing the line.
Or take the plumbing code, where California
and national standards are not the same.
As a commission, we have tried to promote
acceptance of a universal standard. The building community would like to have a single
standard everywhere, with uniformity and
consistency in the requirements. Why does
California have to exceed the national plumbing code on some points? Or why does part of
the state have one standard and another part of
the state a different standard? The legislature
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mandated that all communities have to use the
UBC, unless there is a valid, legitimate reason
for a local body to make a change. Everybody is
encouraged to use the same standard.
Scott: How would you characterize the
quality of the commission members, without
naming specific names?
Johnston: I’d say they are of very good quality. We each come with a bias, of course, that
is a foregone conclusion. A builder member
is going to want to protect the building interests, seeing things in that particular light. A
structural engineer member obviously thinks
in terms of the structural engineering discipline and profession. On the other hand, there
are enough people on the commission and they
are so diversified in their thinking, that I do
not see how something that is strictly a vested
interest point of view can get through without being identified. The commission itself is
a wide assortment of people—a mechanical
engineer, a structural engineer, an architect, a
building official, a builder, a labor union representative, a person from the disabled community, and several public members.
As a commissioner, you read the regulation
under consideration, then listen to the various
sides and ask them questions. Obviously, also,
the opinions of a commissioner whose specialty is in the subject under consideration will
carry a little more weight on that item. That
member is treated like a resource person, and
we can ask him or her questions, as well. Then
you have to make up your own mind. Thus, we
get at an issue from all points of view.
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Building
Seismic Safety
Council
There was a need for everybody in the country to be
made aware of the seismic hazard, and there was no
better way to do this than to have them all participate
in the guidelines process.

Johnston: The Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC) started
with the idea that the earthquake problem was more than just a
California problem. If the federal government was going to participate, there had to be some organization that could advise and consult on the matter on a national basis. When BSSC was founded in
1979, the express purpose was to guide a national program. They
tried to get a broad cross section of people involved—engineers,
building owners, builders, building officials, the materials interests,
insurance people, etc.
Momentum had been increasing for the National Earthquake
Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) to promote the development of seismic design guidelines that could be applicable nationally. The statewide seismology committee of the
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Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC) had developed and were
regularly updating the Blue Book since the
1950s. Also, SEAOC’s research arm, ATC—
the Applied Technology Council—had been
busy with its research interpretation and
technology transfer. As a result of these activities, most of the information from the Blue
Book and the ATC reports was incorporated
into the Uniform Building Code (UBC). That
was prior to the mid-1990s when the code
process became more national, with SEAOC
no longer being essentially the sole author of
the UBC seismic provisions.
Scott: Say a word or two more about ATC.
Johnston: The effort to start ATC began
with the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, resulting in its organization as a nonprofit corporation in 1973. Its purpose was to facilitate
SEAOC’s efforts in code development and
technology transfer. Motivated by an increasing recognition that other parts of the nation
are vulnerable to earthquake damage, ATC
undertook its third project, ATC 3-06, to prepare nationally applicable guidelines for the
seismic design of buildings. The report was
entitled, Tentative Provisions for the Development
of Seismic Regulations for Buildings.6 The authors
of that document were almost all engineers,
rather than representatives of the construction
industry and materials trade groups, and one
of the things BSSC did was to bring in those

6
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Tentative Provisions for the Development of
Seismic Regulations for Buildings, ATC 3‑06.
Applied Technology Council, Redwood
City, California, 1978.

other interests into the seismic code development process.
When BSSC was established, several San
Francisco Bay Area engineers played active
roles, including Bill Moore, who became
BSSC’s first chairman, and Henry Degenkolb,
who had a deserved reputation of “chasing”
earthquakes worldwide. He believed that the
observation of actual earthquakes was a good
way of understanding and learning how to deal
with the earthquake hazard.
I was appointed as a council member representing the Structural Engineers Association
of Southern California (SEAOSC). Following
Bill Moore, I was elected BSSC chairman
for a three-year term, 1982-1985, which was
extended an additional year until structural engineer Warner Howe of Memphis,
Tennessee, could serve as chairman. I served
as an ex-officio BSSC member during Howe’s
chairmanship. In 1988, BSSC executive
director Jim Smith asked me to chair the
Program on Abatement of Seismic Hazards to
Lifelines, which I did. With that, my tenure
on BSSC lasted the full decade of the 1980s.
By the mid-1990s, the NEHRP Provisions
were essentially a draft version of the seismic regulations that were adopted by model
codes, and later by the unified International
Building Code.
Under NEHRP legislation, four national agencies were concerned with the earthquake hazard—the National Science Foundation (NSF),
the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS),
and the National Bureau of Standards—now
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). Each agency had its
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own special role in earthquake mitigation—
research, emergency management, geology,
and standard-setting—so no one agency was
responsible for earthquake hazard mitigation
overall.
Although BSSC was set up as an independent voluntary body, because its code-related
concerns were very similar to those of the
National Institute of Building Sciences
(NIBS), it became an arm of that organization. NIBS had some federal financing through
direct appropriations, so linking BSSC to
NIBS solved part of the funding problem.
NIBS furnished an office, and BSSC was able
to hire an executive director. BSSC then presented proposals to FEMA, and was selected
as the group that could best deal with the
seismic problem by developing a program on a
consensus basis, and presenting it to the whole
country.
While at the time there was some concern
in the Earthquake Engineering Research
Institute (EERI) and ATC that BSSC might
be usurping those organizations’ roles, BSSC
was actually an entirely different program. We
always felt that we could cooperate with ATC
and EERI, and this proved to be the case. Some
of the programs are now shared among EERI,
ATC, and BSSC—all working together.
BSSC represents a cross section of the whole
industry, with the goal of having a consensus
formulation. ATC is working in the same program, but is more of a research-type organization, specifically geared to solving practical
problems for the engineers. EERI cuts across
the whole spectrum—geology, seismology,
engineering, practitioners, research, the universities. With respect to research, EERI is
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probably out in front, with its academic, university, and practitioner membership. Thus,
EERI embodies not only the practitioner and
engineer, but also the theoretician, geologist,
and seismologist who are conversant with
various aspects of the earthquake hazard.
EERI puts together teams for various funding
projects that come primarily through NSF,
so many of the programs that have come out
of NSF were done by people who were really
EERI people. In later years, after the research
center was set up in Buffalo—the National
Center for Earthquake Engineering Research
(NCEER)—that relationship was diluted
some. That is another issue all its own, however, in which I was not involved.
BSSC’s main task was to work with information prepared by other groups. Sources
included research papers supported by NSF,
Blue Book contributions by SEAOC, reports
from ATC, and articles published by EERI and
elsewhere. These became the background for
developing guidelines for a national program
on seismic design. There was concern—particularly among the California engineers—that
the effort would usurp the role of the Uniform
Building Code and replace it with a national
code.
“Guidelines” is the word that best describes
what was done for NEHRP. FEMA sponsored
the work and provided the expense funds for
the project, but the real work was done by the
volunteer engineers who served on BSSC,
staffed its committees, and developed the
material into the guidelines. Without the volunteers, the NEHRP documents would never
have been completed.
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Consensus Approach
Johnston: BSSC developed what we call
a “consensus” approach. It is really the only
organization—except for trade associations—
that approached the problem on the basis of a
consensus. Every provision adopted was voted
on by ballot, and the process included not only
engineers, but architects, builders, trade people—such as the representatives of the steel
and concrete industries—and building owners
through their associations.
Scott: They all had representation in the consensus process, and could cast ballots and vote?
Johnston: Yes. So the result truly was a
consensus document, for a couple of reasons.
There was a need for everybody in the country to be made aware of the seismic hazard, and
there was no better way to do this than to have
them all participate in the guidelines process.
If you have ownership in a program, you are
more likely to take pride in it, and to support
and push it.
Scott: In order to vote intelligently on an
issue, members of the consensus group would
have to become familiar with the pros and
cons.
Johnston: That’s right. There was, however,
some risk involved. The earthquake provisions
had always been looked upon as the product
of structural engineers, and of some building
officials. To be accepted more generally, however, the structural engineers’ product—their
code—had to be broader. Making it broader
was BSSC’s job.
Scott: BSSC’s composition obviously has a
lot to do with how consensus decision-making
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works. How did BSSC’s makeup influence the
consensus process, especially as you saw it
when you were actively involved?
Johnston: We always felt we needed a strong
component of engineering. But it also incorporated inputs from the materials interests—for
example the Portland Cement Association, or
in a broader sense, ACI (American Concrete
Institute), and the steel industry through its
associations. Individuals cannot join BSSC—
representation has to be through a group that
sends a representative.
My point is that by incorporating the trade
organizations in the consensus process, BSSC
got immediate access to a lot of knowledge.
Admittedly, of course, the sources of that
knowledge are sometimes self-serving, but
most of their people working in those areas are
specialists in one material, and have a lot of
know-how. Also, just because they are working with only a single material, one cannot
presume that their approach is not straightforward, fair, and honest. It is a false opinion that
every person who has an interest is motivated
only by that interest, or by the hope of bringing gain to himself. I mentioned earlier that the
Jerry Brown governorship subscribed to that
opinion when I was serving on the State Board
of Registration. Sometimes, however, there
were consensus problems within an interest group, as was the case with the masonry
industry.
Scott: The masonry people were not well
organized?
Johnston: When we started the BSSC program, the brick industry was so fractionated—
each segment so far apart in positions from
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the others—that their several associations
around the country were not even speaking to
each other. We tried and failed to find some
group that could represent the brick industry.
We finally had to force them to get together.
I think one of the accomplishments of those
years was to get the brick industry into a closeknit group to the point where they were talking to each other and sharing their knowledge
with each other. It took a long time.
Scott: Would you say a little more about how
the consensus approach worked in BSSC?
Johnston: There was a general move toward
cooperation. The consensus effort was part of
the process. Two or three things followed. One
was awareness. Without awareness, nothing
would be approved. If someone does not think
there is a problem, why do anything? If there
is nothing wrong, why fix it? I think BSSC has
contributed by raising the level of awareness
that there is an earthquake problem in other
states, not only on the West Coast.
In addition, BSSC has produced guidelines,
leaflets, and books. They have been an arm of,
and have developed a rapport with, FEMA.
The driving force from FEMA has always
been, “You must have a consensus document.”
I do not think some of the other groups, ATC
for example, are able to do that, or at least do
it nearly as well, partly because they are all
engineers.
To sum up, in BSSC we played a facilitating
role, using material that had been developed
primarily here in California, and adapting it
for the whole country. The NEHRP guidelines became something of a definitive source
that everyone could use. We thought at the
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time that the various building code authorities
would adopt many of the provisions. The UBC
was, of course, issued by the International
Conference of Building Officials (ICBO), and
its seismic design provisions were based on the
SEAOC Blue Book. So other parts of the country considered the UBC strictly a California
code—but it really never was, being far beyond
that.
The other major code-writing authorities
were the Building Officials Conference of
America, which publishes the BOCA code,
and the Southern Building Code Congress
International, which publishes the Standard
Building Code (SBC). When BSSC started,
neither of those codes had any provisions for
earthquake engineering, and it took them
almost ten years to finally adopt the provisions
of NEHRP.

Testing the Guidelines
with Trial Designs
Johnston: The first part of the BSSC program was to develop the guidelines, which it
did. BSSC believed that to be a viable program
there had to be a way to update it periodically. Through the years, it has updated those
NEHRP provisions every three years. FEMA
has provided funding to keep those provisions
reasonably up to date.
When we finished the original guidelines, we
said two things had to be done to make them
acceptable. First, they had to meet the test of
trial designs in order to evaluate the usability
of the tentative provisions. The usability criteria considered four components: relevance,
clarity, completeness, and practicality.
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Second, we developed a program to try the
guidelines on a number of different buildings.
Jim Harris of Colorado was asked to chair the
committee. They used structural engineering
practitioners around the country, who were
asked to prepare building designs using the
NEHRP provisions for earthquake resistance.
It was a big program and continued for a long
time.
This trial design program did two things. First,
it showed that the provisions could be used on
a practical basis. The second and unanticipated
by-product was to develop greater awareness
of earthquake problems. The testing program
developed more awareness of earthquake risk
on the part of the engineering profession all
over the country.
The engineers in the rest of the country did
something they had never done before: they
were really thinking about seismic criteria,
and they designed buildings for seismic resistance. The resulting greater awareness was
an excellent by-product of the testing program, although it had not been set up for that
purpose.
Scott: You mentioned practicality as one
criterion. How did the testing program work
out as to the practical usability of the NEHRP
provisions?
Johnston: At first we got mixed results.
Some engineers really got bogged down to the
point where they had to have help. We finally
appointed Roland Sharpe, a San Francisco Bay
Area earthquake engineer, as a consultant to
the engineering offices. Sharpe had managed
the ATC program for a time, and had helped
with the founding of BSSC. Various engineers
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would call Sharpe for advice on how to design
using the NEHRP provisions.
Scott: Could you now say more about how
you yourself evaluate the guidelines? What do
you think of their technical adequacy? How
effective do you think they are for ensuring reasonable seismic resistance in buildings designed to comply with the NEHRP
provisions?
Johnston: The NEHRP guidelines became
a resource document for structural engineers
in all parts of the country, although their
importance varied among the states, depending on awareness and familiarity with a seismic resistance program or lack thereof. Thus,
in California and on the West Coast, there
was less need because the Uniform Building Code was already in place. In areas where
building code changes were appropriate,
however, the guidelines proved very credible
and practical. ICBO added several of the new
guideline provisions to their code (the UBC),
and in time other organizations promulgating
building codes—Building Officials Code of
America and the Standard Building Code—
adopted the seismic provisions of the guidelines by reference.
To get to that point, however, we first went
through the testing program that took three
or four years, and after that there was a major
effort to make people aware. A whole series of
reports were distributed to various types of
users. BSSC asked Chris Arnold to head up
a committee, and he and others developed a
whole series of pamphlets intended to make
people aware of the earthquake hazard and of
what the NEHRP provisions could do.
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Scott: BSSC and FEMA published and
widely distributed a remarkable list of reports
on the guidelines and on how to use them to
further earthquake safety in buildings and
lifelines.
Johnston: That’s right, and the original
guidelines have been updated every three years.
We owe our appreciation to council and committee members who have participated in this
continuing effort, and particularly to the chairmen who followed Bill Moore and me: Warner
Howe (Gardner and Howe, Memphis, Tennessee), Gerald Jones (Code Administrator, Kansas
City, Missouri), James E. Beavers, (Consultant,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee), and Eugene Zeller,
(Department of Planning and Building, Long
Beach, California).
The program has taken about twenty years in
all. First, we developed the guidelines. Second,
we had the testing program. Third, there was a
period of making the nation more aware of the
hazard and of what could be done. Finally, the
work that had taken this long is beginning to be
used by the agencies that administer the codes.
Scott: Adoption by the code-writing agencies helps feed the seismic guidelines on down
to the local level.
Johnston: It is practically the national standard today [1990s]. Up until a few years ago
it was a “guideline.” Now, instead of being a
“guideline,” when it gets into the code, it is
a code provision. The attitude we took was
that we did not want to dictate—as a national
agency—what everybody in the country had
to do. Instead, we said: “Here are the guidelines, and the way it should be done. This is a
consensus of the best thinking in the country.
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If you are wise, you will use it.” And we made
it available to every code-writing body.
Among those, ICBO, producer of the UBC,
was most attuned to the guidelines because
they had been in the earthquake business
for many years. Some of the provisions had
already been in the UBC, and NEHRP took
them over. Or when NEHRP changed or
added something, the UBC would change in
turn. They were both working together. But
the other codes just took the NEHRP provisions and said, “This is the best thinking, let’s
use it.” I think it has been a good cooperative
program, in spite of some criticism.
Scott: It seems to have accomplished what it
set out to do.
Johnston: Yes, I think so.
Scott: In oral history interviews with Henry
Degenkolb in the mid- to late 1980s,7 I sensed
real concern on his part. I think Henry was
worried that BSSC’s consensus process would
mean watering down the SEAOC and UBC
seismic standards.
Johnston: I really do not think that happened to any serious extent, although I might
have felt a little differently back then when
Henry was talking. I was aware of some criticism at the time, but I think Henry was probably more concerned than I was.
Scott: You can understand why some California engineers might be a little edgy. SEAOC

7

Connections: The EERI Oral History Series—Henry
Degenkolb, Stanley Scott, Interviewer. Earthquake
Engineering Research Institute, Oakland,
California, 1994.
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and ATC had been all or mostly California engineers, but to work toward a consensus, BSSC’s composition purposely represented other engineers and interests around
the country.
Johnston: Although several California structural engineers were part of BSSC, there was a
concern that California engineers were being
left out of the circle, and that a few people in
government were trying to reduce their influence. Because of their experience in designing
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buildings to resist the earthquake hazard, these
California engineers felt that they were better
qualified for that than most of the other engineers in the nation. I think it was generally recognized that this was true. In spite of these difficulties, the guidelines progressed and in time
were completed. The standards recognized the
diverse conditions in each of the areas and generally were acceptable to all parts of the nation.

Chapter 11

International
Engineering
Collaboration
The U.S.-Japan testing demonstrated that buildings
could be designed so that they could resist the
ground motion of any earthquake that you could
reasonably expect.

Scott: Talk about the U.S.-Japan Cooperative Research Program
Utilizing Large-Scale Test Facilities, starting from the beginning
and its background.

Full-Scale Test of a Six-Story Building in Japan
Johnston: It was in the early 1980s. The program started as the
first phase of a multi-year program of the National Science Foundation (NSF). It was a joint effort by the United States and Japan to
test some full-scale buildings, and it was jointly financed. It began
with a six-story steel building designed to the seismic standards of
both the U.S. and Japan.
The Japanese have the world’s largest laboratory for this kind of
testing, with a ceiling height of over 100 feet. It was possible to
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build a six-story building within the laboratory. The lab has a reaction wall with the
necessary jacks activated by computers, so that
they could simulate any earthquake motions at
story levels for which we had records. It was an
attempt to test a full-scale six-story building
with some concentric braces, and also moment
frames. The test building had both systems.
Because only one test structure was built, some
adjustments had to be made in order to represent the design approaches of both countries.
They chose one of the records of a big earthquake in Japan, and the 1940 El Centro,
California, earthquake record. They could
have used the record of any earthquake by
programming it into the computer system and
simulating its motion. The test building was
fully instrumented, with all the strain gauges
and other sensors. I think they are still digesting some of the information that came out of
the test—reams and reams of data. After the
steel building testing had been completed, the
next test program was of a six-story reinforced
concrete building, which was subjected to the
same type of testing.
The results essentially substantiated what the
engineers had been doing, and proved that
the codes represented the picture fairly adequately. It is probably the last really full-scale
testing that will be done. Nevertheless, I think
it was important, and the findings were valuable, despite the fact that no major new developments or departures came out of it. It pretty
much verified and supported what we had been
doing. The U.S.-Japan testing demonstrated
that buildings could be designed so that they
could resist the ground motion of any earthquake that you could reasonably expect.
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The testing did end with a little controversy, in
that some of the National Science Foundation
people probably thought that more should have
come out of the tests. But obviously, we could
not get more out of the tests than the results
indicated.
Scott: They wanted more? Were they hoping for some kind of new design breakthrough,
or what?
Johnston: They thought there would be
some big new results or approaches coming out
of it.
Scott: Instead of breaking new ground, however, I guess it mostly showed that what had
already been done in seismic design theory
and practice was mostly correct?
Johnston: Yes, it verified what we had been
doing. When simulating earthquake effects
using small-scale structures or pieces of buildings, it is always a question as to whether the
testing is being done correctly. If anything
came out of these tests—in addition to showing that the designs would resist the earthquakes—it also verified the effectiveness of the
small-scale testing done previously, and on the
basis of which the seismic codes had been formulated. The tests demonstrated the adequacy
of the small-scale testing methods.
Scott: Verifying the effectiveness of smallscale testing sounds like a valuable finding in
its own right.
Johnston: Yes, that is true. Lower costs and
practicality make small-scale testing much
preferable, if it can still achieve the results
needed. Obviously you save money and can
do far more by testing small-scale models. So
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I think that this project was very valuable in
substantiating small-scale testing methodology, even if it did not itself produce new ways
of designing buildings. The testing accomplished what it set out to do.
Scott: How was the testing project administered? Say something about your role and that
of the committee.
Johnston: I was a member of the committee, composed of university researchers and
practitioners, with approximately half the
members from Japan and half from the United
States. Henry Degenkolb and I were the U.S.
practitioners. Paul Jennings of Caltech, Mete
Sozen, University of Illinois, and others were
the research community members from this
country.
Scott: In nontechnical language, could you
explain how the test results verified that a
building so designed would be able to resist
most expected earthquakes?
Johnston: The test building was designed
in accordance with the seismic code standards
of the time. The test motions applied at story
levels shook it in the same manner as a real
earthquake. With records made by the instruments and recorded by the computer, we were
able to check actual stresses registered in the
test against the design stresses. The results
thus verified the procedures previously developed and specified in the seismic codes. There
was a good correlation between the stresses
that were calculated and the stresses that were
actually measured. That is the verification.
We found the Japanese engineers every bit as
proficient in the subject as we were, and that
we could share, while also being sure that both
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nations were getting something out of the
experiment. That was true, even though their
code requirements are in many cases a little
more stringent than ours. Of course, they have
many more earthquakes than we do, and pretty
strong ones.
Scott: What kinds of issues did the committee have to agree on, and how did you go about
it? Did you often have to argue things out?
Johnston: Two matters caused some questions. I have already mentioned one, namely
our U.S. designs were somewhat different from
theirs. So some compromises were involved in
the test building design. But they were known
compromises, and thus subject to some judgment. That way, using what we knew, we could
interpret the results in the light of our practice,
and they could interpret them in the light of
their practice.
Scott: The compromise was formulated so
that both sides could make reasonably good use
of the results.
Johnston: Yes, but we did have certain problems in working out the compromises. There
were differences in negotiation style. Thus, the
Japanese tend not to object to what is proposed,
and they avoid seeming negative. We, on the
other hand, often want to jump in and run with
the ball. They are more deliberate and probably hold back a bit. So full communication took
some effort. We wanted to be sure we were
looking at it as equals, and that is what we did.
The other question was whether we could use
motion simulation and come up with the right
answer. That took a lot of study by Bob Hanson
at the University of Michigan and Steve Mahin
at the University of California, Berkeley. They
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got together and came to the conclusion that
you could use a rigid body, pump accelerations
into it, and control the time factors so that you
could measure what you were doing. They did
the theoretical work both before and during
the test process. The whole program was written up in the ASCE structures journal.8
Scott: There is still a U.S.-Japan Committee in operation. Is it the same one, or a lineal
descendent?
Johnston: Yes, what is going on now is an
outgrowth of that earlier committee activity.
When we finished with steel and concrete, then
they wanted to continue with brick. At that
point, a new committee took over. New players
were involved, as brick was an entirely different material. Over the years, we have developed
techniques for designing and constructing
earthquake-resistant buildings with reinforced
brick, whereas the countries of the East have
not. They wanted to learn more about designing with reinforced brick as opposed to reinforced concrete, and were interested in what
we were doing and how we were doing it—for
example, using two wythes of brick with grout
between. So that effort represented an enlargement or extension of the type of program we
had worked on with steel and concrete.
8
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Stephen A. Mahin, Pui-Shum B. Shing,
Christopher Thewalt, and Robert D. Hanson,
“Pseudodynamic Test Method – Current
Status and Future Directions,” Journal of
Structural Engineering. Vol. 115, no. 8, August 1989.
“Pseudodynamic” refers to the fact that the rapid
application of lateral loads via hydraulic rams
anchored to a strong wall imparts dynamic forces
to the structure that simulate the actual path of
force generation in an earthquake, which is from
the ground motion up through the structure.

The program was the forerunner of the cooperative efforts among nations to improve their ways
of building resistant structures and dealing with
earthquake hazards. Many countries, of course,
are subject to earthquakes. The U.S.-Japan
Cooperative Research Program Committee and
that project was a very large program of cooperation, sharing technology, approaches, and data.
Everybody gained by it. It also broke down a lot
of the barriers that had existed.
Scott: Working in the program helped break
down the barriers?
Johnston: Yes. This was one of the early programs with the Japanese—the biggest of the
early programs. There were a couple prior to
this one, but not very large. As a result of these
efforts, there are now many cooperative programs. The National Science Foundation has,
for example, worked with France, Germany,
Yugoslavia, and Russia, among others. The
program of cooperation among nations has
furthered the technology of earthquake-resistant design.

Working with
the Japanese in Indonesia
Johnston: My participation in the Third
International Seminar on Seismology and
Earthquake Engineering was at the request of
William Hakala, section head of the Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Division of the
National Science Foundation. He had been
asked by the Japanese sponsors as part of the
U.S.-Japan Cooperative Research Program
Committee to arrange for two U.S. lecturers to
join the Japanese in providing the program. Dr.
Anestis (Andy) S. Veletsos from Rice University
addressed the seismology issues, and I spoke
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about the U.S. design criteria and codes for various structures. This conference was held in January and February of 1984, for all engineers in
Southeast Asia.

comparison we have let things slip. I think we
have as much knowledge in this country in all
these fields, but do not have a concerted plan that
shares the knowledge the way the Japanese do.

Scott: Where was the location of the
program?

Scott: Evidently their private sector and the
government ministries work together very
closely.

Johnston: It was held in Indonesia. We flew
into Jakarta, went to Bandung for the first
week, and then the conference was moved to
the island of Bali. We lectured with a Japanese interpreter. The Japanese had a strong
presence in the country. The chief engineer of
Indonesia was Japanese, appointed to manage
their program under a rotating arrangement.
One Japanese engineer would come and stay
for a two-year stint, then another would take
his place.
Scott: I presume these were highly qualified Japanese engineers, who served in effect as
national chief engineer?
Johnston: Yes. That relationship shows the
kind of influence the Japanese have. They have
not only shared their technology, but also have
influenced other countries. American automobiles used to be the standard means of conveyance, but today you can hardly find an American car in Asia. They are using Japanese
automobiles.
I think there was a coordinated effort involving the Japanese government to cooperate with
these nations and at the same time spread their
influence and develop markets throughout all
those countries. I think the Japanese are in the
position they are today as a result of long-range
planning they have pursued over many years.
If we are at fault in this country, it is because by

Johnston: Yes, they are very closely tied
together. The U.S. and Japan have two very
interesting, but different, approaches. It is hard
to say who is going to be better off eventually.
Obviously, the American system is built on
competition. More competition has led to more
creativity. We have various groups working on
the same thing, which I think is good. Somebody who comes up with a better mousetrap is
able to forge ahead. On the other hand, if you
put all your eggs in one basket, you may end up
with the best—and then again you may not. It
depends on how creative the leaders are.
Scott: In electronics and computers, it
appears that a lot of innovative things are generated in the United States, but when it comes
to applying the new ideas over the longer haul,
getting things into production, developing markets, and making everything go in international
trade, we often seem to lag badly—at least the
Japanese often appear to do a better job.
Johnston: Well, they certainly have achieved
a lot of influence, and I think they achieved
it because they were willing to share. My
approach to life is—if you have something,
share it with somebody else, so they can also
have the benefit of it. This is a very interesting sidelight, anyway. What I have described
is still going on. I am sure some of the sharing is based on self-interest on the part of the
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Japanese wanting to exert influence and get
more return because of it. I don’t think it is all
philanthropic. Nevertheless, that is what has
happened.

An NSF Workshop in France
Johnston: The NSF-sponsored program in
France was a France-USA Workshop held in
May 1986 on the subject, “Practice of Earthquake Engineering and Quality Guidelines.”
The workshop was part of the Earthquake
Hazard Mitigation Program sponsored by
EERI. Mihran Agbabian was chairman of the
ad hoc committee that made the arrangements.
The real purpose was to share knowledge and
cooperate with the Centre National De La
Recherce Scientifique in Paris.
The French engineers were interested in the
design of the structures housing nuclear power
plants, which needed to be well-designed and
earthquake-resistant. Our interests were more
general, but included the criteria and codes for
the design of all buildings.
Scott: What kinds of questions did the
French ask about designing safe structures to
house nuclear generators, and what do you feel
they learned?
Johnston: That is very difficult to assess. My
impression was that they were pretty tightlipped and were fishing for information. They
did not say much, but I am sure they knew
more than they were saying. We gave a general
review of the methodology of designing very
strong structures, in a conference lasting three
or four days. I spent a week afterward touring
France and had a marvelous time.
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Much of the energy produced in France
is developed through nuclear processes.
Although their basic energy generation methodology is much more hazardous than ours,
they have been able to watch their programs so
carefully that I do not think they have ever had
a failure. So nuclear energy generation can be
done in a way that gives the country relatively
cheap power. I guess the Russian experience is
very much different—they seem to have had
all kinds of problems.
Scott: What about our own experience?
Would you say it is kind of mixed? In the U.S.,
the whole nuclear power effort apparently has
largely come to a halt.
Johnston: Yes, our experience is sort of “in
between.” We have had a lot of perceived problems, and our effort has halted because of those
perceived problems. I do not think they are
now, in the 1990s, building a single new nuclear
plant in this country.
Scott: There is, of course, the problem of
spent nuclear fuel that is still radioactive.
Johnston: Some of those who are involved
maintain that disposal can be done safely. A
government person in charge of the program
once told me there was really no problem. He
said we could dispose of all the material in
deep caves and excavations in a very safe manner, with little risk. But the perception is that
the storage is dangerous. Also the regulations
imposed on the nuclear plant program have
greatly increased the costs. Further, nobody
wants the material shipped through their own
community or town.
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Seismic Design
of Concrete
Buildings
If we had it to do over again, we would probably
phrase our critique much differently. Hindsight helps,
and I think age gives you a little more maturity.

Portland Cement Association
and American Concrete Institute
Johnston: The design of concrete buildings evolved through
the years. I think we have to give credit to the American Concrete Institute (ACI), along with the Portland Cement Association
(PCA), for setting standards and taking the lead. I recall that earlyon, most of the testing was done by the Portland Cement Association in their laboratories in Skokie, Illinois. They were able to
furnish a lot of information. At first they prepared and distributed
a little leaflet that soon developed into a handbook on the seismic
design of concrete buildings.9 We used those quite faithfully.

9

Analysis of Small Reinforced Concrete Buildings for Earthquake Forces.
Portland Cement Association, Chicago, Illinois. Second edition, 1942.
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Scott: The leaflet and booklet were developed quite early?
Johnston: I think they came out in the 1940s,
the work being triggered in part by the 1933
Long Beach earthquake. The handbook set
up a method of attacking structural design,
assuming a certain active force caused by
an earthquake. It showed how the force was
tracked through a building: the load paths
and elements that were necessary to be put
together in a building layout. In those days, we
used to think in terms of an apple box with a
lid on it. If you took off both the box lid and the
bottom, the thing would collapse.
Scott: With no top and bottom to help hold
its shape, the box could not resist anything
pushing from the sides.
Johnston: Yes, and the same principle
applies to buildings. Think of a building’s
roof and floor diaphragms as the lid and bottom, and of the shear walls as the sides of the
box. You had to trace the path of seismic action
through the building, and there were ways of
calculating the forces. At first, those methods were sort of foreign to us, because when
we went to school we did not think in terms of
seismic loads—it was all vertical loads.
So most engineers had to be re-educated to
think in terms of horizontal loads, and of what
would resist them. The way a building resists
horizontal loads depends on the various elements and how they are connected together.
So a lot of that early research work was done
in the 1930s and early 1940s, and then we were
designing more or less to standard patterns up
until the late 1960s.
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Scott: These standard patterns were based
in considerable part on the handbook the concrete people had done?
Johnston: Yes.

SEAOC Blue Book Committee
Scott: What happened next?
Johnston: The next step was the development of the SEAOC Blue Book in the late
1950s and early 1960s. The first Blue Book
committee was Bill Wheeler’s SEAOC Seismology Committee, which worked on codifying seismic codes statewide. As you know,
there was some fighting and differences of
opinion between the northern and southern
parts of California. The committee and subcommittees were established and did their
work, the report was made to SEAOC, and
the first Blue Book published.10 Then it had to
get into the Uniform Building Code process
and be approved for inclusion in the UBC. The
entire process took about ten years.
Scott: The publication of the original version of the SEAOC Blue Book was an important landmark in the development of earthquake engineering in California.
Johnston: Yes. Southern California structural engineer Bill Wheeler was sort of the
mastermind on the original Blue Book. Nearly
a hundred engineers from around the state got
together in that big volunteer effort to revamp

10

Recommended Lateral Force Requirements and
Commentary. Structural Engineers Association of
California, Seismology Committee. Sacramento,
California. First edition, 1959. The first edition
with Commentary was issued in 1960.
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the codes for seismic criteria. Bill Wheeler was
chairman of the Seismology Committee. This
effort came about a decade after ASCE’s Separate 66,11 and led to SEAOC’s first Blue Book.

standard was always mild steel, A-36 steel. To
pacify all the other materials people, we said
in effect that they could use material that was
equivalent to A-36 steel.

Scott: Bill Wheeler and Ruben Binder, who
co-chaired the Seismology Committee, wrote a
paper on the background of the Blue Book, and
on the design philosophy embodied in it. The
paper was given at the 1960 Second World Conference on Earthquake Engineering, which was
in Japan.12 He also did an article on the Blue
Book for the Engineering News-Record in 1959.

The steel-versus-concrete issue was really
what prompted all the work the Portland
Cement Association did on ductility. They
had to prove that concrete could do the same
job that steel can. I think it is safe to say that
the work would not have been done, at least
not as quickly as it was, had not the structural
engineers recommended that the code include
ductility requirements in its regulations.

The Question of Ductility
Johnston: In doing that work for the Blue
Book, we started to think in terms of ductility, and inserted in the Blue Book a clause that
used steel as the standard. While we set steel as
the standard, we could not restrict the material to be used only to steel. Other materials
could be used if they could be made as ductile as steel. The revised language said that
design requirements for ductile materials must
be “provided by a steel frame with moment
resistance connections or by any other systems
proven by tests and studies to provide equivalent energy absorption.”
None of the engineers, however, really
believed that concrete was ductile, and the
11

Anderson, Arthur W., John A. Blume, Henry J.
Degenkolb, et al., “Lateral Forces of Earthquake
and Wind,” Transactions of the American Society of
Civil Engineers. Vol. 117. ASCE, New York, 1952.

12

R.W. Binder and W.T. Wheeler, “Building Code
Provisions for Aseismic Design,” Proceedings,
Second World Conference on Earthquake Engineering,
1960.

That forced the concrete people to do something about ductility, and provided the
motivating force behind the research effort
on ductile concrete. The Portland Cement
Association and the concrete producers sponsored a study and report on how to design
ductile concrete. That is when they got John
Blume, Nathan Newmark, and Leo Corning
to do a book to show how concrete can be
designed to be ductile enough to meet the
standard—to perform as well as A-36 steel.13
Their book was excellent, and showed how,
principally through careful detailing, it was
possible to reduce brittle fractures. The book
became sort of the bible for ductile design.
Also, the research sponsored by the concrete
people provided good information regarding ductility in concrete and how it could be
achieved.

13

John Blume, Nathan Newmark, and Leo
Corning, Design of Multistory Reinforced Concrete
Buildings for Earthquake Motions. Portland Cement
Association, Skokie, Illinois, 1961.
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That started a major change in seismic design.
Concrete could then have a degree of ductility, and the emphasis was on ductility. If you
have ductility you do not have to have the
same accuracy of design, because ductility will
cover the inaccuracies of the design and give
you a margin of safety.

as the geotechnical assessment of the ground
motion is concerned.

I remember the ductility issue being a topic of
discussion at the annual meetings of SEAOC
in the late 1960s. Then, when the San Fernando
earthquake in February 1971 provided evidence of nonductile behavior, a change went
right into the code so that all concrete frame
buildings had to be ductile. I think most major
code changes have a similar history—they do
not just come out of the blue, but have some
background leading up to them.

Scott: Would you comment on the critique
that you and Henry Degenkolb did of the
Blume-Newmark-Corning book, shortly after
it was published? I believe the steel people
asked you and Henry to do the critique.14

The difference between a concrete frame
building that was designed before 1970 and one
designed after 1970 is almost like night and
day. Roughly speaking, all such buildings built
before 1970 are suspect, and should be looked
at to see what the design engineer actually did.
Up until about 1970, you could put ties in a
concrete column that were spaced at one-half
the dimension of the column. For example, in
a 24-inch-deep square column, the ties did not
need to be closer than 12 inches apart. That is
not enough to confine the concrete, so there
can be fractures between the ties.
Frankly, ductility is the thing that saves buildings today, because the geotechnical people do
not have their science down to the point where
they can give us values that are precise or have
a high degree of reliability—values that won’t
be changed in five years. But in spite of that,
if we do it correctly and put ductility in, that
gives a margin of safety to cover errors as far
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Scott: Both ductility and redundancy are
important?
Johnston: Yes, some of both are not only
desirable, they are mandatory.

Johnston: Yes. Henry had been very active
in the steel association, and our own firm had
done a number of steel buildings. In fact, we
almost kept Bethlehem Steel in business in
Southern California. Although he was in San
Francisco and I was in Los Angeles, Henry and
I knew each other and had worked together.
Also, in our own professional relationship,
Henry and I were more or less oriented in the
same direction. It was sort of a natural thing for
us to get together on this.
Scott: John Blume was not very happy about
your critique when it came out in 1963, and did
not seem to feel much differently when I did
oral history interviews with him in the late
1980s.
Johnston: John Blume is an excellent engineer and I have a very high respect for him. He
has always been a very creative sort of person.
14

Henry J. Degenkolb, and Roy G. Johnston,
Engineering Evaluation of the Portland Cement
Association’s Book: Design of Multistory Reinforced
Concrete Buildings for Earthquake Motions. Prepared
for the American Iron and Steel Institute, June
1963.
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But during the period in question, I think
Henry and I were working in different directions from John. Through the years, however, I
have often thought that Henry and I may have
been a little on the prejudiced side.
We had designed a great number of buildings
in steel. We definitely felt that steel was the
best material. All evidence indicated that it
was ductile. In designing, however, the actual
level of earthquake forces was never used.
We were designing to a lesser level—a fictitious or judgment level. So in our opinion, we
needed to have a substantial margin of safety,
in case of a very large earthquake. We felt we
needed materials that would bend and be ductile enough to accept those bigger forces. And
frankly, we thought of concrete as a basically
brittle material.
Scott: You wanted the material to provide
extra performance leeway, beyond the force or
resistance level being designed for?
Johnston: Yes. Also, our critique addressed
the problem from the standpoint of the practical engineer. Our criticism was based more
on some of the practicalities of the process.
Considering the amount of steel called for, and
the way the steel had to be put into the concrete sections to create ductility, we thought it
would be almost impossible to do.
Scott: In addition to wanting greater performance leeway, you also were concerned with
the practicalities of putting all that reinforcement into the concrete properly?
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years after the critique was done. If we had it
to do over again, we would probably phrase
our critique much differently. Hindsight helps,
and I think age gives you a little more maturity. What you would do as a relatively young
professional may differ considerably from what
you would do thirty to fifty years later.
At the time, we were satisfied with what we
were doing, so we saw no reason to accept
some of the things their book was saying. But
John was a forerunner, while perhaps we were
hanging on to what we felt was the best way of
doing it—steel. In short, we were probably not
100 percent correct in criticizing something
that was in the process of being developed, and
that turned out to be more successful than we
had assumed it would ever be. I now do not
think that some of our criticism was warranted
to the extent that we thought it was in the early
1960s. I suspect that Henry would also eat crow
a little, if he were around today.
Scott: You just said, “...something that was
in the process of being developed.” Their 1961
book had outlined the theory and much of the
methodology for making concrete ductile. But
I guess there was still work to be done on ways
of doing things like joints and wrapping reinforcing steel around concrete columns and the
like?
Johnston: Yes, a lot of detailing formulation
had to be done.

Johnston: Yes. The process is difficult, but
once it is done and done well, the end result
performs better than we had anticipated. This
is my impression, some thirty to thirty-five
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Steel Buildings:
Lessons from
the Northridge
Earthquake
Because of steel’s ductility, we had thought steel
frames were perhaps the best way of resisting
earthquakes.

Johnston: The 1994 Northridge earthquake is the most damaging earthquake that has occurred in the United States, and is the
most-recorded earthquake of any that has happened so far [1994]
anywhere in the world. It produced some surprises. There was very
strong shaking, in many cases stronger than we had anticipated,
and stronger than the kind of motion on which the code had been
based. In addition to strong horizontal acceleration, there was also
strong vertical acceleration.
There are lessons we need to learn from the Northridge earthquake, aside from the fact that it was catastrophic for a lot of people. In addition to the loss of life, there was much loss of buildings,
loss of property equity, and so forth. It is a sobering experience
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to assess the damage in a building that you
previously designed, and you had designed
according to the best approach for resisting
earthquake forces—using a welded momentresistant steel frame—and then find members
that have cracks caused by an earthquake.
Not a single one of these steel buildings have
collapsed, however, and I do not know of any
steel building in the Los Angeles area where
there were any injuries or deaths because of
the earthquake. But I think we may be living
on borrowed time. I am not sure what would
happen if there was another earthquake while
some of the buildings with cracks are sitting
there unrepaired.
You cannot just categorically say that any of
them would collapse, because there is also a lot
of reserve strength in those damaged buildings. But you see columns with flanges three
or four inches thick, with a crack going all the
way through the column—both flanges—so
it is just sitting there without any real connection. That is a big member, with a tremendous
amount of resistance. It makes you stop and
think about what could have caused that kind
of damage. Before Northridge, we had seen
steel buildings perform well in earthquakes,
and failed to realize some of the pitfalls.
Because of steel’s ductility we had thought
steel frames were perhaps the best way of
resisting earthquakes. As I noted, the code
first defined adequate ductility in terms of
equivalence to that of the steel frame. Then
the Northridge earthquake came as sort of a
wake-up call that called attention to a number
of problems.
Scott: What were the main problems
highlighted?
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Johnston: There were problems in almost
every aspect of the design of a steel building. There could be some flaws or deficiencies in the steel material, the welding material, the welding process, the need for more
redundancy, etc. No single one of these in itself
would probably have caused the kind of steel
damage seen in Northridge, but putting several of them together did create some serious problems. So as a result of the Northridge
earthquake, we really need to study carefully
some of the earthquake and building response
processes that are going on during quakes.
Scott: So steel was seen as the standard, and
I guess seen almost as the ideal?
Johnston: Yes, for a long time we felt that if
you had a good steel frame, you could resist
almost anything, because of the steel’s ductility. Well, after the Northridge earthquake, we
found that a lot of steel frames had flaws in the
welding process. There were also cracks in the
parent metal, and it is uncertain at this point
whether those cracks are due to faulty welding, or because steel is less ductile than we
had thought when subjected to sharp earthquake forces. This remains to be investigated,
and a lot of research is starting on the ductility of steel, of the circumstances under which
steel fails to meet the standards, and of the way
joints are configured.
There have already been some recent code
changes, made since the earthquake. You cannot now assume that only welding the flanges
of a beam will develop the full strength of the
joint. We are now thinking that to develop the
full strength, you have to connect the web in
some fashion, the way you do the flanges.
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Previously, if you welded the flanges to the column, you could assume that you were developing the full section of the beam, ignoring the
fact that the web of the beam was not totally
connected to the column. But that has now
been deleted from the Uniform Building Code.
Henceforth, you will have to weld the webs—
either directly or through a series of plates.
You will have to develop the whole section,
rather than just the flanges of the section. This
was an emergency action taken in late 1994,
modifying the Uniform Building Code. I am
sure there will be other code changes—in my
judgment we had become somewhat overconfident in the last few years.
One matter that needs study relates to steel’s
tension capacity within the grain being a lot
greater than its tension capacity perpendicular to the grain. Thus, when you are joining a
column, at the column point you have to join to
steel in the column that is perpendicular to its
grain. Laminar tearing of steel in columns has
been demonstrated many times.
Scott: That poses some pretty complicated
problems for the researchers, as well as for the
practitioners. I guess this is the kind of thing
where you almost need a real earthquake to
drive home the problem. There might have
been a few tests before Northridge that showed
some problems.
Johnston: Yes, research and tests that had
already been done are now being revisited. For
example, at Berkeley, Egor Popov and others
who have done such a fine job in the past are
starting to look at their prior work in light of
the Northridge earthquake. In looking again
at the results of testing done before Northridge, researchers are seeing that occasionally
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the tests had showed exactly the same kinds of
flaws that Northridge brought out. Any testing program uses sampling. If you take ten
tests, and eight of them are more or less consistent, but a couple of them don’t follow the
pattern, you throw those odd ones out. Now
they are going back and looking at some of earlier results that were thrown out, and finding
results similar to Northridge.
Scott: Before Northridge, I guess it would
have taken a good deal of prescience, or maybe
skepticism, to have seen those odd test results
as a potentially significant warning regarding
steel performance?
Johnston: That is exactly right. If you get
ten welding jobs to test, and nine of them more
or less fit the expected pattern, you say, “Well,
probably the workmen did not do a very good
job on that odd one, so it is not representative.”
But the same thing can happen in reality, during construction.
Scott: If you think that way, suddenly a light
goes on: “Hey, if this happens during construction, one weld out of every ten may be a poor
performer.”
Johnston: Yes. Every researcher saw examples of results that did not really fit. If he did
not understand it, he would throw it out and
concentrate on those results that seemed consistent, and that were pertinent to the problem
on which he was doing research. Also, in some
instances, a problem was recognized, but was
not thought of as something that would have
a great influence on building performance. I
think that was due to everyone having the idea
that steel is ductile to its fullest extent. If it
were completely ductile, you could have some
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of these flaws, but still have a good joint. Sometimes the assessment may not have been fully
correct because of that underlying assumption
about the ductility of steel.
Scott: Would you say a word or two more
about the SAC research program?
Johnston: I am on the oversight panel for
SAC—SAC standing for the combination of
SEAOC, ATC, and CUREE. We are just starting, in the 1990s, on Phase II, which will probably last about two years. They are trying to
put the program together, and we had the first
meeting in mid-January 1996.
I think the engineers are getting a feel for the
nature of the problems exposed by Northridge.
So they can begin putting the various components of the problems on the table so they can
be discussed, and ways sought to solve them.
The testing program will test and confirm the
solutions, and then maybe in a year or two they
will be able to write the results in some kind
of code language. That will become the new
criteria for designing in the future. I think the
effort will go along fine. In fact, if the people
who are involved cannot do it, I do not know
who can, or how it can be solved. Some of the
best people available are working on this.
Scott: So the continuing SAC research effort
is not only about redesigning a few joints, but
will also be a major attempt to deal more comprehensively with the full range of problems
that have worked against getting reliable steel
structures built. The kinds of problems you
have pointed out go far beyond deficiencies in
welded joints, although that is certainly one
critical matter.
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Johnston: Yes, it is a major effort to address
all of the components, including first the concept of what you want to do, then the analysis
phase, and finally on through the construction
of the building. I don’t think any one of those
components is any better or worse than the
other. We have to deal with all of them.
Scott: Do you think SAC will be able to
mount this comprehensive an effort?
Johnston: Yes, but that is why it takes time—
at least two or three years—to do it. It will take
a lot of work. We now have records of ground
motions that we never had before, because we
did not have instruments capable of making
the records. We know more about the kinds of
motion in an earthquake. Now the question
will be why our codes and criteria are based on
an earthquake force of roughly 0.4g, when we
have records that are half again as much as that
and peak accelerations maybe twice that. So
some kind of assessment has to be made as to
what the demand side of the equation will be in
the next earthquake.
Scott: The high peak acceleration figure
alone does not tell the whole story?
Johnston: No, it does not. A lower code
design figure needs be chosen. On the other
hand, the 0.4g criterion may be too low.
Scott: I have never fully understood the
rationale behind the code force level.
Johnston: I think it is just a judgment call.
Most of the criteria are basically based on
judgment.
Scott: Judgments arrived at by a bunch of
knowledgeable engineers sitting around a
table, I guess.
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Johnston: Yes. I have been in some of those
meetings. Someone will say, “I think it ought
to be so-and-so.” Another will say, “No I think
it ought to be so-and-so.” Then you discuss it
back and forth. Then someone else will say, “I
don’t think we will ever have the answer, let’s
just cut it in the middle.” Otherwise you don’t
get a consensus. But that is the way the code
provisions are decided.
Scott: While no steel buildings collapsed
in Northridge, there was a lot of damage to
steel buildings, and more may be found. Those
kinds of buildings will be expensive to inspect
and repair, won’t they?
Johnston: Yes, and there is a lot of concern
about that. The newspapers have carried stories. They are there to report the news, which
is helpful when it is reported accurately.
Scott: The media’s job is to report the news
and to attract attention. Sometimes the attention-attracting part gets ahead of straightforward reporting.
Johnston: All in all, however, I think it has
been a healthy process, because the various
owners and tenants have been put on alert by
the newspapers, leading to questions being
asked that needed to be asked. “Is my office
located in a reasonably safe building, or do I
need to go elsewhere?” Owners are forced to
say to themselves, “I’d better look at my building if I want to keep my tenants.”
But it is a very expensive proposition to inspect
steel buildings while they are in use. You have
to have access to the building, and then go into
offices and open up the ceilings or the walls.
If asbestos is involved, it can be doubly tough
to do this, as an asbestos team has to come in.
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Some contractors have estimated that they
could spend upwards of $5,000 per joint. If so,
the bill for a building with 100 joints would be
$500,000. Thus, it can become a very costly
affair.
So nobody wants to get into the problem of the
downtown area because the cost of testing the
buildings would be a big figure. For the testing
alone, you have to open up the walls, scrape off
the fireproofing, do the testing. Even if nothing
at all is done to a joint, it would cost $2,000 to
$3,000 just to open it up for inspection.
Then if the joint has to be repaired, you have to
have a fire watch, you have to pre-heat it, and
cool it afterward. If cracks are found through
the flanges, that piece has to be taken out,
half at a time. You could spend from $10,000
to $50,000 on a single location in a building.
In a building with say 2,000 joints, you can
see how the costs might mount. That is only
for inspection and repair. If you also wanted
to strengthen the building, you could get up
toward half the cost of the building just for
retrofitting.
In the whole area from the San Fernando
Valley through the corridor to Santa Monica—
the area that had the greatest shaking—there
is scarcely a steel frame building that does not
have some flaws. That could add up to several
hundred buildings. So it is not a small or isolated problem.
The problem is probably even more extensive
than what we currently know about. We have
only been looking at the buildings affected by
the Northridge earthquake. In my view, the
Northridge earthquake itself did not produce
enough motion in the downtown area to cause
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any particular observable damage there. If an
equivalent earthquake occurred on the Elysian
fault bordering downtown Los Angeles, there
might be the same problem in all the downtown
tall steel frame buildings. The motion from an
earthquake centered in or near downtown would
be much stronger than the shaking that was produced in the downtown area by the Northridge
earthquake. In such an earthquake, the downtown area would experience the same kind of
motion that was felt in the Northridge area.
Of course, we should not panic over the
problem, and should remember that even in
Northridge, not a single steel frame building collapsed. In any event, the structural
engineers are now scratching their heads and
considering what to do about the Northridge
earthquake damage. They are now thinking
more about Northridge repairs than about
what could happen in other earthquakes in
other areas. But the problem is there. In fact,
I think somebody should look at some of the
downtown buildings to check for damage sustained in the Northridge earthquake. I don’t
think that has been done, because there were
no particular outward signs of such damage. If
it is there, it is all hidden.
Scott: It would be a big job to go in and
expose some of those joints for a sample survey
in looking for potential damage.
Johnston: Yes, and it might be difficult to get
owners to cooperate in allowing access for that.
Nobody likes to put an onus on their own buildings, or even suggest that there may be something deficient. It is a tough issue. Maybe we
will have a better handle on it after the steel and
welding research is done. That may give us a
much better idea of what should be looked at, and
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perhaps some corrective measures taken. I think,
however, that it is premature to go ahead now,
before the whole problem has been sifted out.

Welding Issues
Johnston: When we first started welding
buildings, our firm did the first all-welded
building in Los Angeles. We were using a
small, low-hydrogen flux rod, and required
them to make use of stringers. As the years
went by, they wanted to deposit more weld,
faster, so they used other rods. And instead of
putting in small stringers, it was almost as if
it were washed into place. The same welder
would be depositing three to four times the
amount of material, but it was not as good a
material as before. The toughness of these
new welds was not nearly as great as it had
been originally. So when the buildings got a
good jolt in the Northridge earthquake, cracks
started in the welds and propagated through
the weld, or the base material of the steel
shapes, whichever was weaker. In short, there
has been a downward evolution in welding
processes as well as in design.
In our own practice, we are trying to think
through what the welding specifications should
be. We have concluded that the requirements
of the American Welding Society (AWS) have
not been adhered to regarding the welding
rods, the preheating of the material, the way
the welds are supposed to be laid down in
joining the material, and in the cooling of the
material to adjust for shrinkages. I think the
industry and the design profession have to take
a hard look at what has been done in past welding practice to see whether we can still live
with what we have been doing.
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Scott: I take it the Brandow & Johnston people believe the existing requirements were not
being adhered to? That on-the-job welding did
not necessarily meet the welding requirements
laid down by the welding people themselves?
Johnston: That is correct. It looks like the
specifications of AWS were not adhered to.
I hesitate to say it, but we have felt for many
years that the welding industry has had the
attitude that you could do no wrong with welding. But the Northridge earthquake has blown
that theory. Clearly, unless it is done right, you
can do wrong with welding.
With respect to the welding itself, maybe twothirds of all the cracking that has so far been
exposed has to do with welding. For one thing,
the roots of the welds have not fused into the
back of the backup bar, and there has been a
deposit of slag and such material at the root.
When the backup bars were removed it was
obvious that the welds were not properly made,
particularly at the root. There may have been
a little stress-riser of some kind, and when
the earthquake came, this developed into a
real flaw and the material broke. Sometimes
the break would turn into the flange and the
column and into the web of the beam. So you
find some joints that have cracks not only in
the weld material itself, but also in the parent
metal. On the other hand, I think most of the
breaks are flaws within the weld. Some types
of rods are faster and easier to use, allowing
the welder to lay down more weld material in a
given time. But this kind of welding may not be
the best way to strengthen seismic resistance
and improve the response to shaking.
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Scott: You have pointed to welding as a
problem. How will you ensure that welding is
done properly?
Johnston: We will set up inspection procedures, and expect our inspector on the job to
make sure they are followed. We want total
inspection, continuous inspection of all welds.
Scott: In lay terms, what do you mean by
total or continuous inspection? I guess your
inspector on the job will be looking over the
welder’s shoulder to some extent?
Johnston: Yes, the inspector will have to be
on the job while the welding is being done,
always watching. The main problem is when
a job has six welders working, it is difficult for
one inspector to keep up with what all six are
doing. We may have to put two inspectors on a
job like that. Or will have to make sure that the
welders are all qualified—they have to qualify
for a particular job. The inspection laboratory
will have to toe the mark, and if it takes more
than one inspector, they will have to put on
two, or maybe three.
Scott: So there will have to be some
thoughtful sorting out with respect to welding and inspection procedures in an effort to
ensure reliable quality control?
Johnston: That’s right. It is another area we
must look at carefully.
Scott: In the tightening-up process with
respect to welding, if you have to add more
inspectors, is that budgeted for the job at the
outset and included as part of the original
bid?
Johnston: Yes, although inspection is usually paid for by the owner as a separate item.
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Nevertheless, it has to work into the total budget for the job.
Scott: So that will almost have to be imposed
as a general requirement for all such jobs.
Johnston: That is true. Some of the steel
people also say they may have to add $100 per
ton just for some of the new design features
that might be required.
Scott: Will those requirements be put in
place by the steel people, or would they be in
the Blue Book, the Uniform Building Code, or
some other code?
Johnston: As soon as the research is done,
I think the structural engineers will get a
change in the Uniform Building Code. There
will be resistance to that, but the problem is
too widespread and well-documented to leave
alone.

Nonuniformity
in Materials Properties
Johnston: Nonuniformity in construction
steel is another problem. You need to develop
the full strength of the beam, but the actual
specifications of steel are such that there is a
considerable spread in the yield points of the
various pieces of steel—so you can have two
beams that meet the specifications, but one is
stronger than the other.
Scott: In other words, you do not have uniformity in steel beams, all of which meet the
specifications within a reasonable tolerance?
Johnston: That is right—you cannot count
on uniformity. The yield point of one piece
of steel might be 40,000 psi, of another piece
50,000 psi, and of still another piece, 60,000
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psi—yet they would all qualify as the same
material because they meet a minimum level.
When you need to design columns that are
stronger than the beams to prevent damage in
the columns, this variability can be a big problem. In addition, the weld material is supposedly stronger than even the strongest steel.
So, some of these matters need to be sifted out
carefully. For the time being at least, our office
has gone to designing for about 25 percent
greater than what the code requires.
As the steel sections became larger and you
got jumbo sections, the material tended to
have less capacity, less strength. For example,
the material in jumbo sections with 3, 4, or
5-inch flanges probably has a yield point of
about 45,000 psi. Whereas the same steel with
smaller-size flanges—an inch to one and a
half inches—will have a yield stress as high as
65,000 psi.
Yes, it is part of the production process—the
way the steel is rolled. In the thicker material,
you get a lot more tearing, slag inclusion, piping, and so forth. I have been trying to get the
steel people to sort the steel members so they
fall within a band of consistency. If the actual
strengths in the materials differ significantly
from your calculations, then your figures may
not represent what you actually have on the
job. I have been trying to get the steel people
to narrow the performance range of the steel
we use in construction to where it is within a
tolerance that we can accept. They say it cannot be done. The market for steel on the West
Coast, where the seismic problem is greatest,
is so small in comparison with the total volume
of steel produced, that it is not economical.
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Scott: If that is the case, then to get back
to narrower tolerances of steel performance
would require going back to smaller members.
Johnston: Yes. So to manage the problem,
the designer needs to put in more frames and
provide more redundancy, which also gives
you smaller sections.
We are also trying to ensure that the grade of
steel used is compatible with what we want by
looking for more uniformity. We do not want
a situation where one member precisely meets
specifications, while the adjacent member is
several thousand points better in yield capacity. We want them to have nearly the same
yield capacity. The higher yields or lower
yields must be within certain bounds. These
are all things we did not do before, but now we
want to do them. That is, we are trying to limit
the spread between the yield points that we
have specified, and the yield points in the steel
that they are able to produce. If necessary, they
may have to select out and reject members that
are over and above the yield-point spread that
we can tolerate.
It remains to be seen, however, whether we
can actually accomplish this. The steel market
is now primarily a domestic market, mostly
because the dollar’s value is so low in comparison with other currencies. We used to use a lot
of Japanese and European steel, but because
of the dollar’s weakness, they are no longer in
our steel market. Unfortunately, also, some
of our former domestic steel producers like
Bethlehem are limiting their production to
certain units that provide the greatest profit for
them.
There is now only one large manufacturer of
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steel in the whole country. If we cannot get
that steel company to provide the steel that
we need, you might say we will be up against
it. Also, the market for steel moment frames
is relatively small, so there is not much incentive for the manufacturer to go to the expense
of producing a steel with a uniform yield. I
have been discussing this with the steel people
lately. One possibility is buying “at-random”
steel and then only using a selected part of
it. But that will be difficult and costly. They
can, of course, use the steel in other buildings,
other than for steel frames, but the mere selection process will be a cost.
A few years ago we used to do some of this, but
the purpose was more to eliminate the possibility of laminar tear. We wanted the steel
inspected in the mill, to watch for flaws—due,
for example, to slag intrusions or variations
in the carbon or the used steel employed in
the process. We were selecting that out and
rejecting it. That used to cost us $3 or $4 a ton,
which was reasonable.
Back then, however, we never did restrict
the yield stress. Now, from the Northridge
earthquake, we understand that we no longer
have the luxury of being unconcerned about
yield-stress spread—we must control the yield
to within certain design parameters. At present, we are buying columns from one firm that
will guarantee that nothing will be below 50
grade, and most likely will not exceed about 57
(57,000 psi yield strength). That gives us about
an 8,000 psi spread, with most of the columns
at the low end.
We are buying the beam steel (A-36) from
another supplier, and probably 95 percent of
them will in the 42 to 44 psi yield range. If, on
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the job, we should find a couple that exceed the
range, we will have to design in the joint some
means to correct that situation. We have never
had to do that before. Previously, after we had
done a design, the building was built according
to specifications. Now, however, not knowing
exactly what we can buy, we will have to review
the test reports, and if they do not fall within a
certain range, we will have to develop some procedures out in the field to correct for this—say
by adding more plates or something like that.
Scott: You mentioned talking to the steel
people. Who did you mean, and would you say
something more about the conversations?
Johnston: I talked with Herrick Erectors,
fabricators who buy steel and do most of the
steel work. Their main office is in Stockton,
California. PDM out of San Jose has the same
problem. Whereas they used to buy a lot of
their steel from Japan, Herrick tells me they
have not bought any steel from Japan in the
last five years. It has all been steel produced
domestically. The dollar’s loss of buying power
is part of it, but also there has been a great
demand for steel in Japan, so there is little
incentive for them to go abroad. The Japanese
do not buy from the United States because the
exchange rate is so unfavorable.
This summarizes what is going on regarding
steel. It is a different ballgame now, and I am
not sure what is going to happen. Nothing is for
certain anymore. I don’t know what the next
twenty years is going to bring. Things surely
are not going to be stationary. This applies to
every facet of the design process, not just steel
frames. It is no single thing, but a composite
of all these things that has caused the kind of
damage seen in Northridge.
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A Short History
of Steel Frame Seismic Design
Johnston: The Northridge earthquake has
been a real lesson for a lot of us. I have grown
up in this business and seen the whole process. When we first started designing high-rise
buildings, we were using bolted joints. Then,
in the middle 1960s, there was a mixture of
welding in the shop and bolting in the field.
The plates for the joints would be welded in
the shop and delivered to the field. In the field,
the beams would be inserted and they would
either bolt the plates and beams together, or a
little later, they would weld the plates in the
field. The next evolution was to leave the plates
off and weld beams to columns directly, saving
money.
The chronological progression went as follows: rivets, partial bolts, partial weld, all weld,
welding with plates, and finally welding the
beams to the columns directly. So maybe this
evolution has gone a bit too far. We expect the
frames to be ductile to the extreme, and by
just welding the beams and columns together,
we have thought we could achieve what we
wanted. And the code permitted this, and in
fact there was an exception in the code—all
you needed to do to develop the full strength
was to weld the flanges.
Redundancy is another major factor. For safety’s
sake, it is probably wise to have some redundancy built into a system. But there has been a
historical progression toward reduced redundancy in steel design. We used to design so that
all of the columns—inside, perimeter, or wherever located—were part of the lateral forceresisting frames. Every column was put together
so that it was part of a moment-resisting frame.
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We once designed for more redundancy, but
economic concerns and other factors have
resulted in a decline in that design practice.

Scott: This improved things architecturally
and economically, but it reduced the margin of
safety?

Scott: Previously, all the columns were
designed to be part of the building’s system of
resisting forces, both vertical and horizontal?

Johnston: Yes. Jumbo sections are more subject to laminar tear and may have less yield
strength.

Johnston: Yes, every column in the building
was used, so we had total redundancy. Through
the years, however, to reduce the height from
floor-to-floor, frames were put in the perimeter, so the interior beams would be shallower,
allowing more room for piping, air conditioning ducts, and so on. Without the big beams
going through the interior and interfering with
ducts and so forth, you could reduce the storyto-story height. . If you did not locate all the
lateral-force-resisting frames on the perimeter,
the interior had to have a lot of those frames,
and the conflict with running ducts and nonstructural systems made the story heights
taller. The result was that the greater story
heights added up as the building became taller,
costing more, and allowing fewer stories and
floor area within zoning limits.

Scott: The composition of steel in jumbo
sections is less reliably consistent?

Then they thought, “If we can make the frames
more flexible, there would be less building
response and there would be less demand.”
When you have fewer frames, however,
the amount of material in each frame must
increase, and in those jumbo sections you get
poorer steel. Jumbo shapes have flanges or
webs more than a couple inches thick, much
thicker than in the traditional I-beam or wideflange cross section. In short, all these changes
were working against what you really wanted
to do—build a safe building—yet it was all
basically, you might say, good engineering
working for an efficient result.

Johnston: Yes, that is also true. In going
through the jigs and rollers in the mills, the
jumbo product is less uniform, and inclusions
of slag and so forth may become entrenched in
the material.
Then engineers got the idea of grouping columns, so that instead of having five-bay frames
they could have a one-bay frame. That change
had consequences. The deformations became
greater and the period of vibration greater with
more flexibility in the structure. The response
spectrum showed that this meant that the
structure’s response to an earthquake would
be less than in a stiffer structure. So the design
force was less, and the number of joints was
reduced.
The result was no redundancy—if one thing
failed, the whole system failed. Although they
thought they had a win-win situation because
the load was reduced, in fact the elimination
of redundancy actually increased the risk.
This occurred because of pressures to make
the buildings more economical, with the idea
of taking less load, resulting in less response.
In any event, some engineers are now taking a hard look at the present use of one-bay
frames, which have no redundancy. If you lose
one joint of a one-bay frame, you have lost the
whole frame.
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Scott: And now we are trying to reverse
this history of steel design and construction
practices?
Johnston: Yes. I recently looked at a set of
drawings dating from 1957. At that time, we
used the same tapered cover plates, top and
bottom, that we are again proposing today. We
were using 70-18 welding rods, which is what we
would again specify today, now that we realize
some of the other rods did not work well.
In short, the methods we were using in 1957
were very close to what we are proposing now.
Of course, in those days, the demand side of
the equation was probably only half of what it
is now, which only means that we should have
more joints and more material. But I believe we
could make those joints work for the changes in
the code that have been made recently and that
are contemplated.
So to sum up, in steel we are finding problems with the material itself and the size of
the elements, with the design and configuration—many frames versus few frames and loss
of redundancy—and with the welding. The
progression of changes that had been making
steel construction less expensive had also been
making it less adequate. This is the big picture,
from the point of view of a structural engineer,
who has to think of a building from its original
conception until it has finally been constructed.

Problems with Quality Control
of Other Materials
Scott: Isn’t it important to make sure that
contractors and workers understand why they
need to do all these things you are expecting
them to do, regardless of the materials?
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Johnston: Yes, it is a more general problem
than just pertaining to steel frames—one that
has always been with us. I recall that in the
1930s they had been using ordinary brickwork
until after the 1933 Long Beach earthquake.
After that, grouted and reinforced brickwork
came to be the standard. But that needed to be
actually accepted by the masons. I recall many
times out on the job, sitting down with the
masons and trying to tell them exactly what
we wanted. We would get the masons together
right on the job and have a session with them,
to let them understand exactly what we wanted
to do and why. If that was not done, the masons
would say, “We have been laying brick for forty
years and know how to do it—we don’t need
advice from a bunch of young Turks.” Once
they understood what we wanted and why it
was necessary, they became part of the process.
Then they were able to show us how to do it in
a way that was profitable for everybody.
I remember at the end of one early reinforced
brick school job, when we took cores to test
whether it had been built properly and met
the specifications, we found it had not been
done right. A whole wall had to be taken out.
It was a traumatic experience. The mason was
not a big operator, but he had to do a considerable amount of work over, and I am sure he did
not really have the resources to do what had to
be done. But the work had not been properly
done, and it was a school job, and under the
supervision of the Office of the State Architect.
So that was extremely rough on the mason, and
it sort of taught us a lesson.
Scott: I guess he simply had not understood
how to do the job.
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Johnston: That’s right, he did not understand and did not know how. So a lot of the
problems were his own doing. But it was a lesson for us, to be sure that the masons understood what we were trying to achieve and what
we expected.
You could say the same thing of concrete.
When we first started out, we did not think
in terms of ductility. It was only later that the
structural engineers forced the hand of the
concrete people, motivating them to develop
ways of using concrete that would at least be
comparable to a steel building designed in a
similar fashion. Once the designers knew how
to detail elements in a concrete building for
ductility, we still had the problem of the contractors actually being able to do the work.
The contractors could no longer use some of
the accepted ways and methods. For example,
before we designed for ductility, the contractors were able to do a lot of cages of the reinforcing bars and lift them in place. But when
the reinforcing bars had to be put all the way
through the joints in the columns, there was
no way the reinforcing could be done outside
and lifted in place. The bars had to be woven
together in place. So again there was a problem for the contractors to understand what
we were driving at. Some of them thought
we were nuts to put all the bars through the
joints. Sometimes this had to be done by taking each rod or each tie separately and putting it in place. That took more care and more
work. They had been accustomed to doing the
work on a bench, lifting it into place, pouring
the concrete, and being done with it. So some
of the new ways of constructing had to be
“taught” to the workmen on the job.
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The same thing is true of practically every
material we use. You have to be sure the workmen on the job understand and cooperate
with what you are trying to do. Otherwise,
they want to do what they have been doing
before. In wood buildings, of course, there has
not been a great deal of change, as there has
been in other types of buildings. But after the
Northridge earthquake, we are finding that
in apartment and condominium structures a
lot of the nailing was never done a ccording
to the plans. Also, common nails were not
used. It is easier to use box nails in the nailing
machines. Further, we are finding from tests
made at Irvine and elsewhere that even common nails do not develop the panel strength
like we thought they would. When push comes
to shove and you get to the maximum capacity
of the panel in an earthquake, the nails either
pull out or are brittle and fracture. Maybe we
are going to have to anneal the nails to get
some ductility in them. That research is going
on right now.

Nonductile Concrete Buildings
Johnston: So far, I have talked only about
steel frame damage in Northridge. There are
also other problems. The problem with reinforced concrete emerged primarily in nonductile designs of concrete buildings—two or
three of which collapsed. One was a five-story
building whose second-floor columns totally
collapsed, playing havoc with the structure.
This was a rather strange experience for me.
The owners wanted to show the tenants and
employees that they were not only interested
in them but also wanted to do everything they
could to protect them.
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They called a meeting where I was to answer
questions and invited all the employees in
the building. But they had only one question:
“Why did you allow us to remain in a building
where, if the earthquake had occurred during
working hours, many of us would have been
killed or injured?” The only thing I could say
was that we were fortunate to be able to discuss
the matter after the earthquake.

time have a pretty good idea where they are.
Any concrete frame building built before about
1970 should be looked at to see what the design
engineer did. I’m referring here to California and where the increased ductility requirements of the UBC were put in place after the
1971 San Fernando earthquake.

Scott: As you pointed out earlier, we have
known for some time that nonductile concrete
can perform poorly in earthquakes.

Johnston: I have been talking about steel and
concrete frame buildings, but tilt-up buildings
were also damaged in the Northridge earthquake. The design of tilt-up buildings has followed an evolutionary process, based mostly
on experience in earthquakes. Before the San
Fernando earthquake, all they did in tilt-ups
was use wood ledgers to hold things together,
but cross-grain bending of the wood ledgers
would result in failures, allowing the walls to
separate from the roof or floor diaphragms. A
considerable number of walls collapsed in the
San Fernando earthquake, allowing the building roofs to fall to the ground.

Johnston: Yes, and its behavior in the
Northridge earthquake was just what we
expected. Had the engineers known about the
problem at the time those nonductile buildings were being designed, I am sure they
would have designed in some ductility. California engineers were thinking in terms of
ductility even then, but nonductile concrete
design provisions were not actually put in the
code until the early 1970s.
Scott: What about concrete frame buildings built before the code change, and therefore probably nonductile? There are lots of
them around and in use. Is the Northridge
earthquake going to create more pressure to do
something about those?
Johnston: Well, a lot of those owners are
saying they want their buildings looked at. If
the building has a concrete frame structure
built in the 1960s, they can be almost assured
that it is nonductile. A nonductile concrete
frame building is just sitting there waiting to
collapse in an earthquake. There are a number
of those kinds of buildings around, and those
of us who have been in the profession a long
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Tilt-Up Buildings

Scott: Please explain cross-grain bending
and indicate why it is a problem.
Johnston: Cross-grain bending pulls the
wood member apart, perpendicular to the
grain of the wood (cross-grain), the way you
split wood with an axe or a wedge. The diaphragm would be nailed to the top of the member, which was usually bolted to the concrete
or brick wall, with bolts that were roughly in
the center of the section. The ledger is a piece
of wood that looks like a beam, with the fibers
of the wood running lengthwise. If you clamp
the wood in a vise and pull the top over, you
are prying it apart between the grain. When
the wall and roof start to separate, there is a
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bending component acting cross-grain to the
top of the ledger bolted to the wall. Thus, the
force would be acting on the wood in its weak
direction, and the wood would have been further weakened by having a number of holes
drilled through it when it was bolted to the
wall. Those wood failures allowed the wall to
separate from the roof.
After the San Fernando earthquake, it was no
longer legal to do that. It became mandatory to
have wall anchors between the roof diaphragm
and the exterior walls. A positive anchor was
required, usually a steel strap of some kind.
The new requirement adopted at that time was
to have some straps from the wood framing
bolted to the concrete wall.
After the Northridge earthquake, however,
they found that those straps were not necessarily lined up perfectly, so that the bolts were
not in line with the wood rafter members.
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Consequently, when they put the straps in,
a lot of the straps were skewed, and in the
Northridge earthquake did not work as they
were intended to. The damage observed made
it clear that the provision for tying tilt-up walls
to the roof and floor diaphragms would have to
be restructured.
To the credit of the structural engineers, they
were out there immediately assessing what
had happened. The city asked for advice, a
committee was formed, and a number of the
tilt-up buildings were thoroughly inspected to
evaluate the damage, and to develop some kind
of corrective procedure for the damage that
occurred over and over again. Here again, we
observe the history of the design profession,
with the learning process going on over and
over again.
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Activities
with EERI
The 1984 World Conference in San Francisco put
EERI on a financial basis that it had never had before.

Johnston: The Earthquake Engineering Research Institute
(EERI) has taken over a lot of what you might call the management of the seismic programs in the USA. EERI’s membership has
the manpower and diversity of disciplines needed, and is the only
organization of that kind in the nation. I have been a member of
EERI for many years—since 1962—and served on the board of
directors two terms. I headed the EERI finance committee for the
Eighth World Conference on Earthquake Engineering, which was
organized by EERI. The 1984 World Conference in San Francisco
put EERI on a financial basis that it had never had before. We made
something like $300,000 to $400,000 over and above conference
costs.
Scott: I attended that conference, which was considered very
successful. Also, the financial arrangements proved very good. As I
understand it, attendance was substantially better than anticipated.
Talk to me about your role in chairing the finance committee for
that conference.
Johnston: I put the financial package together, but we had a lot of
help from a lot of people. We had a strategy to get money in. One
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was that for three years, with every dues mailing we had a provision in there to give voluntary gifts to EERI for the world conference. I
think that may have provided the original kitty
to start. We got a number of foundations to
give money. We also got in touch with Professor George Housner at Caltech and some others who were well connected with the National
Science Foundation and FEMA, and those
organizations came through with money. In
those days, we were vying with every other
country in the world for prominence in earthquake engineering. Finally, we got an influx
of people attending the conference, a lot more
than we had counted on. I think we budgeted
for a paid attendance of about 1,500, but something like 2,000 showed up—several hundred
more than we had figured on. So those receipts
were surplus. When it was all over, we really
had a profit. Everything came together. I have
felt very good about that, because I think it
helped the cause of earthquake engineering.

EERI Tour of China
Johnston: A tour of China in 1980 was
another EERI activity I was involved in.15
I was one of an EERI team of ten engineers
invited by the Chinese government to tour
China and discuss seismic design problems
with their engineers—from the standpoint of
both research and the practitioner. John Blume
chaired the team, which for almost three weeks
toured and lectured in many parts of China,

15
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An Exchange in Earthquake Engineering and Practice:
September 19 to October 6, 1980. Earthquake
Engineering Research Institute, Oakland,
California, 1982.

from as far north as Harbin, near the Russian
border, to Guangzhou (Canton) in the south.
Harbin shows a lot of Russian influences, in
both design and character. It also has a large
seismic research program.
Our team was the first American group to
go into Tangshan, some four years after the
1976 earthquake that destroyed the city. Even
then, Tangshan was one big shambles. That
was probably the most devastating earthquake
that has ever occurred. They said that 240,000
people were killed.
Scott: Yes. Apparently, the actual number
killed was probably much larger than the official figures.
Johnston: The visit to Tangshan was a
sobering experience. Here was a city that had
been developing and growing for almost a hundred years, and in less than a hundred seconds it was completely demolished. Some 85
to 90 percent of all the buildings were either
destroyed or so badly damaged that they had
to be torn down. When we were there, we saw
the evidence of acres and acres of what had
been buildings. The rubble had been taken out
of the building sites, and used to make little
dwelling houses in the streets—composed of
rubble and brick walls, with wood roofs. These
were erected as temporary housing. They were
then in the throes of building housing developments, and were gradually moving the people
from these temporary huts into more permanent housing.
Some areas were still the way they were right
after the earthquake. The locomotive works,
for example, and the university, where some
2,000 were killed, were still piles of rubble.
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I suppose some of these sites will be left for
posterity as memorials of the disaster and
examples of what happened.
They had a superhuman job to start rebuilding
that city. As I said, it was a sobering experience—an awesome experience—to see the
kind of destruction an earthquake can cause.
We were there three or four days, touring the
city, speaking to the mayor, the engineers, and
others. The earthquake had caused some damage in China’s capital, Beijing, and other cities
some distance away, but the earthquake’s epicenter was right in the heart of Tangshan. Our
trip to Tangshan made believers of us all—in
the necessity of good design.
Scott: Do you think the Chinese have
learned from that earthquake experience, in
terms of their national code, and design and
construction practice?
Johnston: I believe the upper echelons of
the engineering profession in China are excellent. But the country is so large and diverse
that it takes an immense number of engineers.
Below the upper level they do not have enough
trained people to filter the knowledge down
throughout the country. Once you get below
a certain level, in fact, you wonder whether
they are really engineers or just construction
people.
There is no question, however, that the
top people in China are well-trained, and
within their own resources can hold their
own with any of us in the United States, or
the engineers in Japan, or anywhere else.
Their means of doing things are limited,
however—and remember that the Cultural
Revolution set them back about twenty years.
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In computerization, for example, at the time of
our visit, they were about where we had been
twenty years before. During the whole time of
the Cultural Revolution, the universities were
shut down and they were not training people.
Scott: The leadership was terribly anti-intellectual in those years. The Cultural Revolution was a human disaster, as well as a disaster
in many other ways.
Johnston: No question about it. They lost
almost two generations, through twenty years
of no training. During the Cultural Revolution, they were death on university people.
People with knowledge were put out to work
on farms planting potatoes. Since then, however, our experience is that they have done a
remarkable job with what they have.
The China trip illustrates how EERI has
really been influential, not only in sharing and
exchanging among disciplines and encouraging research in our own country, but also in
helping other countries. With National Science
Foundation sponsorship, EERI has been in the
forefront and has furnished the know-how and
manpower to do many of the very things NSF
was organized to do.

Locating the National
Earthquake Engineering Research
Center in New York
Johnston: Everybody has his or her own
opinion as to whether the U.S. government
was right in putting the National Center for
Earthquake Engineering Research in Buffalo,
New York, but I think it was a mistake. I think
that there was a great deal of politics involved
in that decision. The center of earthquake
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activity in this country—both felt earthquakes
and earthquake studies—is in the western U.S.
It was sheer politics that placed the national
center in New York. But EERI has survived
and has done a wonderful job. Instead of being
a California organization, EERI is now really
more of a national organization. In some ways,
EERI is really the nation’s earthquake center.

earthquake expertise in that area. There are
seismic hazards in the Midwest and East of the
country, and a potential for major disasters,
although earthquakes are much less frequent
and public awareness much lower. Maybe the
intent of some of the people in NSF was to
develop greater capabilities and awareness in
the eastern part of the U.S.

The least they could have done was to have
two centers, one in the East and one in the
West. [This interview was conducted prior to
the ten-year funding of three earthquake engineering research centers in the USA in 1998
by NSF: one in the East, at the University at
Buffalo; one in the Midwest at the University
of Illinois; and one in California at U.C.
Berkeley.] The programs for high-risk areas
are entirely different from the programs for
areas of lower risk and lower seismic activity.
No matter what they say, the Buffalo center is
more geared to the low-risk areas.

Johnston: It may be that the program for the
state of California—the Seismic Safety Commission and the attempt at funding through
that program already being in existence—led
other people to say, “Well, Californians can
take care of themselves.”

Scott: Viewed in light of the incidence of the
earthquake hazard, as well as the availability
of the proven human resources, it did seem a
strange decision.
Johnston: Yes, a very strange decision.
Scott: Some say the decision makers had
in mind planting a seed in the eastern part of
the United States that could be nurtured to
develop more earthquake awareness and more
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Also, at the time, I do not think California
helped the situation by taking something of
an adversarial view of the possibilities. The
California politicians did not appreciate what
was going on. They dragged their feet for
almost a year. If they had cooperated and gotten on the bandwagon early-on, and it had not
gotten to be such a hassle, I think they could
have achieved what they wanted to do. By the
time they got together and began to get things
moving, however, it was already almost a clearcut victory for the eastern location.
Scott: Yes, the NSF proponents of an eastern
location and the supporters in New York laid
good groundwork early, while the Californians
were slow getting organized.

Chapter 15

Observations on
the Engineering
Profession
I know of no other organization that gives as much of
their personal time to the improvement of engineering
and to the public welfare than the California structural
engineers—SEAOC and its four regional branches.

Structural Engineers and the Public Interest
Johnston: The Structural Engineers Association of California
(SEAOC) had started at the end of the 1920s with the “dirty dozen,”
who were all private engineers and ran their own organizations
on the basis of what you could call vested interest. As the organization developed, however, more of the other kinds of engineers
joined, such as employee engineers and government staff members.
In time, it got to the point where they had an associate membership
for vendors, soils engineers, and so forth.
Each of these had some say regarding the organization, so the
emphasis was no longer on the business-entrepreneurial end, or
on what was good for the vested interest of the engineer-owners.
Thus, because of the profession’s diversity, the organization
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gradually developed more of a public service
orientation. It began to take a primary interest
in having good design and earthquake criteria,
ensuring that materials were properly tested,
and that codes were in line with good standards of practice.
Through the years, the emphasis on public
service has continued to be uppermost in the
minds of the structural engineering leadership. There is very little discussion how to
promote the engineering business and make
more profits. I know of no other organization
that gives as much of their personal time to
the improvement of engineering and to the
public welfare than the California structural
engineers—SEAOC and its four regional
branches. (This may well be true in other
states and regions, but I am talking now about
California.)

State Licensing of Engineers
and Varying Interests
Johnston: I am not saying that the original groups, such as the “dirty dozen,” were not
interested in engineering and design—they
were. But they were also interested in the business aspects of engineering. They were really
the ones who got the program for registration
of engineers started in California. The primary objective of that was to improve engineering, and to recognize that, if they were
given a license, it should be worth something.
The registration process started in the early
1930s, and even up until the 1950s it was pretty
much controlled by the structural engineers.
Frankly, it was a tight control, because the criteria for becoming an engineer were high,
being set mostly by the SEAOC people.
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Scott: I presume that a fairly rigorous registration system probably helped advance both
the public service interest in getting good
quality engineering, and also the businesstype “self interest” in discouraging competition from nonengineers or engineers with limited qualifications.
Johnston: As Bill Moore recently noted when
you were interviewing him for one of these
EERI oral histories, it is true that the civil engineering professional discipline is controlled by
the practicing engineers. Structural engineering can be considered a subdiscipline of civil
engineering, but here I am using the terms more
narrowly. The practicing engineers in civil
engineering had much more control over the
profession than is true of the structural, electrical, or mechanical. The structural engineers
are more of a mixture of private-public, and
employees-employers, so the practicing engineers have less of a say among the structural
engineers than they did among the civil engineers, who are nearly all practicing engineers.
Structural engineers, as such, can have very
little influence on legislation working through
SEAOC, partly because many public service
engineers are also in SEAOC. Members from
Caltrans, for example, are going to hold out
for having most or all engineering work done
by state employees. So, many of the structural
engineers that are in private practice have
joined another organization called CELSOC
(Consulting Engineers and Land Surveyors
of California), which is composed primarily of private practicing engineers. It is a joint
effort of the civil engineers, land surveyors,
and structural, mechanical, and electrical
engineers engaged in private practice. Being
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thus made up mostly of engineers engaged in
private practice, CELSOC can try to influence
California legislation that has to do with how
the state contracts for engineering services. Its
position has been that opening up that work to
the private sector is less expensive than having
all the state’s engineering work done by the
staff engineers of agencies.

Relations Between Practicing
Engineers and Researchers
Johnston: A lot of the research coming out
of the National Science Foundation failed to
reach the practitioners because there was no
method for publishing and distributing the
good information out to the profession.
Scott: Researchers typically write up the
results of their research in articles prepared to
be read mostly by peers in their own discipline,
and published in scholarly journals. This can
sometimes be pretty theoretical, abstract, and
not readily accessible to the practitioner.
Johnston: Yes. And the National Science
Foundation did not itself have a vehicle for
publication or dissemination. Some of the
NSF-sponsored research was printed by the
Government Printing Office, but that was as far
as it got. The only ones who might benefit were
the few with the persistence to get the publication catalog and make an effort to locate an
article that might be helpful.
While the work that the National Science
Foundation supported obviously did contribute,
it was more by way of university people such as
George Housner at Caltech, and Egor Popov
and Vit Bertero at Berkeley. They would publish in the journals and work with the structural
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engineers and put the results out in a fashion
that was practical. Without people like them,
the information would not have gotten out.
Scott: Fortunately, some of the academics,
like those you just mentioned, had very good
contacts with the practitioners.
Johnston: Yes. In fact, many of the research
programs were developed with practitioners as
advisors. The practitioners did not necessarily
do a great deal in terms of the research itself,
but provided examples or ideas of what to do in
practice, which could be used by researchers
like Mete Sozen, Egor Popov, Vit Bertero, Paul
Jennings, and so forth—the people who were
really doing the research work.
For the research to be practical, the researcher
had to understand the need in terms of buildings like those we had to design. They had to
understand the limits—they needed to deal
with the part of the spectrum of frequencies
we were working in, for example. I think a very
good relationship developed between the university researcher and the practicing engineer.
Scott: Did that develop out of individual
one-on-one relationships and contacts between
specific researchers and specific engineers? Was
it a matter of relationships between one or two
academics, and one or two practitioners who
got acquainted and decided to work together?
Or was it more organized than that?
Johnston: I think it was more organized than
that. The academics were also in competition
for the research dollar. In seeking funding, a
researcher’s proposals would make a point of
the fact that a practicing engineer would be
part of the team, and would provide advice on
how to make the work practical.
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There was a big move in Congress to check
up on the National Science Foundation. Was
research funded through NSF producing
results that somebody could actually use?
For a while Congress was variously increasing and cutting budgets, depending on who in
Congress was interpreting what the production of the National Science Foundation was.
To combat some of that, the idea developed
of having advisory engineers to help the
researchers. I think this came more from the
researchers than from NSF itself. That was
part of the researchers’ selling programs for
their research projects. The researchers were
of course aware of what Congress was saying.
This was one way of resolving some of the
objections and getting funding.
Scott: With a practitioner involved from
the beginning, the research findings would be
more likely to be used?
Johnston: That’s right, there was a lot of that.
The researcher-practitioner cooperation is
continuing in various ways now. For example, I
just got a request from Professor Roeder at the
University of Washington: “Do you know of any
examples of this particular thing? If so, please
send them to me so we can include them.”
A lot of the programs that NSF sponsors with
other countries such as Japan not only included
the university researchers—as in former
years—but also incorporated a certain number of practicing structural engineers on their
committees and their programs.
I think this whole thing had its roots in the programs where we had to share knowledge among
the various countries. That was the forerunner
to the practice of including some practicing
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structural engineers in this type of endeavor to
be sure that there was a transfer of new knowledge into the profession, and in that way accelerate its use and advance the program.
Of course, you have the two kinds of research:
one is pure research, and the other is applied
research. But even in pure research, it helps if
you know what the practitioners’ needs are. You
can see how this has developed over time. Today
[in the 1990s], there is much more cooperation
between practitioners and university researchers.
Scott: What time period are you referring to
for this development?
Johnston: It has developed over about the
last fifteen years, although there was some of
it going on before that. But the main development has been in the last fifteen years, or
twenty at the most. I think it has definitely
been good.

Engineers Who Have Contributed
to Earthquake Design
Scott: Would you say something more about
contributors to earthquake engineering, starting with an old-timer like Clarence Derrick?

Clarence Derrick:
Maverick and Basement Researcher
Johnston: Clarence Derrick worked as a
consulting engineer in Southern California,
did research on his own, and also taught a
class on earthquake engineering at USC for a
time. He was out in front of a lot of the other
engineers, and was really sort of a maverick.
He was the first, or one of the first, who did
his own research in his garage or basement.
Early-on, he was able to illustrate what was
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happening in the response of structures to
ground shaking.

smooth curve. We did not want any soft story
or sudden break in the displacement curve.

He was working on visually picturing earthquake motion. He rigged up cameras and had
a pendulum so he could take photographs at
consecutive intervals, showing what was happening to a model of a building that he was
shaking. He was trying to illustrate the nature
of response, the importance of deformation,
displacement, and things like that—which are
so important in the design process.

So Clarence helped point the way, helped
demonstrate that to design properly, the engineer must think in terms of motion, drift, and
deflection. I know that when the Los Angeles
city ordinance was changed to remove the
height limit and permit buildings taller than
150 feet, Derrick developed a specification that
the buildings had to be designed for drift. The
building department provided that the allowable drift would be approximately 2 percent of
the height of the building.

Using his time-delay mechanism, he photographed the motion of the model as it was
being shaken. He took timed sequences of
pictures of the motion, and developed a theory
of design that was based on deformation rather
than strength. He talked in terms of motion,
deformation and drift, and the ability of the
materials to withstand deflection. In other
words, he emphasized developing a ductile
material, rather than a rigid material with
its by-products of shear failures and so forth.
Clarence was out in front.
Scott: Did Derrick have a considerable influence on earthquake engineering or on engineering design?
Johnston: In my view, Clarence was one of
the first to attempt to use displacement as a
primary function in design. While the codes
were not set up that way, as a result of his work,
when we were designing high-rise buildings,
we always plotted the story drifts and displacements right from the base to the top of the
building. If that did not give us a smooth curve,
we either stiffened up a story, or attempted to
make it a little more flexible, so as to produce a

He used to come into our office nearly every
week, and we would talk by the hour about a
lot of things. We were designing tall buildings
at the time, and I think his influence probably
led us to limit the amount of drift we would
allow. In our design of tall buildings, we put in
extra steel over and above the strength limits
in order to control the drift. I think Clarence
had a lot to do with our doing that.
Scott: Then he influenced you significantly.
Do you think he also influenced others? He
did not publish a great deal, although he did
get out a two-volume text used in his seminar
at USC, and did a paper or two for SEAOC.16
16

Derrick, Clarence J., Elements of Aseismic Design.
Part I, “Physical and Theoretical Background,”
(1955) and Part II, “Distortion Analysis” (1959),
both published by author. Derrick’s work
was based in part on his own home basement
experimentation. For photographic sequences
of the model in action, along with discussion of
the implications of his experimental work, see
Derrick, “The Damage Potential of Earthshocks,”
Proceedings, SEAOC Annual Convention, 1954.
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Derrick’s work was based in part on his own
home basement experimentation.
Johnston: Clarence certainly influenced
us, and I think he probably influenced others. I do not know whether his own contemporaries held him in as high esteem as some of us
who were much younger at the time—Murray Erick and Steve Barnes, for example. They
no doubt respected his abilities, but he may not
have influenced them as much as he did some
of us younger engineers.
Clarence was a loner, and he never had a big
office. I do not know of anything he actually
designed. I know he did design quite a few
buildings, but I cannot point to any building
and say, “Clarence Derrick designed that.” He
was more interested in research, and in knowing why some of the things happened that were
seen in the 1925 Santa Barbara and the 1933
Long Beach earthquakes.
Clarence’s heyday was in the 1930s and 1940s
and early 1950s. He was looking for answers,
and emerged from that period with a pretty
good understanding of motion. Today, we may
think of it as somewhat elementary because the
general understanding in the profession has
advanced so much. What we were doing then
was pretty elementary compared with what we
are doing now. But somebody had to get things
started, and he certainly helped with that.
I think Clarence was ahead of the rest, and
then afterward when he started to teach at
USC, he expounded on some of these things.
He was great in proposing the importance of
interstory drift—the curves on a graph plotting deformations. Of course, today the big
emphasis is on the “push-over” test. What that
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tries to do is develop a curve, determine what
the deformations are, and see how it affects
a structure. A lot of damage assessments are
based on some of these principles that are in a
syllabus that Clarence used in the USC course.
Scott: Derrick obviously had a lot of intellectual curiosity. I guess with his own athome experiments trying to record motion
and develop a design philosophy based on
that, he was going somewhat in the direction of George Housner. I refer to Housner’s
emphasis on dynamics and the need to go
beyond static design thinking—the need to
understand how buildings respond to earthquake forces.
Johnston: I think so. In trying to understand the phenomena, Clarence was coming
at it more from the practicing engineer’s point
of view. George was coming at it from a very
theoretical point of view, but also with a strong
respect for the practicing engineer and an
understanding of what they needed. While I do
not think you could compare Clarence Derrick
to George Housner, still in his own way Clarence was trying to deal with some of the same
things.

William Wheeler and the
First Blue Book Committee
Johnston: I have already talked about Bill
Wheeler and the committee that prepared
the original version of the SEAOC Blue Book.
Bill was sort of the mastermind of the work on
the original Blue Book, and we discussed that
when we were talking about the design of concrete buildings, but he should be mentioned
here again.
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Scott: Yes. The publication of the Blue Book
was an important landmark in the development
earthquake engineering in California.

George Housner: Response Spectra
Johnston: George Housner had a big influence on developments in earthquake design,
including the Blue Book. His influence was not
so much in the actual writing of the Blue Book
as in furnishing background and helping to
understand the problem. He was really the one
who laid out the parameters and methods for
response spectra—that is really the backbone
of the development that came afterward. It laid
the groundwork for changes in the code and for
understanding the process. It helped provide
the engineers some confidence that they were
going in the right direction.
The Blue Book, which is geared to practice,
came out of that effort. All practice must have
some fundamental, theoretical foundation.
George Housner really should be recognized
as the one who provided much of that with
his work on the spectra and on understanding
earthquake motion, particularly the transfer
of motion into a building, and the building’s
response. The response of the building to the
ground shaking—it is called the response
spectrum. I believe George had more to
do with that than any other single person,
although this might be disputed by some people up north.
George has a brilliant mind, and grew out of
the R. R. Martel era at Caltech. He was in that
atmosphere and grew up with the whole earthquake engineering problem. What is more, he
came up with good answers. I have the highest
respect for him. It certainly was not beneath
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him to try to explain this to the average engineer. For example, if we needed consultation in
committees of the building department or the
practicing engineers, George was always willing to help.
I think his influence helped with the Los
Angeles building department’s change in
their method of design for tall buildings over
the years. They changed to recognize that
an earthquake’s demand on a tall building
is not the same as the demand on a short or
stiff building. For a long time, they used an
empirical approach, using a formula to reduce
the demand on the structure based on the
number of stories. That was a forerunner of
the response spectra curve, which gave us the
ability to take the fundamental period into
account, and could also be used to design for
various degrees of freedom. So George had a
tremendous influence on the earthquake engineering profession. I was very happy when he
got a medal of recognition from the National
Academy of Engineering. I am a member of the
academy, and was pleased to support that.
Scott: He seems to have an especially valuable combination of theoretical ability with
an interest in and understanding of the people and the problems on the practice side of
engineering.
Johnston: He has always had a balanced view
of things. Some people, when they run a new
test and get some new and different results,
will want to change a lot of things quickly.
George was more one to say, “Well, let’s sit
back and look this all over.” He was never out
in left field, but tended to be in the middle, on
solid ground. You never found him out where
he could not substantiate what he was saying.
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He was really the main one who put a lot of
sense into earthquake engineering practice.
Scott: What were some of the ways he exercised that influence?
Johnston: For example, if we had a problem,
we could meet with him to discuss it. If it were
some relatively minor matter, he might talk
with you and that would suffice. If you wanted
more consultation, he was always willing to
do that. You could hire him for a short period
of time, or whatever. I don’t know how much
of that kind of more formal consultation there
was, but George was always willing to give
his time. He was always accessible, especially
to help committees. If the committee did not
have the necessary expertise among its members, you could always call him and say, “Well,
George, what is the theory behind this problem?” If he could not come up with the answer
immediately, he would get some of his students
to work on the problem. One way or another,
he was always accessible and available.
For a long time after Martel was no longer
active and teaching there, George was Caltech
as far as the engineering profession was concerned. Admittedly, there was always a little
competition between Northern and Southern
California. I say that not to detract from the
practitioners and the academics up north.
Scott: Yes, those in each region seemed a
bit more aware of nearby colleagues’ contributions than of what was done at the other end of
the state. That may have been somewhat more
a characteristic of past history than of the present. There seems to be quite a lot more northsouth communication going on now than there
was years ago.
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Johnston: Those in earthquake engineering
at UC Berkeley and Caltech for example seem
to have a very good relationship.
Scott: Yes, and I think this goes beyond
Berkeley and Caltech. Participation in EERI
and other organizations no doubt helps. Also,
now there is the statewide consortium of universities called CUREE (California Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering).17
Johnston: But back to George Housner—he
has continued to be very active, although he
retired many years ago. To sum up, however, I
have a very healthy respect for him and do not
know of anybody who has influenced earthquake engineering as much as he has. And I
am speaking of a pretty long period that I lived
through myself—from a time back when we
really did not have any earthquake engineering until the present, fifty years or so.

Henry Degenkolb:
The “Reality Check”
Johnston: Henry Degenkolb, in Northern
California, was another major contributor to
earthquake engineering. Henry was a practicing engineer who also had a pretty good theoretical background. I would characterize one
of Henry’s main roles as expounding a “reality
check” on earthquake engineering. He insisted
on the importance of observing building performance during earthquakes. Careful interpretation of observed building behavior can
tell us whether theory, codes, and practice conform with engineering reality. Henry would
17

The name changed in 2000 to Consortium
of Universities for Research in Earthquake
Engineering.
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use those observations to go back to the theoretical or research people and say, “I think you
are off base here.”
Scott: Yes, he considered early and firsthand observation of earthquake damage to be
of very great importance in the development of
earthquake engineering. He was a very strong
proponent of on-site observation of earthquake
damage by knowledgeable practicing engineers—“earthquake chasing” as he called it.
Johnston: And it should be important to anybody—we more and more get all these inelastic solutions that are generated and spit out by
the computer. We get tons of paper with results
based on all that mathematics and having thousands of numbers. When the whole process
is done, however, you really have to depend
on what was put into the computer. You need
to ask whether what comes out meets reality.
That is the reality check.
Moreover, we have expanded earthquake engineering over time. These developments make
the reality check all the more important. Early
earthquake design was done more or less on
an equivalent static basis. Then we went into
dynamic design. Now, as we approach the year
2000, time histories and inelastic design are
becoming more and more important.
When we find theoretical answers or computations not conforming to what really happens
in an earthquake, we know that something is
wrong. More than anyone else, I think Henry
was the one who pushed the other engineers on
the importance of earthquake observation. He
would go out in the field and report back his
observations and interpretation. “It has got to
meet reality,” he’d say.
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John Blume:
A Variety of Excellent Work
Johnston: John Blume, in Northern California, was an excellent engineer with a very
good theoretical background. I would call John
Blume primarily a researcher. He did a variety
of excellent work, and it would be hard to pin
down his primary focus. My own experience
with him was on his work on the design of concrete buildings. We’ve already discussed how
he and a couple of others—Nathan Newmark
and Leo Corning—worked on a book for the
Portland Cement Association. That book was
based on what was really the first research into
the development of ductile concrete framing.
I am sure John’s influence on the book was
very important, and also he had more practical
experience than the other two. He had been
working in the field for quite a while. It was an
excellent book—really one of the landmark
books in earthquake engineering that points
the way. He also did a lot of work on many
other subjects. To sum up, John Blume had a
very measurable influence on earthquake engineering in California, no doubt about it.

Clarkson Pinkham and
the Testing of Building Components
Johnston: Pinky (Clarkson Pinkham) probably knows more about testing components in
buildings than any other engineer in California. He was associated with the Southern California firm of Steve Barnes. They were the
ones to whom the materials interests turned
for testing their products, such as testing steel
decks. A lot of Pinky’s work was in steel, steel
components, steel decks. He has done more of
that type of work than probably anybody else
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in this state. He worked with the steel industry
for many years on both design and specifications, although he also did a lot of other work.
The testing was done to establish the parameters
and limitations of the product. He developed a
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knack of testing for the engineers, not just testing in general for the sake of research. What he
did was geared to a very practical testing program. He was testing components that engineers
were using in building design.
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Family and
Personal Interests
Every year for about ten years, we vacationed with
our two children, and visited just about every site in
the Southwest that had anything to do with Indians.

Scott: In winding up these interviews, would you talk a little
about more personal things, such as your immediate family members, and your own nonprofessional activities? At the beginning
you discussed your parents and grandparents. Now would you talk
about your children and first wife, your second marriage, and your
various personal interests over the years?

First Wife’s Interesting Background
Johnston: My first wife, Naomi Harmon Johnston, had a very
interesting background, being part Cherokee Indian, and proud of
having some Indian ancestry. Our children of course heard the stories about the Cherokees and their trek from the eastern part of the
U.S., from the Carolinas to Tennessee, and on to their new location
in Oklahoma. En route they lost probably one-third of the tribe,
due to the weather and extremely difficult conditions they had to
endure.
Since my wife was one-fourth Cherokee, we would remind the
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kids about being one-eighth Indian, which
qualifies them as Indians on the national roll.
It was a very interesting experience and a lot
of fun for our family to relate in a very positive
way to that background and history. During
the period when our two children were kids,
we spent part of the summers visiting Indian
tribes in places throughout the Southwest. We
had a lot of fun visiting the Navajos and Hopis
in Arizona and New Mexico. One time we
went to Gallup and spent a week there. It was a
good experience.
Scott: This was when your kids were relatively small?
Johnston: Most of this was done before they
completed high school. We would spend our
vacation time seeing the various Indian tribes.
Scott: You made quite a few of those visits to
Indian tribes?
Johnston: Every year for about ten years,
we vacationed with our two children, and visited just about every site in the Southwest that
had anything to do with Indians. We went to
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado—it is a very
interesting area.
After the children were in college, my first
wife felt it would be a good idea for her to
finish her training, so she went to USC and
got her bachelor’s degree in history. At one
time, I said I had “three kids in college at the
same time.” It was fun to work with my two
kids and my wife on various college projects.
These topics were totally unrelated to engineering, but it was all very interesting to me,
and I learned a lot.
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My Children
Scott: Say more about your children—I
believe there are two, a son and a daughter.
Johnston: Yes, I have two children, both
academics. My son’s name is Robert, and my
daughter’s name is Judy.
My son, Robert Kent Johnston, was born
in 1945. In 1967 he graduated from Stanford
with an AB, and was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa. Then he went to Fuller Theological
Seminary, and later to Duke University, where
he received his doctorate in theology in 1974.
He wrote his thesis on “A Critical Appraisal—
Theology and Play.” I think he has probably
heard a lot of comments and some kidding on
his choice of topic for his thesis. Nevertheless,
it is important for all of us not only to work
hard, but also to know how to play hard.
He has been Provost and Dean of the Seminary
at North Park College and Seminary, a school
for our national church, the Evangelical
Covenant Church of America.
Scott: I am not familiar with that church.
Johnston: It is a small denomination that has
some 75 to 100 churches in Arizona and California and numbers about 100,000 people. You
might characterize it as between the Lutheran
and Presbyterian churches.
Scott: Did your son get interested in theology quite early in his life?
Johnston: He decided to make a change
when he was in his first year at the engineering
school at Stanford. I am sure his choice of engineering was related to the fact that I was an
engineer. But by the end of his freshman year
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at Stanford, he realized he had become very
much interested in helping people.

theological seminaries in the United States. He
leads a busy life and does a lot of writing.

One of his professors at Stanford—Robert
MacAfee Brown, Professor of Religion—
became a very good friend and influenced his
decision to switch from engineering to theology. It has proved to be an excellent switch for
him. He took a lot of coursework in peoplerelated subjects in the humanities program.
Stanford did not have a degree in theology.

My daughter Judith Rae Johnston was born in
1943. She is single and is a professor in speech
sciences. She went to Westmont College for
two years and then to Stanford, where she
received her AB in 1964, and an MA two years
later. She worked for three years in the Scottish
Rite Aphasic Childrens’ Clinic near the
Stanford campus, on Highway 101. She became
engrossed in trying to help the kids, but found
that she did not have the knowledge to make a
difference.

After Stanford, he went to Fuller Theological
Seminary, where he graduated with high
honors, getting his master’s degree. Then
he was selected by Duke University as one
of those who would fit into their program.
They wanted to maintain a proper “mix” of
their students, and he was selected as one
from the West Coast, and who had gone
through Fuller. He went through Duke on a
graduate fellowship. While there, he served as
a resident assistant in the dorm, and became
very well acquainted with the students and
professors. Those were the beginnings of his
career, which also took him to the North Park
Seminary in Chicago. Then, in 1992, he left
his position with the seminary in Chicago to
accept a similar position at Fuller Theological
Seminary in Pasadena, an interdenominational
seminary training theological students
and pastors in all the various Protestant
denominations.
After being Provost at Fuller for three years, in
1996 he decided he would rather teach theology in the seminary, and is now one of the tenured professors. In addition, he does a considerable amount of consulting work for various
seminaries throughout the country. He is also
a member of the accreditation committee for

They were beautiful, wonderful, and seemingly perfectly normal little kids, but lacking
in any communication skills, and not part of
society. They did not talk or relate to people,
they only stared in space. As a result, she
became so exercised by this situation that she
pursued additional training at the University
of California at Berkeley, and received a
doctorate in philosophy in 1974. She wrote
her thesis on “Study of Spatial Thought and
Expression.”
Judy is now Dean of the Speech Science and
Audiology Department at the University of
British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada, where
she has a faculty of about a dozen people. She
is a recognized authority, and does a lot of
writing.

Second Wife
Johnston: My first wife, Naomi, died in
August 1985, after a happy marriage of fortynine years. About six years later, in December 1991, I married a friend of many years
named Lucille E. Peterson—another Swedish
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name. She had a similar experience in that
her spouse, Harold, died after fifty years of
marriage. Our families had lived in the same
neighborhood, and her children and mine had
grown up together. Both families were friends
and part of the worship and activities of the
Pasadena Covenant Church. So combining
the two families was not very difficult. The
extended family is congenial and has many
good times together.
Like my own parents, Lucille’s parents were
born in Sweden. She and I are both part of the
American-born first generation of the immigration from Scandinavia that took place in
the early part of this century. We have visited
Sweden three or four times and had an opportunity to look up our heritage, both hers and
mine.
The last time, in 1994, we found that Lucille’s
grandparents lived in a certain parish in the
Dalarna district of Sweden, near Siljan. The
state church had records dating back to 1635,
and the writing on the parchment paper they
used was still clear enough to read. We learned
that the government had given the state church
the responsibility to keep the records, which
were quite detailed, showing such things as
where people lived, how many children they
had, how many visits the pastor had made to
their home, and when they left the country. It
was all very neatly recorded—the social history and genealogy of the parish.
Lucille has three children age 45-52 who, like
my own children, are interested in people.
Curt Peterson is a pastor of a Santa Barbara
Covenant church, who graduated from UCLA
and went on to take his theological studies. James Peterson has a Ph.D. in chemical
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engineering from the University of Maryland.
He works as director of the Pacific Toxicology
Laboratory, testing for the amount of lead
accumulated in school children.
Lucille’s daughter, Cindy, is a schoolteacher
working in the San Jose area. Her work is
developing programs for children who are disabled in various ways. These are children who
need individual and personal attention and
teaching. She has become quite an expert in
determining what the children need, and how
their teachers can help them with specialized
programming.

Nonprofessional
Activities and Pursuits
Scott: Would you discuss your main activities and pursuits outside your professional
interests? Such as leisure-time activities, hobbies, interest in reading, cultural things, sports,
and so forth.
Johnston: I have mentioned our interest in
American Indians and their culture, and what
we did when our kids were growing up. We
also did a lot of other traveling. Professional
work took us on some assignments abroad, and
we used those as opportunities to travel. We
have been through Europe, the Middle East,
and Asia.
The Asian experience was very delightful. I
mentioned before that as part of an EERI team,
in 1980 I had an opportunity to help represent the United States through the National
Science Foundation, at the request of the
Chinese government.
We did the same thing in Southeast Asia,
spending a considerable amount of time in
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Jakarta and some of the island areas, doing lecturing on engineering subjects. This was also
done in connection with a National Science
Foundation international sharing program.
We have also visited some of the South Pacific
Islands, Australia, and New Zealand on
vacation.
Scott: When you were on some of those official missions, were you also able to manage a
family visit in connection with the same trip?
Johnston: Often, yes. For example, I was so
impressed by my first visit to China that I suggested to my wife that we make another trip.
We found the Chinese to be very hospitable
and helpful, despite our differences in political and economic philosophy. We found when
talking to individual people, that such concerns were not uppermost in their minds. We
could communicate without having our differences enter into or affect the discussion.
On another occasion, just a year ago we visited
Thailand expressly to see some friends of ours
who were missionaries in northern Thailand.
These missionaries have developed a program
to upgrade the economy of the people. Their
program is successful and persuasive enough
that the world relief organizations are now following it as a pattern for efforts to improve the
economy of the poorer segments of society.
Scott: Say a little more about the program.
Johnston: It is entirely the work of this missionary couple, James and Joan Gustafson.
They have developed a program of growing
fish to use and to sell for food, which, within
a 50-mile radius of their location, has about
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doubled the income of the farm people, formerly some $175 per year.
They have demonstrated that a family can
exist on two acres of land, if they follow some
principles of well-managed subsistence farming. The people have also organized some
cooperatives to handle marketing, which keeps
middlemen from taking most of the profits.
The Thai government, which is not Christian,
but Buddhist in faith, has been so impressed
by the work of these missionaries that they
have asked for it to be duplicated in three other
parts of the northern Thai country.
I think the whole thing is a real credit to this
young couple who—although they had no previous experience in agriculture—conceived
the idea of the program, and then developed,
nurtured, and promoted it to the point where it
was a demonstrated success. Jim is now taking
his Ph.D. at the University of Wisconsin when
home on leave. They have urged him to write
his dissertation on his experience in Thailand,
to describe what was done in some detail, and
show others what can be done.
Scott: The trip you took was expressly to
visit this couple in Thailand?
Johnston: Yes. We had some prior connection with the husband. When he took his training at Fuller Seminary, he worked in a shoe
store that my present wife’s former husband
owned. He and my son were also very good
friends. So we knew them before we went to
Thailand.
In 1962, I became a trustee of the small liberal
arts college in Santa Barbara, Westmont
College, which I mentioned previously was a
college my daughter, Judith, attended. I have
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been on that board ever since. I chaired the
board for seventeen years. For the last few
years, it has been chaired by Merlin Call, a
lawyer here in Los Angeles.

as chairman. The school recently celebrated
its fiftieth year. It has grown and emerged as
one of the best Southern California liberal arts
colleges.

Scott: You have had a long association with
Westmont. Would you say a little more about
that, and how you first got involved?

Scott: Say a few words about your pastimes.

Johnston: Yes. Dr. Roger Voskuyl was the
president at the time I first got involved. They
had a building program, or were starting one.
A friend of his said, “Well, you ought to contact
Roy Johnston.” It is a Christian college, and so
has a religious background, and I have always
been a member of the Covenant Church.
There was some connection.
The president came to me one day and said,
“You know, we need some help.” I said, “Yes, I
guess it is the least I could do.” That started a
relationship.
Scott: Did they want you to help with structural engineering problems, or more generally
with their building program?
Johnston: It was general advice with the
building program. They needed advice on the
types of buildings to construct, and on who
they should get to design them. I started with
their building and grounds committee during its formative years, worked through various committee assignments, and then served
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Johnston: I love to play golf. We have played
with the same group for more than twenty-five
years. One of our group, Mike Erickson, has a
time-share arrangement in Maui, Hawaii. Each
year for the last several years, with our wives,
we have taken a golfing vacation in which we
try to play every day.
When I was growing up, I was much interested in sports. In high school, I was on the
track team, running in the dashes, and once
did 100 yards in ten seconds flat. Our team
was divided into three classes, A, B, and C,
depending on height, weight, etc. I was always
in the B class. In addition to the dashes, I used
to throw the discus.
I received an alumni scholarship from USC,
thinking I might compete on the track team,
but was out of my class. However, I had been
interested in debating in high school, and made
the debating team at USC for three years. Our
coach often commented, “You are the first, and
possibly the only, engineer who has ever made
the USC debate team.”
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Roy Johnston in Kingsburg, California, age
five, at one of his father’s building sites, 1919.
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As a freshman at the University of Southern California, 1931.
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Roy and Naomi Johnston
at Big Bear, California, 1946.

Roy on a camping trip in the Sierras, 1969.
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I. Magnin Department Store, Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, constructed in 1938,
a Brandow & Johnston structural engineering project;
Myron Hunt and H.C. Chambers, architects.
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Superior Oil Company Building, Los Angeles, a Brandow &
Johnston structural engineering project, completed 1955;
Claud Beelman, architect, and William Simpson, contractor.
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George Brandow, left, and Roy Johnston on the cover of
Engineering News-Record magazine, 1958.
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Los Angeles Sports Arena, completed 1959; Welton Becket, architect.
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Occidental Towers, Los Angeles, later the AT&T Center, a
Brandow & Johnston structural engineering project, completed
in 1965; William Pereira & Associates, architects.
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550 South Hope Street, Los Angeles, a Brandow & Johnston
project completed 1991, structurally designed by Gregg
Brandow; Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates, architects.
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Roy Johnston with his son, Robert, in Vancouver, Canada, 1992.

Roy Johnston and Gregg E. Brandow at the
Brandow & Johnston Christmas party, 2001.
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The U.S. earthquake engineering delegation to China, 1980.
Left to right, back row: Henry Lagorio, Neville Donovan, Robert Hanson,
Roger Scholl, Willard Keightley, and Lee Benuska; front row: Leon Wang,
Roy Johnston, John Blume, Helmut Krawinkler, and Andy Veletsos.
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Construction Industries Award.
From left to right: Henry Kissinger, former Secretary of State;
Art Buchwald, Los Angeles Times columnist; Jerve Jones, contractor;
George E. Brandow, Roy Johnston, 1981.
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Lucille (Peterson) Johnston and Roy, at their wedding in 1991.
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Roy Johnston in consultation, 1975.
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